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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF STYLE 

In every age appear certain shibboleths which seem to charac

terize and explain its preoccupations and goals. Surely in the 

English Renaissance, a time which saw itself as an active participant 

in traditional culture. an honored phrase was 11 Nosce teipeum. 11 

From many sources, Greek, Hebraic ., continental, men sought 

knowledge of themselves and the world outside reflecting them. It 

often seems surprising to us that the Renaieeance man, so often 

praised for his exuberant hedoniem and .rebellious ways, should 

have consciously sought instruction of various kinds within literature. 

Jestbooks, plays, and lyric poetry existed i,ot merely to delight; 

useful instruction accompanied and even amplified the pleasure. 

The purpose of longer epics and meditative poems a.imed to inculcate 

self-knowledge and right living. And the giant mil"rore of man- -the 

encyclopedias of science, the courtiers' training books. the Anatomy 

of Melanc:holy--reilected the image of man and reflected back into 

man the image of what he wae a.nd what he could become. 

Because the purpose of Robert Burton 1 s Anatomy of Melancholy 

is so unmistakably a ae:rious one--to effect a change within the reader--



it would be worthwhile to cons ider the ways by which he hoped to 

effec t that change . He had a conception o! what knowledge was; to 

see how this theory of knowledge helped control his way of writing 

about it should open eome doors into Renaissance ideas about how 

man learned and how that learning was seen to affect man writing. 

One o! the clich$e about the Seventeenth Centu.ry which is 

nonetheless true is that it was a time of cha.oge, of transition. 

Cer tainly that is true when we begin to conside1: what theories about 

knowledge were available to Burton. The schoolboys' definition of 

the shift as that between induction and deduction, be.tween~ and 

how as the characterizing questions contains much truth. Hooker 

nea:t" the first put of the century epitomizes the orthodox, n,edieval 

reliance upon authority, the belief that language and rhetorical 

investigation could help one reach the truth, which was already 

stored in an ancient storehouse; Hobbes later is testimony to the 

newer belief that truth can still be discovered, that ways of knowing 

are changing. The change Erorn older to modern ecience is not 

merely that physicians, philosophers, and others who we.re interested 

stopped believing in the vital spirits and switched over to accepting 

the theory of the circulation oi the blood. .Behind such extern.al shifts 

lay changing modes of viewing what man'• mind could accommodate. 



An.d Burton1 1i ving du.ring that time of cha.nge the Seventeent.li Century, 

was in ma.ny ways bound by orthodox belief&. But at the same time 

he wae aware of some of the changes being made in both macrocosm 

and microcosm. 

Many problems face one who attempts to relate Burtonrs view 

to preciee rnattere of style--to die ionJ e:entenc.e structure, and the 

like. It is one thing to abstract from his work his conception of the 

world and the role which knowledge plays in it. It is another thing 

to describe the. quality of hie diction, to judge the sorts of rhetorical 

devic.ee he uses, the syntactical construction o! his eentencee, and 

the structure of the Anatomy as a whole--to pursue the sort of 

descriptive analysis which Morrie Croll, R. F. Jones, and Geo:rge 

Williamson have done in such an illwninating fashion. 1 To put the 

two together is yet another task. 

Unfortunately, paat scholarship and criticiem provide little 

help. Williamson places him in the Senecan camp; Gamaliel Bradford 

1 Among the- several works done by the three on prO::i: style these 
are recommended: Morris Croll, 111 Attic P:roee 1 in the Seventeenth 
Century," Studiee in Philology, XVIII ( 1921). 79-129; Croll, " Muret 
and the History of 'Attic Prose/" PMLA, X:XXl.X (1924), 254-309; 
Croll, "The Baroque Style in Pl'o~e: 1 11 in Studies in English Philology: 
A Misc~llany in Honor of F. Klaeber, (ed.) K. Malone and Martin 
Ruud (Minneapolis, 1929); Richard F. Jones, "Science and English 
Prose Style in the Third Quarter of the Seventeenth Century, 11 PMLA, 
XLV ( 1930), 977-1009; George Williamson, The Senecan Ambl~ 
Study in Prose Form from Bacon to Collier (Chicago, 1951). 
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represent6 a. typical school who simply talk about hi5 robuetnessj or-

ma..nliness, or other qualities unsubstantiated by proof. Recent 

scholarship has been concerned with his utopia, or with inclusion o! 

motifs conunon to other contempora r ies. Only Leonard Goldstein has 

attempted to relate his thought to his way of expres-aing It--and hie 

conclusion, that Burton's style is a "confused lwnp, 11 still seems to 

beg the question. 1 

Nonetheless, such a relationship can be made, not with the 

buoyant rashness of a Wylie Sypher, who would suggest that Jacobean 

statecraft caused Bacon to leave out coordinate conjunctions. but by 

approaching the matter with better tools of log·c, and answering more 

concretely the question of how a man's outlook toward his subject 

governs the way he writes about i . Perhaps the relationship is not 

so patently causative as reflective. It is therefore neces ary to deii.n.f' 

with clarity the relationship between view and style. Fortunately, 

with Burton the task may be put on a valid basis because oI his own 

LRepresenting the various scholarly and critical approaches to 
Burton are the following articles: Gamaliel Bradford, "A Quaint Old 
Treatise of Love," Sewanee Review, XIX (1911), 172-84; J. Max 
Patrick, 11 Roberc Burton1 s Utopia, 11 Philological Quarterly. XXVll 
(1948), 340-48; Merritt Y. Hughes, "Burton on Spenser," PMLA, 
XLI ( 1926). 545-67; and Leonard Goldstein, "Science and Litera.,y 
Style in Robert Burton's 'Cento out Qi Divers Writera, rn Journal of 
the Rutgers University Li~, XXI (1957), 55-68. 
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statements of purpose: "Democritus Junior to the Reader 11 provides 

us with a convenient starting point. ln th1e introduction, for example. 

he. allies himself with the Senecans, who eschewed Ciceronian empti ... 

ness for a search for truth in the form oft.he period it!elf. Here he 

shows his respect [or 11 ma.tter, not words11 --a thorny s atement which 

I believe reflects his Janus-like nature in ~eeming to point toward 

Sprat• s later cha.rnpioning of a more denotative language but al so 

reflecting the traditional view of the special power of the word ilsel!. 

He rna.kes cleat" that his own massive accumulation of knowledge is 

not vain but is instead intended fo-r the eminently "pract.ica1 11 purpose 

of helping his reader regain that first fine innocence and health o! 

his grand pa:rents. 

But how does one see the way in which his vision is fused Vil.th 

hie style? That a final comprehension of his vision grows from 

aenaitiv-ity to his sty]e is a critical t&u.ism. But what Hi otyle itself? 

Before we continue to anatomize Burton, it Ls i.m.perative that we. 

like Burton. digress briefly upon this first conce-rn: seeing what 

s1.yle means. Such a digression i &. ab for Burton, not a cul de sac 

so mu.ch a.s a way station. Once we see in general what we are 

s :udying, we can look at Burton in particular more clearly. 

or the erms i that apothecary's shop, the language of literary 

criticism, the term style .ia among th most elusive. That the word 
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itself is a dead metaphor, meaning originally a writing instrument, 

a 11pointed object, bone or metal, for ).ne:cribing wax"J hardly clears 

the confusion in critical and scholarly writing. On the one hand 

there is an Arthur Quiller-Couch aeeumi.n.g that everybody ca.n ainiply 

~ that 11 style 11 is synonymous with 11the art of writing well 11: on 

another side is an F. L . .Lucas, who distinguishes between a 11way of 

writing11 and a 11 good way of writing, 112 but is still concerned with 

exercising 011e 1s talents well enough so as to impose a good style 

upon one• e letters a.nd inte.r-offic:e memos. And recenUy arrn·ing 

on the scene have been a number of scholars, primarily linguists 1 

who would say that in the study of .style, value judgmentB are some-

what irrelevant: that every statement as an artifact necessarily 

embadie s a unique style. 3 

It i e c l ear, then , that before one can study the style o[ any 

single author it will be necessary to examine various definitions of 

this slippery conception, discarding some and adopting the ideas of 

others which seem moet fruitful. Among those definitions which, 

1 F . L. Lucas, ~ (New York, ·1~',) , p. 17 . 

2Lucas, p, 391. 

3Helmut Hat:z;feld, 11 Scyhstic Criticism as Artminded Philology, 11 

Yale French Studies, II (1949), 62 . 

--, ' 

--- •-_ _._, 
J 



though spirited, la.ck substance, are those of W. C. Brownell, who 

equates "s tyle" with something roughly like 11 .tlair 11 and of A.rthur 

Quiller - Couch, who simply lets the reader prove upon his pulses 

the presence a! that desirable and somewhat mysterious thing, style. 

Nor are the often-quoted dictums of Sp-rat, 11 S0 many things, almost 

an equal number of worda 11 ; of Swift, 11 Proper words in proper placee 11 ; 

and of Buffon, "The style is the man himself" very hel pful , though 

each contains in obliquely suggestive ways important keystones of 

some de!initione of style and styles. 

Since neither mere enthusiasm nor motto can sufiice in the 

preliminary task of defining style, we must look to more responsible 

conceptions. John Middleton Murry, .for Lnatance, ha& summed up 

the Lhree key meanings of the term as 11 personal idiosyncrasy of 

expression, u the "technique of expression, 11 and the highest achieve-

ment of literature--"a quality which transcends all personal id.lo~ 

syncrasy, yet needs--or seems to need- ~pereonal idiosyncrasy in 

order to be manifested. Style, in this. absolute sense, is a complete 

fueion of the personal and the universal. 11 Finally, Murry conclude a, 

11 A discussion of the word Style. iC it were purBued with only a 

-- -~------ • __ ._t 



fraction of the rigour ol a scientific investigation, would inevitably 

cover the whole of literary aesthetics and t.hc theory of criticism. 111 

Historically, the ruling notion was that of style as a gilded 

garment upon the body of thought beneath. W. K. Wimsatt conaidere 

representative ol this point of view the entire discussion of rhetorical 

figures in Quintilian's ln6t..itutee, 2 And in Do Oratore Cicero ehows 

t.hi s belief in the s parat~on of thought and style when he says, 11 Betwi.xt 

the formation of words and that of thought there is th.is difference: 

that that of words is destroyed if you cbange them, that of the thoughts 

remains, whatever words you think proper to use. 113 lt is easy to see 

how this conception would remain regnant so long: even in wl'iting a 

grocery list. or memorandu.m, one is conscious that as the ideas 

become bo.rn and take shape in words on a page there is som how a 

1see W . C. Brownell, The Genius of Style (New York, 1924); 
Arthur Quiller-Couch, The Art of Writing (New York, 1961) Thoma," 
Sprat, History of Lhe Royal Society (London, 1702); Jonathan Swift, 
A Letter to a Young Clergyman, Lately Entered into lfoly Orders, 
1721, Prose Works, ed. Temple Scott (London, l898), Ill, 200 -201; 
Buifon, An Address Delivered Before the French Academy [ g~ncrally 
known as the Discoura aur le Style) 1753, in Lane Cooper, Theories 
of Style (New York, 1907), p. 171 ; and John Middleton Murry, The 
Problem of Style (London, I 9-• ), pp. 3, 7. 

2 w. K Wimsatt, J:r, 1 The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson {New 
Haven , 1941), p. l 

--_ ._ ___ • _ _i ·l 
J 



difference in the Corm between Lhat first faint glimmering within the 

mind and the jottings upon the paper--a.nd, concomitantly, that there 

are a num.ber of ways in which any simple notion could be expressed, 

each differing yet rnea,uog roughly the same. 

9 

1t is that very roughness of approximation of the initial notions. 

though, that i.s a key to seeing what ia now almost a critical dogma--

not the schism between idea and expression, content and form, but 

rather the uniqueness of ach version of the statement. Yet this very 

view of the uniqueness of the individual sentence as artifact, appeal-

ingly dogmatic though it may be, could undercut the study of style 

itself. If, as Croce suggests, ea.ch utterance is different from each 

other, then the study of style could degene!'ate into meaningless 

relativism., into a world comprised of an in.rinity o! discrt;te particles. 

As Richard Ohmann has asked, rru style does not have to do with ways 

of saying something, just as style in tennis has to do with ways of 

hitting a. ball, is Lhere any thin g a· all which is worth oanu.ng s :yle? 111 

Or, if we say with Andrews Wann.iL:g that "style is part oi what we 

1 Rii::.hard M . Ohmann, 11 Prolegomena to the Analysis of Prose 
Style, 11 in Stvle in Proee Fiction (Englieh ln5 1tcte Essays), ed. 
Harold C, Mar 10 (New York, 1959), p. l. 
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ordinarily c:all meaning. 11 1 then we have stepped into yet a.not.her 

thorn bush: what is the meaning of meaning, and what is the particular 

place of style in the larger province of meaning? 

The answers to these questions are not so easy to come by as 

one might wish. Fortunately. Ohmann- -who dared to criticiz.e the 

truism of the fusion of content and form in the first place - - has 

provided a wa.y out of the selva oacura that allows us to see thought 

and style as one. but al so allows the study of" 5tyle to -remain as a 

poB151ibl e activity gx-ouoded upon a iirm basis. He begins first by 

attacking one answer th.at has been adva:nced--that of I. A. Richards, 

who would allow the clothing of sllnilar 11 thought-forms 11 in a variety 

of patterns. Richards would say, for example. that 11Soc"tates is 

wiset 1 and 11 \Visdom belongs to Socrates 11 are but two word patterns 

into which one 11 thought.-form 11 - •in this instance, predicating a 

characteristic of Socrates--can be molded. But as Ohmann points 

out, these two are not exactly the same ideas- - congrueat, but not 

identical. Consequently, Richards ' notion of 11 thought -forms 11 leads 

ultimately to the same impasse as Croce 1 s: the r e would be an equal 

number of sentencee as ttthought-forms. 11 

1 Andrews Wanning, Some Changes in the Prose Style of the 
Seventeenth Century, (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Cambridge 
University, 1938), p . ZO. Cited in Ohmann. 
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The major weakness of Richards' position. as Ohmann sees it1 

is in the notion of thought-forms as somehow separate from the 

th inke r . Anc;i it is here that be begins to formulate the baBis of style: 

Neither th external world, thenJ nor our "experience" of 
it offers any ready-made forms o! thought to the analyst 
who wishes to see style as the way in which ideas get into 
words. Vfhat nature does offer to expe'rience. however, 
and exp er ience to language, is a C<;mstant formlessness. 
Just as, in the existentialist view, man is confronted in 
hi.a search for ethical oTder by the indifference of the 
universe. ma.n i.n his search for Perceptual order faces 
a chaotic worJ d- stu..lf which gives no hints ae t.o the proper 
method of sorting. But Camus c.all5 the world's moral 
ana r chy benign, in that it allows us to consider man the 
maker o! his own morality, and the chaos pictured by modern 
psychologists has a parallel advantage: the perceiver, accord
ing to this theory, shapes the world by choosing from it 
whatever perceptual forms are most useful to him--though 
mo st often the choice is unconscious and inevitable. The 
unfriendly behavior of tigers may, to be sure, co~rce him 
in his perceptual sorting, and his choice of perceptual 
forms largely governs his choice of linguistic categories, 
but the selections at:'e initially free, in an important sense. 1 

It is the way in which the writer freely chooses, breaks up and 

manipulates the 11 Heraclitian flux" that 1s the beginning of style . 

The stream of experience is the background against which 
'choice• is a meaningful concept, in terms o{ which the 
phrase •~ of saying _!51 makes sense, though 'it' is no 
longer a variable. Form and content are truly separate 
if 1content 1 i.8 not bodiless ideas, but the formless world~ 
stuff. And if such a hypothesis carries forward the 

1ohmann, pp. 8, 9. 
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help transmit conception& and emotional responses from author to 

reader. But in another sense, an author' B style i.s a way of creating 

meaning a.5 the writer confronts the flux of experience and controls 

it with words. In some wayi; his private meaning is his and his alone, 

incommunica.ble. But nonetheless there is some. exchange of mean-

ings: or at least we. must a.ct upon that assumption; and thus the 

meaning created by the writer can be sensed and analyzed by a reader. 

Within that act of meaningful c:onfrontationJ howeverJ certain 

patterns begin to emerge. Most write:i:s do not set down pages of 

gibberish: they usually attempt to make sense to t.bemeelves: and 1 

secondarily, to others. Though the range of choices is enormous, 

it is still limi ted: certain words and sentence patterns tend to recur. 

A writer 1 a style then can be considered an expreesive eystcm (to use 

Amado Alonzo 1 s term) with certain meaningful characteristics. 

Just a5 the act oI communicating is a complex action, f!ven 

more so is the attempt to assess the style of a given work, since 

etyle is, a.ccording to R. F. Jones., " the moat complex phenomenon 

in lit!!!rat:ure ... the resultant of all forces, known and unknown, 

underlying lite.rary development, 11 and, according to T. E. Hulme, 

it is 11 forced by the coming togethe.r of many differeot thoughts and 

generated by their contact. Fire struck between stones. 11 How is 

the critic then to go aboul judging thie 11 £i re struck between stones" 
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without becoming burnt himself? The Spanish scholar Alonzo has 

provided one mode 0£ attack: since etylistic a ia concerned with the 

expressive system- -which embraces everything - - the critic must see 

ea.ch part, 11 a.s, in painting, the form, the harmony, the thing changes 

if, Ior example, the painter places stone io front of red velvet rather 

than Ile sh. Furthermore, all pa :r ts are but smalle-r expressions of a 

deeper 1thought ' 0£ a poetic nature: an intuitional vision of the world 

and of life, felt 1 lived,, and objectified in the: poetic creation. 11 For 

those who would judge this aspect of Alonzo• e approach too emotional, 

requiring powers to which most cl us do not ha.ve access1 R . A . 

Sayce eeezi a way out of the difficulty by using the word style 11 as a 

convenient designation of the linguistic structure which underlies and 

indeed constitutes a work of literature. 11 1 In the final effect, however, 

Sayce's book on French prose meets Alonzo 1 .s prescriptions: through 

working with concrete unite--noune, epithets, cliche's--he is able to 

show how the ordering 0£ language of individual writers does embody 

their world view. What is appealing cl.bout his approach, then, is bis 

lack of p-retension and his lucid attack. 

I. Richard F. Jones, "Science and English Prose Style," p. 977; 
Thomas Ernest Hulme, Notes on Language and Style, Unlversity of 
Washington Chapbooks, ed. Herbert Read, XXV (Seattle, 1929), p. 
13; Amado Alonzo, 11 The Stylistic Interpretation of Literary Texts, 11 

Modern Language Notes, LVII ( 1942), 492; R. A. Sayce, Style in French 
Prose (Oxford, 1953), p. I. 



Style can be defined as an author 1 s "expressive system. 11 

Though thu. term seems to substitute for vagueneee the connotation 

of greater concreteness. that iB unfortu.nately not so. I'h.is term 1 

too, is a. metaphor. Style is not a system in the. same way that a 

dynamo is, However, style in general and style in particular do 

have certain collocations of qualities that ca.n be named, defined, 

and limited. Not all the charac.terietics in Sir Thomas Browne• s 

style appear in Robil!lrt Burton• EiJ for example, and for di.scoverabl~ 

reasons. The term...!!!_ used in the same way that mathematicians 

and linguist5 use the term is thus a helpful concept. Just as a 

grammarian of the Chomsky persuasion would hesitate to define a 

verb in one or two words but would gladly describe the several wa.ys 

in which a verb can operate--and cannot operate--eo too can styha tu:e, 

the 11 art-minded philology 1 ° 1 describe the eet o! coneide ratio n e 

which are the province of style in general and particular, all of 

which comptise the artist• s 11 expressive eystem. u ln ma.n.y w ay a 

the concerns will overlap fields long studied and not regarded ae 

necessarily the province of stylistics- -the writer• s place in the 

history of ideas, even his 8chooling- -nonetheJ 86 all these must be 

1Hatzfeld, p. 62. 



considered as helping to form the eel oi qualities which expresses 

his personal vision and his st:yle--which isJ as D. W. Rannie holds , 

11 the critic 1 s primary concern. 11 1 

The student of literature writing today can be grateful !or th e 

light cast upon the nature of style from a variety of sources. When 

l6 

considering poesible mode& of attack upon style, however 1 he l8 !a.c E- d 

by such a plethora o! opposing schools aod contradictory ideas that 

he is inclined to be less than grateful for this Gods 1 plenty. Some 

battle over the rightful province of style and stylistics, others ove:r 

the problem of the relationship of la.ngue and parole to literary study. 

Among those who battle over the boundaries of style a.nd 

stylistics are Charles Bally, who believes that styli!: pursues an 

esthetic end, stylistic & a scientific one, and Ma'l'cel Cressot, who 

believes the relation not one of exclusion but inclusion. To him, 

style is a department of stylisticsJ transcending it on a. nonver bal 

level. From these two de!initiooa we can draw the t:onclusian that 

style is a personal quality, the thing studiedt a.nd styli s tics the 

science of that study. Once we have named the approache s:, tho ugh, 

how should we study style? Leo Spitzer 11 starts from the observation 

of a linguistic detail which in some way diverges from the norma1 11 ; 

1 
Hatzfeld, p. 62 . 

.. --- ~-- ~-
-- --• - _ __I __ J. 
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Marouzeau and Cressot would study an individual writer 1 s work ch iefly 

ae a reprie:&entative o! the entire language, 1 For the latter approach 

we need chiefly linguistic data. for Spitzer• s approach the power 

of divination. 

If we become too much concerned with this battle, or with t.he 

battle over langue and parole, we might neglect seeing style as a 

perceivable quality. Burton differs !rom Browne not merely in bis 

preference !or certain kinds 0£ clauses but in quality as well--one 

which seem.s .somehow greater than the sum of its linguistic partB. 

We might neglect the characteristic of style as a personal statement 

which embodies the emotional and intellectual contours of the man 

epeaking; we might not con eider style as a way of se eiog, a mode of 

apprehension. By metaphor, by punctuation, by word order both 

reader and writer come to know through style. Style, then, links the 

reader and writer. The words, symbols, dev ices such as irony--

all these reflect common e,xperience and help create an experience; 

they mediate between the author and his audience. 

1See Sister Clare Eileen Craddock, Style Theories as Found 
in Stylistic Studies of Romance Scholars (1900-1950) {Washington, 
D. C .• 1952). pp. 15 - 16, and Sayce, pp. 1, 3. 



In order to apprehend these links, what sorts of met.hods: 

should a student of style use? ls it even possible to describe a 

literary s.tyle with any degree of surety? Here the methods used by 

students of style in the plastic arts can help those working with 

18 

literature. One answer, for instance, has been provided by Thomae 

Munro in an e1:uay outlining a highly developed met.hod for the study 

of style in architecture , painting, and other forms . The answer tliat 

he reaches is that a style is a combination of traits: that, for exam.ple, 

a limitable set of cha.racteristics--pointed arches. flying butt-reaaes, 

etc . - -combine to form the Gothic style in architecture. That notion 

of a set of characteristics could just a.e easily be applied to htera.ry 

&tyle-etudy, ae it indeed has bee n done with W0lfflin' 8 system. of 

categories - -closed-open, linear-painterly--defining Baroque. Munro 

does make cleal' that not all trait-complexes are necessarily styles 4 

however; sometimes a particular combination occurs only once. 1 

lt is easier to establish such combinations in the. plastic arts , since 

most traits are quantitatively measurable, and because the matc.;rialti 

a{ literature, words, slip and slide elusively. Nonethele:!h•, certain 

qualities of word& are measurable; one feels that ultimately a Jai.rly 

complete description can be made. 

I 
Thomae Munro, rrstyle in the Arts: A Method of Stylistic 

Analysis," Journal of Aeothetics and Art Criticism, V (1946), 128-
158. 



What are the nee es sa.ry components of this finite set of. 

chaTacteristics which. we call a style? Some years ago Herbert 

Read in English Prose Style outlined one system. Though in many 

19 

ways a limited book it doee provide a concrete basis. He begins with 

what he calls diction, which includes the basic linguistic. urtit8 of 

which a style ie comprised, covering words.t epithets, a.ad metaphors 

under this rubric. He then builds upward with sont.ence structure, 

the paragraph, and a variety of types of arrangement. In addition 

to these tangible units, be would have the student of proee style 

consider intangibles: fancy, imagination, impresaionism.1 expression-

ism, eloquence, and unity, ae well as the modes 0£ exposition and 

narrative. 1 

Read1 s mode of attack ie perhaps the best known in EngliBh. 

Scholars in the Roma.nee languages aleo hav e cont.ributed greatly to 

the methodology of dealing with etyle--and have contributed uurneroue 

contradictory techniques, as well. Alonza holds that the science of 

style of describing adequately ao author's 11 expressive system, 0 

must deal with the following: the ways in which the 11 form 11 of the 

poem developed through the creative process, the poet• B rational 

thoughts as transformed into poetry, order, the poet's exploitation 

1 
Herbert Rea.d, English Prose Style (New York, 1928). pp. v-vii. 



o! the possibilities of bis own idiom. the expressive intentions with 

\'ihich he bas tilled out and renewed common syntactical formulae, 
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the expressive procedure to which he has subjected the meaning of 

words and phrases, and rhythm. 1 The student must consider these 

matters al so: the world view, the effect upon the reader, the 11 modus 

operandi of the psychic forces which form the composition o! the 

work 11 in order to come close to a final appraisal of the work and ita 

etyle--which is not just a collection of external, separable character~ 

istics but the expressive system o! the entire work. 2 As Sister Clare 

Eileen Craddock' s study of" the wo-rk in stylistic e: o( scholar& in the 

Romance languages points out, Alonzo 1 s manifesto is among the best 

of current stylists 1 : it anchors itself firmly in the work itself and 

allows for the im_ponderables--which are1 of courise, the most 

difficult to aeeess 11 scientifically. 11 The thinking of most othe"t 

scholars follows Alonzo• s; near I y all agree that primary attention 

must be paid to language and linguistic matters, for language, as 

Helmut HatzfeLd makes clear, 11 in the widest sense comprising the 

whole structure 0£ a work, is literary style. 113 Rene Wellek and 

1 Alonzo, p. 494. 

2Aionzo. p. 493. 

3Hatzfeld, p. 62. 
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Austin Warren would agree: 11 Sty listics, conceived in this wide 

sense, investigates al l devjcea which a.im at aomi:: spec i fic expressive. 

end and thus embrace IS far more tha.n literature or ev~n rhetoric, 

All deviceo for securing emphasis or e "p] icitness cctn be classed 

under stylistics: me taphorB, which permeate all lang uages, even 

of the most primitive type; all rhetorical figures; syntac t ical 

patterns. Nearly every ling u istic utterance can be .studied from 

the point of view of ite ex:preaeive val u e. 111 

However, despi te the wide area5 of agreement, Lh e r e are 

several significant differences. As Hatz(eld says, one moot point 

i s the role of the author. Leo Spitzer, for i n stance, would very 

nearly psychoanalyze the author; to Amado Alonzo, on the other 

hand, the author i5 almost i-rTelevant. 2 But in s um.. though there is 

a measure of disag-reement, nearly all critics working today would 

ag ree that stylistic study should cover these matters: the lingu i stic 

basis of the work, the write:r 1 s place in a. historical contt:!xlJ the 

demands of the genre, the s t.ruct:ure of the work, and Cel'"tain intangi

ble qualitit.!s euc h as tone, a tmosphere, and world view, And mo.st 

would make clear that here, as in c1ny critici$m of literature, to focus 

1 Ren~ Wellek a.nd Austin War r en, Theory of Litera tur e (New 
York, 1949). p. 18 1. 

2Hatzfeld, p. 63. 



upon only one aspect is somewhat false . Rhythm and tone spring 

from trope B and die tion; all are governed by structure. Thus, 

abstraction is only temporary; in a litera.ry work, all interact to 

create aty1 e. 

zz 

Before outlining the major concern& of this study, it ie 

necessary to point out that mo st of the Be theot'ists are still working 

within the framework of the Inda-European languages; many of rhe 

older critics. were thus quite unaware that certain conceptions which 

they held -- time, space. causation -- are not necessarily " true. 1 1 

.Bound by Western languages, they simply did not know what we know 

today after seeing the contributions oi contemporary linguists 

who, analyzing the structure of other quite different languagesi have 

pointed out that we see thingo certain ways not necessarily becauee 

they are 11 true 11 but because our language causes us to see them that 

wa.y. lt would be impossible to cover all the territory being mapped 

by contemporary liAguists, but I do think that we in this age are 

fortuna te to come to know better how our language operates: tjeeing 

how Hopi deals with tense, we can see better how English deals with 

conceptions of time. Consequently, whenever possible, the work of 

such men as Wboxf, Sapir, aod their colleagues will be brought in 

to show i5omething of the behavior of English - -in ways of which 

Herbert Read and Robert Burton were unaware but which can shed 

much light on our study. 
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And thanks to the contribution of 1 ingui sts, we have better-

refined tools for working with style. No longer must one compile 

Ji 6 ts of subordinate clauses in order lo do a. respectable job; instead, 

as th~ brillianl studies of W. K. Wirnsatt. upon Samuel Johnson and 

Jona5 Barish on John Lyly have proved, 1 it is possible to work with 

concrete linguistic units--a.nd to see that they are genuine reflectors 

of the authors' views of the world. Despite th work o! such men as 

Barish and Vfimsatt, though, falsely scientific, overly statistical 

studies ha.ve bee.n made. 2 

1w. K. WimBatt, Jr., The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson 
(New Haven, 1941), and Jonas Barish, "The Prose Style of John 
Lyly," Journal of English Literary History, XXll! (1956). 14-35. 

2Such a study is " The History of Certain Aspects of the Structure 
of the English Sentence, 11 by Robert Roy Aurner [ Philological Qua rterly, 
II ( 1923), 187-208], Although he has compiled numerous charts and 
statistics, he has dealt with external characteristics, attempting 
critical judgments hardly more perceptive than saying that Dryden 
has 11 an increas,: of structural complexity" and that Lyly 1 s style has. 
a 11prevailing formlessness. " Then. too, Zilpha Chandler's study 
[An.Analysis of the Stylistic Techniques of Addison, Johnson. Ha~litt, 
and Pater, University of lowa Humanistic Studies, Vol. IV, No. 3 
(Iowa. City, 1928)] has a very elaborate statistical apparatus base d 
upon diction, sentence length. phrases, and sentence 6tructure. but 
the conclusions are subjective and. l think. often wrong. It seems 
unlair to adjute the reader of "The Vision of Mirzah" or 11 The Vision 
oI Justice 11 : "But we roust remember that Addison made no attempt 
to be strong a.nd forceful. 11 11See also footnote on p. 136. 

-~-- . -• ---~_j :' 
. J 
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To follow through completely with the injunctions of Alonzo, 

Rea.d, and other theorists would require several lifetimes. In 5tudies 

of a more limited scope, ao this one ro.ust necessarily be, one most 

choose among the tools available those, most fitted to the task. This 

:study of Burton, then, will p•oceed according to the following order; 

First, we will place Burton i.n the cont@xt of the historical view 

of language, rhetoric, and style to which he belonged. Such an initial 

placement is necessary because his views of language as a channel 

fo-r knowledge differed somewhat from ours and must be judged 

accordingly. Hia views affect consciously and unconsciously what 

he, as a student of literature himself, thought he was doing with 

the language. To define his conceptions, we will consider his own 

explicit statements as well as a number of recent studies--W. S. 

Howell 1 s, Perry Miller's, Sister Miriam Joseph's. 

We need to complete one more circle before we descend to 

work with more concrete matters of language. That second, narrower 

circle is the point of view, the persona, from which Burton is writing. 

One important control, after all. is the mask of Democritus which h e 

donsj and this, I think, is an important consideration. It is requi~ed 

by one of the many generic bases of the work--satire; it inllueoces 

the tone; and it reveals h.is tu.ndamentally Christian hwna.nistic world 

view. 
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From here the study will circle downward to the most concrete 

concern of all- -the words BuTton uses. Prime considerations will 

im::lud@ source. the parts of speech. and placement in conte.xt. Models 

for this sort. of study exist, in Sayce 1 s study of French prose and 

F. E. Ek.felt• s essay on Milton. 1 In fa.ct. a pronouncement of Sayce 1 s 

is that 11 T he literary study of language must be founded oo a detailed 

examination of single words and their variations of meaning. 11 

Obstacles, though, face us immediately: words do not stand still. 

Chameleonlike, their meaning changes historically and with their 

surroundings and with the observer. "They are like Prouse s 

characters, whose nature is radically transformed not only in ti.me 

but in the opinions of those with whom they come in contact. " .But, 

chameleons though they may be, they still contain two elements: 

stability and variability; "Stable because a common response is 

possible, becau5e communication does take place; variable because 

each word is slightly different wherever it is used, depending .for its 

effect en the speaker or writer, the hearer or -reader. the verbal 

context, the general context. " 2 

1F. E. Ekfelt, "The Graphic Diction of Milton's Prose, 11 

Philological Quarterly, XXV ( 1946), 46-69. 

2sayce, p. 127. 
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Clooe.ly connected to an examination of diction is that of images- -

not just words themselves but words invested ......-ith meanings beyond 

the immediate context because they are common symbols or because 

the author, through repetition, makes them so. What Burton does 

with the motif of food and eating in 11 Democritus Junior to the Reader 11 

is1 for ex.ample, a .source of hwnor and a crystallization of his 

pu.rpose- - to make the reader k n ow, by sen:!!lory means as well as 

int..J.lectual. 

The words and images do not exist alone, however. They a.re 

all contained within the larger unit of the sentence. This next aspect 

of style provides a. rich vein to be: mined--historically, because of 

the battles over Senecan and Ciceronian styles--battles recorded by 

George Williamson, R. F. Jones, and Morris Croll in recent yt:ars. 

Still another aspect of historical importance in connection with these 

larger units of prose i.s 6urton'a use of the tropes, the colors of 

rhetoric.. Though he disclaims in 11 Democritue Junior to the Reader11 

conscious use o! zeugma, anaphora., or the like, he uses them all. 

Therefore, a student of seventeenth-century prose must consider the. 

use oI these traditional Cigures. Other concerns a.re Burton• s 

apparent jaggedness of sentence structure, copiouenes.s, pac-ing, 

timing, and tone within the sentence -- for it is in this unit th.at we 

can see one of his chief airna: to reproduce the effect of the mind 

thinking. 
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Next, we will consider the total structure of the Anatomy--a 

formidable task, to be sure, draped as it ie over innumerable sectioni:; 

and subsections 4 larded with dig ·ression.s . Yet there is a logic: to the 

oTder in which Burton placed his materials . .Although he complaine 

that, for lack of amanuenses, the book is not as perfect as he would. 

wish it~ it is obvious that a conscious. artisL trained io his tradilion 

of rhe toric has aomP. principles of control. The elaborate synopses 

of partitions appearing at the first of each of the major divisions is 

proof of his attention to each part -- al.though digreseions give a eense. 

of freedom within that meticulous plan. It is, finally, a critical 

truism that the structure guides the tone, the quality, the 6tyle: of 

the whole. 1 

Running throughout this examination of Burton. ae. a kind of 

ground bass, is a theme central to Burton 1 s purpose: hi:s attitude 

towa'l'd knowledge. rt is central to his viewpoint concerning Lhe 

1The te>..t l have chosei:i is the .Floyd Dell-Paul Jordan-Smith 
edition published l;)y the Tudor Publishing Company in New York in 
1927. It is not the standard edition; in fact, no edition can be said 
ta be etandard. The three-volume edition of the Reverend A. R. 
Shilleto (London. 1893), though usually considered the standard 
text, ia filled with erroreL of fact. Based on the faulry seventh 
edition of the Anatomy, it contains. spelling and punctuation that 
were not Burton 1 is. Thi.\! other modern edition, that done by Holbt'OOk 
Jackson for Everyman' s Library in 1932, rectifies some oI Shilleto 1 a 
flaws. But 1 have chosen the Dell-Jordan-Smith version because it 
iBI in one volume, because the Latin is translated) and because the 
index is particularly clear, 



function of rhetoric, as I shall show in the next chapter. lt is 

central to his use of the satiric mask of Oemocritus--a mask that 

is deligh tful l y comic but also deadly se r ious. It is central to his 

choice of words and, most impo r tantl y, to the sentence order. 

Arld, finally, his conception of man ' s use of r igh t reason as he 

attempt s to make sense of himself and the world controls his 

choice of subject, structure, and world view. 
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CHAPTER II 

BUR TON'S PLACE IN THE TRADITION 

OF RHETORIC 

With all his varied and far-ranging eruditionJ Burton lived 

1n a tradition o! knowledge which is ours no longer--in a time when, 

crudely stated, most people thought that knowledge was one. At 

this time we will investigate the traditional v iewpoints toward 

k.nowledge--what it was, how man got it. and what he did with it--

and relevance of this concern to Burton 1 s own place in the traditionj 

be .r e to his own overt statements and later to more covert literary 

practices. 

On the one hand he exemplifies the view that knowledge and 

techniques of investigation were fairly complete and that 1 consequently, 

a man 1 s con tribution to the sum of hum.an knowledge lay chiefly in 

the rhetorical aim of rearrangement and reminding the audience- .. 

to create, as he says, somethi.ng "not his own, and yet his own~ 11 

With this conception, one which later in the century is to appear in 

the forefront in the skirmishes of ancients and moderns, Burton 

allies hirnself with the Christian humanists' viewpoint toward the 

state of man. Part of that complex set of assumptions was the idea 
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that Iallen man could not hope for genuinely original contributiorte to 

thought. To return to the realms of truth, fallen man should refer to 

the ancients, to the ages nearer the golden timeis when man thought 

more. clearly and truly . This, one of many classical and medieval 

holdovers, was particularly strong during Burton• :s time because of 

its relation to the theory of the decay of the world, a theory haunting 

Donne, Goodman, and others, and contributing to the fascination 

with melancholia. 1 Yet the traditional ways were changing. lt le 

true that Ra.mus 1 highly 11 rebellious 11 method was chiefly a rearrange-

ment oC Cicero 1 s prescriptions, but his changes still denote something 

of the profound c h ange in the Sevent~enth Century in man• s conception 

of ways of investigating the truth. And BuTton was living right in 

that time. of controversy. Though Oxford was not the hotbed oC 

Ramism th.at Cambridge wae. it is inconceivable Lhat he could not 

have been aware of that issue. And if he can resolve the question of 

a pluraliLy of worlds in an 11 0 altitudo, 11 he is still a.ware of the major 

theories of cosmology available to him, though he does not seem ta 

be completely awar@- of the.ir implications for 5hatteri.ng the Lraditio nal 

1 Amon,g several articles dealing with this topic, these are typical~ 
George #illiamson1 11 Mutability, Decay, and Seventeenth - Century 
Melancholy," Journal of English Literary Hiotory ()935), 121-150, 
and D. G. Allen, 11 The Degeneration of Man and Renaissance PeGsi
mism, " Studies in Philology, XXXV 11938), 202-227. 
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view ol the cosmos. To place Burton neatly in a camp labeled either 

11 aocient 11 or 11 modern11 is impossible. As one aware of so many 

cootemporary controversies, he might--yet might not have--realized 

the implications of the changes. The la$t part of tN. S. Howel1 1 s. 

Logic and Rheto.ic in England, 1500-1700 outline, these changes but 

show6 that they are spread out over a number of years: Howell 

regards some of Bacon• s ideas as genuinely revolutionary. 1 And 

the Advancement of Learning predated the last edition of the Anatomy 

by almost half a. century, 

Let us first look at the traditional conceptions of knowledge 

before we begin to see in what ways Bui-ton pa:r-t.icipated in the older 

forms. An individual style, in Edward Sapir's words. 11 not only 

ini:.orporates [ the basic forms of the language]; it builds on them,. 11 2 

We a.re talking not just about the words but about words and their 

world. And considering the traditions of knowledge a.nd its formation 

in rhetorical .modes during the Renaissance is a particularly exciting 

activity: the two were consciously considered as separable, but 

intertwined. 

1w. S. Howell, Logic and Rhetoric in England, 1500-17 00 
(Princeton, 1956), pp. 397-432 . 

2 Edward Sapir, Language: An Introduction to the Study of 
Speech (New York, 1949), p. 227. 



The first step in establishing the main strands of the tradition 

0 [ knowledge in which Burton was operating is to consider the 

construction of the world that a man could know. Those of us living 

in the second ha! f of the Twentieth Century must make some grea.t 
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leaps of mind and imagination in order to realize the! form of the 

world that Burton and c:ounl.less others before him saw. Description 

of the traditional world picture--or p1ctures--available to Burton 

has been made unnecessary by the contributions of many scholars. 

Su!fice it to say here that the universe which men looked out upon for 

hundreds of years was a magnificenUy conceived one, a dynamk 

world in which physic.al and spiritual acted in linkecl harmony, in 

1we are indebted to E. M. W. Till yard, whose Elizabethan 
World Picture (New York, 1944) is a key work oxplaining th• chief 
metaphors of the cosmos--chain, corrcspondenc:ee, dance; to A. 0. 
Lovejoy, whose The Great Chain of Being (New York, 1936) traces 
that conception from its inception through various forms; to Marjorie 
Nicoleon, whose The Breaking of the Circle (New York, 1950) defines 
the ruling idea oJ the circle of perfection and the world 1 s body. 
Num@rous other5 have defined the world as pictured in men1 s minds: 
W. C. Curi-yin Chaucer and the Medieval Sciences (New York, 1926) 
has shown how Chaucer and his contemporaries believed thl! world was 
ma.de. ln his History of Magic and Experimental Science {New York, 1929-
1941}, Lynn Thorndike has amassed enormous amounLs or material 
defining the outlook upon both tht! ~l!'nsible and eupe:rsensible worlds 
held by the well-known and the obscure; and Kester Svendsen in 
Milton and Science {Cambridge, 1956) has shown how Milton, late 
in the Renaissance, utilized conceptions of the world held by classic 
medieval, and Renaissance men, outdated though they were to become. 
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which man as the nodal point contained and could apprehend matte-r 

Crom the lowest mineral to the highest Good. This ordered universe, 

meaningful for man i.n all its spheres, is a.n imaginative and logical 

creatiot1. which n1ust cause us to see its maker as a paragon o! 

anirnal l!!I apprehending like a god. Hiram Haydn has eaid that thi.s 

traditional world vie.wJ inhe r ited in the Renaissance from classical 

antiqui ty, Christianity, P l atonism, and in telligent observation, is 

"rooted in order and law, lt displays design and purpose in every 

part, and h ence proclaims the unqualified rule o{ Mind, which hae 

produced unity. 11 1 

Because th i s worl d was produced by a uni(yi.ng Nlind, men 1 s 

sour i::e of knowledge about it ca.me, they thought, from Cod. All 

questions - -wha.t iB worth knowing? h ow do we know? why do we 

know? · -we r e r elatt:d back to th~ s:ou.rce of knowing 1 the logoe, the 

Creating Word. On the fir~t pagu of Lhe first partiti.on of the Anatomy 

Burton h.irnael£ is completely oi;-thodox when he cons1der6 God as not 

only the source of all thinge but also o( man• s knowledge about them. 

To Bur ton, God ~e the end of man• s knowl edge, as well. The first 

action which .Burton attributes to Adam in Paradise 1s to know God. 

1IDram Haydn, The Counter-RenaLasance ( ew York, 1950), 
p. 133 . 
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This conception of God as source and goal of man's knowledge we 

must keep in mind while exploring traditional theories of knowledge. 

Viewed literally, God i• the ruler of the physical place, heaven, 

which rna.n desires to reach after traversing the spheres. Viewed 

spi.rltually, God ie final rruth, but creator as well of human limitations. 

It i& this aspect of God as limiter (tbo1.1gh the orthodox Christian 

would not see it that way) that we must also remember when consider 

ing th.at apparently abhorrent notion of forbidden knowledge. We can 

see more clearly this conception of God as the source of knowledg e i n 

the following statement by Haydn. His working through contrast 

with later science help~ us see the traditional idea--both because 

of what it is and what it is not: 

-

The world system o! Thomas Aquinas and his colleagues 
is pre-eminently concerned with the rational and theological 
Science. of God; that blueprinted by Galileo and Descartes 
and Spino2:a and Newton and Locke, with the J:'ational and 
mathematical Science of Nature. The scientliic aim of 
the Scholastics, unlike that of the later group. was not to 
discover the mathematical laws of operation of the uni 
verse, but rather to achieve a " compTehensian of the 
meaning and significance of things, above all the chief end 
of man, the meaning of human life and of all creatioo 
related to it. " They sought answers to the questions 
• 1what? 11 and 11 why? 11 a.swell as 11how? 11 

Starting from accepted principles about the nature 
of God and God 1 s universe, and employing a great linked 
and interlinked chain of reasoning. the Scholastics found 
their ultimate goal in the contemplation of what alone gave 
meaning and purpose to existence, of what alone constituted 
final truth for them- -God. On the other hand, the seventeenth
century philosophers and scientists, also beginning with 

-- - ■ --- -.! 
J 



hypotheses, but with mathematical ones, a.nd checking 
their findings by expe r iment, concentrated upon ascertain
ing the character of mechanical operations, which they 
considered mechanical.. The one group measured a 
11 purposeful 11 nature qualita.tively, the other a mechanical 
nature quantitatively. Hence, while one s trove to 
reconcile its natural philosophy with fundamental 
theological premises, the othe r 1 s most characteristic 
:religious expression was -radically rational is tic, in 
accordance with its scientific philosophy. Both systems 
are highly intellectualistic, but the alder employed reason 
in the interests of the Chr i sticrn. religion j the more recent 
wa..s inclined to exalt reaaon above the claims of any 
particular institutionalized r eligion - - or at lea.st to free 
its skirts of the clinging and hamper ing hands of creed 
and dogma. 1 

Th ie is the traditional view of what the cosmos was shaped 

Hke--in other words, the acene of action for ma.ni it is ruled by 

God, the $0urc:e of all knowledge and hence the governor of man' a 

province of knowledge. But what was the traditional view of know-

ledge? Obviously to B u rton and Lho s.c, in hiB tradition knowledge 
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meant much the same thing that it meanB to us-- an accumulati on o f 

material, a storehouse of fact and idea equipping us to act. Howe vtH , 

several significant differences emerge. For one thing, right know

l edge was not ju5t an indiscriminate collec:.tion of facts about anything 

u.nder the sun; ins te ad, ae a late r discussion will show, certain va.in 

Bpeculations were de!initely outside man• e rightful sphere of concern: 

1Haydn, pp. 26, 29. 



eome knowledge was prompted by sinful curiosity; it was forbidden. 

The proper sort of knowledge to seek was therefore that which led 
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co wisdom, which connoted man 1 s reasoned use of brute !act without. 

And, according to the theory that man had fallen progressively [arthe-r 

a.way from the golden into the iron age, much o! that wise knowledge 

upon which man 1 s mind could work was the legacy o{ the past. In 

fact, Howell has pointed out that the traditional formula for invention 

( seeking out and developing knowledge) running through scholastic 

and Ramis;t schools was seen as 11 not the process of discovering 

what had been hitherto unknown, but aa the process of establishing 

contact with the known, so that the storehouse of ancient wisdom 

would yield its treasures upon demand, and would bring the old truth 

to bear upon the new situation. The ten places of Ramus, and the 

ten categories o{ Aristotle as interpreted by the scholastics were 

devices for establishing contact between the new case and the old 

truth. 11 1 

What were the major concerns o! tbi s " old truth11 ? The con

cerns that reflected che rage for orde.ring man and the world--which 

Haydn defines as the emphases of the Renaissance Christian humanist 

or orthodox tnedieval world view: ' 1a. program which reconciled 

philosophy and religion. Teason and faith, nature and grace. 112 

1Howell, p. 347. 

ZHaydn, p. 67. 



Yet the kind of knowledge concerning man was not the mere 

weaving of old clothes for the Emperor: those within the tradition--

whether of Platonist, Chris tian. or even alchemical bent--srressed 
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continuity and -uniformity. lt is those of us living after the circle. had 

ehattered, after the world's body had been dismembered, who sepa.ra.te 

spirit from sense, thought from extension. Despite minor rebellions 

along the way (the Nomina.Hsts, for example} the mai11 stream o{ the: 

tradition involves the conception that " k nowl edge (or truth) is one, 11 1 

that .spirit and sense interpenetra.te, that to pluck at one thread 1.0 

the texture of truth iB to cause all to move. For this r eason an 

emblem upon a page represents the moral truth it illuminat es; for 

this reason it is really adequate to explain that monkeys are named 

airnia because of their similarity to human beings. 2 Erich Auerbach 

has shown that with Dante's view o{ reality, the allegorical mode is 

perfectly natural--indeed, inevitable/ Kester Svendsen, that the 

numerous encyclopedias, popularizations of traditional lore mingling 

acute obseTvation with naYve superstirution 1 demonstrate this same 

Hin,,pulse to synthesis. 11 Thet"e might be ski"rmisbes on the road: 

1Hay<ln, p. Z I Z. 

2T. H . White, The Bestiary: A Book of Beasts (New York, 1960). 

3 Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The R epresentation of Reality i n 
Western Literature (New York, 1957), pp. 151-177. 
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Ramus might be martyred, Roger .Bacon scorned. .But few would 

deny the unity of knowledge. To us Dante's numerology and Browne's 

exhilaration over the quincun:x seem frankly silly; to them it was 

mystical prool, intellectually proved, of the unity of the world and 

time- -and of man' 6 knowledge of it. 

The reasons that man desired to et\ldy arise from his sense 

of place in the world. According to orthodox Christian principle, 

buttressed by Boet.hius, rn,an le a Cree agent. Yet h.is freedom is not 

so much a freedom from something as a freedom to become. Obviously 

this second kind of freedom implies something of a pre-ordered limit, 

an ordained set of value&--!ulfillments or limitations (depending upon 

one• tl point of view) built in to the Christian system. And man, as a 

Cree agent, desires the good. This natural impulsion, part of 

Ari etotle 1 s mechanics, was transmuted iota a Christian spiritual 

principle. Marco Lombardo tells the traveler through Purgatory; 

From his hands who fondly loves her ere she is in being. 
there iseue&, after the fashion of a little 
child that sports, now weeping, now laughing 

The simple, tender soul, who knoweth naught save 
that. !Sprung from a joyous maker, willingly sh@ 
turneth to that which delights her. 

First she tastes the aav-ou-r o! a trifling good; 
there she ie beguiled and runneth after it, if 
guide or curb turn not her love aside. 1 

1 Dante Alighieri, The Purgatorio (London, l 956}, p. J 97. 
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Man, then, desires the good naturally . And, as i\Jarco has said 

just before, the greatel' power (11 maggior forza1t) which created man 

free created a mind within him. Man then learns, llke the stone

cutters of cathedral a, !or the greater glory of Ood--and for his own 

glory as a member of the Christian comn1unity. Yet he must 

exercise not just his mental powers of accumulation; he must use his 

judgment well, Marco hi1nself points out that the goods so beguil lng 

to the "simpl e, tender sou.1 11 are disastrously double-edged unless 

used temperately and wisely . Man freely desires to know; he learns 

lor the glory of God. But he does so under ce_rtain importa n t 

limitations. Mephistopheles claimed Faustus justly. 

The figure of FaL1stus points to a crucial shift in the theory of 

k nowledge especially important during the Seventeenth Century. Basil 

Willey bas identified the shift as that one from~ to how. 1 At first 

tbos:e interested in process rather than final value were able to justify 

it as for th~ greater glory of God; Browne's fascination with the 

multitudinous operations of 0 that universal and public manuscript, 11 

the virtuoso• B firm belief that microscopy would prove still rnore 

Btrongly the splendors of God2 are attitudes of this eort. But they 

1Basil Willey, The Seventeenth-Century Background: Studiee i n 
the Thought of the Age in Relation to Poe ry and Religion ( -•w York, 
1942), p. 14. 

2 
Richard Westfall. Science and Religion in Seventeenth-Century 

E ngland (New Haven, 1958). 



a.re transitional. The shift from ~ to how is a shift from a fixed, 

teleological universe to an unsure one, mysterious and even malign 

beca.ul!le the old explanations just do not work. Burton was one who 

could ask both 9uesti.ons. But ultimately the 11why 1 s 11 were outdated. 
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Once we. have seen the source of knowledge, its com po ei tion and 

reason for being, we hav~ but opened the door to still another question 

we must ask in dete.rmining attitudes toward knowledge available to 

Burton: how does man get it? We could slough oil this as one of the 

how questions with which traditional theorists were not concerned, 

but that would be to ignore one or Ute central problems of the study 

of style.. And it is not to episternologists that. we n:iust turn for a.n 

answer but rather to those most concerned with the transmission of 

knowledge: the rheto:riciaas, who accepted the theory of faculty 

psychology. 

Both ~hetoricians and philosophers used the explanations 

provided by what is called faculty psychology--a set of assumptions 

which rnay seem na'i.Vely ml!!!:chanical but which did explain by clear, 

if una.ided, observations processes which we. wit.hour far greater 

knowledge of nerves, body chemistry, and the like, are only fillowly 

replacing. 



Robert B1JrtonJ wboJ according to Lawrence Babb, preserves 

this tradjtion, 1 thought it necessary at the beginning of hia first 
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partition to anatomize man's body artd soul; it is there that he gives 

us an epitome of the common conceptionB concerning how man learne. 

Although hB deals with the matter under the rubrics of 11 0! the Sensible 

Soul, 11 11 0{ the Inward Senses, tt and 11 0f the Rational Soul, 11 he makes 

very clear that the process of lea.rning is not divorced from the 

physical. lt is true that the vegetal soul (lowest faculty of all 1 

corresponding to vegetal nature outside man) ca.nnot learn, but it 

shares with the apprehending faculties the power of attraction and 

retention. The een5ible soul (or sensible faculty) 11 Goes far beyond 

the othe:r in dignity, 11 chiefly because it is capable of judging an.cl 

apprehending. Its controlli,ng organ is the bt"ain. One oI the two 

parts that the sensible soul eontains is the apprehensive power, by 

which 11we perceive the species of sensible things, present or absent, 

a.nd retain t.hem ~wax.doth the print o{ a seal. n It seems neCel;ilea:ry 

to italicize the as in the preceding sentence: the process described is 

mysteriou~; he is not describing functions of the brain as though they 

we:re only so much sealing wax but is a.ble to suggest that the process 

described is, after all, only metaphor. 

I 
Lawrence Babb, Sanity in Bedlam: A Study of Robert Burton' e 

Anatomy of Melancholy (Michigan State University Press, 195'l). 
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Just as the sensible soul cont.a.ins two parts, so too does the 

appr~hensive faculty contain lWO subdivisions~ inward and outwa.:rd. 

That. knowledge is grounded i11 aensory action he makes cl,ea-r by 

incl11di.ng the common list of five--touching, hearing, aeeing, smeJl

ing1 tasting. To this he adds wryly 11 Sca.liger 1 s .sixth sense of 

t.i tillation, if you pl ease" as well as that of speech, "which ia the 

sixth external sense according to Lullius. 11 This latter sense is 

really the teasing onei we wish he had expanded his ideas further 

to make more clear his own view of the power of language. He might 

have granted speech (hearing of words, not just sounds) special 

dignity as a gleaner of impressions 1 or he might have said that not 

merely in listening to speech but in speaking himself. man apprehend a; . 

But he does neither: such will have to remain speculation. 

We can be assured that he does accord to hearing, that " most 

excellent outward senee, 11 the handmaiden of speech, a. high rank 

as a gatherer in of knowledge. Hearing is first a physical proces1S, 

then a.n intellectual on~: 11 To the sound, which is a collision of the 

airi th-ree things are required: a. body to strike, as the hand of a 

musician; the body strucken, which must be :solid and able to resist, 

as a bell, luteetring, not wool, or sponge; the~' the air, 

which is inward, or outward; the. outward, being struck or collided 

by a solid body, still etrikes the next air; until it comes to that 



inward natural air, which, as a.n exquisite organ, is contained in a 

little skio formed like a drum-head, aod struck upon by certain 

small f.nstruments like drum6bcks , conveys the sound, by a pair 

of nerves appropriated to that use. to the common sense, as to a 

judge of sounds. " 
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Once received, the info rmatio n is then transmitted to the 

inward senses- -to common sense, 11 the j udge or moderator of the 

rest. by whom we discern all differences of objects ... the organs 

to b-ring the species to be censured 11 ; to the phantasy, or i.maginat io ni 

11 which doth more freely exami ne the species perceived by th e 

common aense, 0£ things preoenl Qr absent. and keeps them longer, 

recalling them to mind again, o:r making new of his own11 ; to the 

memory, whlch 11lays up all the species which the sensee ha.ve 

brought in. and records them as a good register, that they may be 

forth-coming when they are called for by phanta.sy and~· 11 

From there kn.owl edge can be work~d upon hy the understanding, 

a faculty of the rational soul (though where that i& situated and what 

it can do are moot points}. This pewer is uniquely man' fii: beasts 

can comprehend partic ularities relayed by the senses. but only man 

can comprehend universalities, can have innate notions, can reflect 

upo n himself a.nd judge h is own actions. First moved by the 

corporeal, man 1 s understanding moves toward the spiritual-- 11His 
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object is God, Ens. all natur@, and whatsoever ie to be understood. 11 

But it must be kept well in mind, especially for Burton' 8 theory of 

language, that he states "there is nothing i n the understanding, whi,ch 

wa.a not first in the sen5e5." There the actions of the understanding 

can take many form5; .Burton cites a variety of systems o{ tho modes 

of understanding. As a conclusion he synthesizes from the available 

theories what he considers the major {unctions of the undet"stand.ing. 

Synteresi5 , the ~•purer part of the conscience ... a conversation 

of the knowledge of the law oC God and Nature, to know good or evil " ; 

the die tam.en rationis, which " doth admonish us to do good or evi11t; 

and the conscience, 11 that which approves good or evil, justifying or 

condemning our actions. 11 1 

Our reception of th.is elaborate sy5tem must be to admire the 

genius of the description but to see its limits. We must grant, 

though, that--consciously or unconsciously--Burton states psychological 

phenomena. in a way we might call science metapho:riz.ed. He does not 

refer to the brain or its functions by that notorious figure of a. jelly 

full of holes; he makes his own position stronger--for us, at least-

by regular use of simile: we retain the " species of sensible things 

• • • ~ wax doth the print of a seal. " Still, the process itself is not 

1Burton, pp. 135-148. 



exam.ined dispassionately, witho·ut reference to ultimate ends; the 

explanation of how is felt to exist to answer the questioa5 of~ 

w e learn. 
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Bound up with the ideas about how we learn is the next question: 

what do we do wi th knowledge once we have accumulated it? Bu.rton' s 

la.st statement s on the actions of the mind answer both questions. 

Man 1 s mind contains the syn teresis, dictamen rationis. and c onscienc e ; 

in the highe at forms to which knowledge inevitably rises within the 

mind, rnan nece.ssarily judges 1 chooses, 11 knows with" God. And 

although contemplation is a good, knowJ edge cannot exist without 

being a guide for a.c t ion -- not merely mental but physical, also. Here 

the tradition eprin,ge from classical antiquity, adjuring the pursuit 

of justice, wl$dom, temperance* and fortitude. supplem,ented by 

Christian doctrinee lea.ding to vir tuous behavior: faithful, hopeful, 

charitable. It would be mere recapitulation to present anc i ent and 

modet'n instances of this almost ecstatic faith in the powers of 

knowledge. Castiglione* B ll Cortegiano, El.yet• s Boke Named the 

GoveToour, a.nd a ho5t of other conduct books testify to the vitality 

and efficacy o{ this belief in the fundarnental goodness of knowing 

the world, its maker, and ite workings. And the benefits are not 

short-termed. Just as the traveler Dante had to be s u bjected to a 

stringent discipline over mind and body before he could enter the 



garden atop Mt. Purgatory, so too did the tradition hold that the 

fruits of knowledge could ultimately be tasted in a regained Eden: 

11 Th e end, then, of learning is , to repair the ruins of our first 

parents by regaining to know God aright, and out of that knowledge 

to love him, to imita te him, to be like him, as we may the nearest 

by possessing our souls of true viTtue, which, being united lo the 

heavenly grace of faith, makes up the highest perfection. " 1 

Yet the opeckled tree of knowledge only grew next to, it was 
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not, the tree of life within the garden, even in Renaissance depictions 

of gone Eden. Howard Schultz' book must then be taken Lo counter

act the ef!ects o! the wares o! popularizers who do not r ealize that 

one of the many strong medieval traditions carried over into the 

11 boundlessly aspiring11 Renaissance wae thi$ very thf!.ory that some 

knowledge was forbidden and that the reasons why- -given the system 

of whlch the theory was a. part--were pe-r{ectly logical. lndisccimi.n.aLP. 

hoarding of facts ca..n be dangerous. Mal"Co Lombardo warned the 

11 tender, simple sou.11 1 : dealt with in excess, any of the goods of the 

world can spoil themselves and the dealer with them. Bu.rton 1 :!I 

dismissal of various theori@s of C05ntology ia not the pique of a 

I 
John Milton, 11 0 f Education, 11 in The \Vorks of John Milton, 

ed . Frank Allen Patterson (New York, 193 !), XIV, 277. 

2Howard Schultz, Milton and Forbidden Knowledge (New York, 
1955). 
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c:roLc.hety old ma.n: these epeculations are vain; they do not help man 

live his life the better. And ChriE;t's discounting of classical learning 

m Pa.rad.lee Regained j5 also no bitter act of a disillusioned man. 

Whal is at stake here is not just mere knowledge but rather Wisdom, 

that "vision of the highest good ... reinforced by the allied and 

inseparable intuitions of temperance, Justice, and fortitude. 11 

Arnold Stein describes the heroic knowledge which Christ l$ in train 

ing to win: he is being tempered befo:re he is able to become what he 

is. And here tempera.nee is not mere abstinence, 11 but the strenuous 

discipline of eubordi.nation and superord.ination uniting in the individual 

the faculties and virtues under reason; but reason in the individual is 

not a self-contained end in itself~ it points to action in the world, to 

duty toward neighbors, and it fulfills the larger harmony by JX)inting 

toward the sou.rce of reason in God. 11 Satan the great rhetoric i an is 

dead wrong not becaus~ he seeks knowledge but because of the way h e 

seeks it. and the use he would subject it to. He is 11 tbe great empiric , 

the advocate of knowledge for power, knowledge derived exLernally 

fron1 sense impressions, and worked up into patterns 0£ practical 

reason reflecting human experience i.n the world, and among men. 11 

Christ1 s theoTy is Platonic: pure thought is inaccessible to the sens es , 

But man 1 a soul (Burton•e con-science) ca.n reflect light Il'om above. 

Though Christ's Platoni:z.ing goes far beyond Burton'& explicit 
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statements 1 there are large areas of agreement, Both would agree 

that the ultimate ca use of thought is knowledge and the u1 timate know

ledge is the knowledge oi God; they would believe that 11 H truth is one 

and the i,;ame thing, then it must be available, theoretically at least, 

1 
by the sanie means to every man. u 

Seen from this general point of view, the theory o( forbidden 

knowledge is not negative but rather supremely positive. Given the 

framework in which the ultimate wisdom is the knowledge of God, in 

which the act of uniting the self with its source in the highest truth 

ie the greatest good, then ce r tain petty restrictions are really quite 

unimportant. A freedom from something pales beside the Christian 

freedom to become . 

.But we a.re concerned with not only a theory of knowledge; we 

a.re concerned with ite applicationi especially to one man working 

in the tradition of Christian humanism. That forms of knowledge 

are equate.d with forms of a.rt wa.s a common metaphor in the 

Re.naissance--though not felt to be as metaphorical as we might take 

it. We think of Face and Subtle, or Prospero and Faustus- -better 

able to create and even transform because of their accese to kind& 

o! magical knowledge (both black and white, to be sure). 

l 
Arnold Stein. Heroic Knowledge: An Interpretation of Paradise 

Regained and Samson Agonistes (Minneapolis, 1957), pp. 34, 97 , 102 . 

' ' - --~ - • - _ _J_/ ' 
J 



Within the tradition of rhetoric:, then, man was trained to gain 

and transmit knowledge for both 11 practical11 and 11 artful 11 purposes-

purpoees, however, whose opposition stems more from our point of 

v iew t.han theirs. The eyetem of rhetoTic built up through many years 

and encompassing many other discipline.s was the tool by which man 

could move himself toward his uJ timate goal. Hardin Craig has shown 

h ow the rhe torical tradition, this handy tool enclosing both thought 

and ways of thinking and writing (what we separate into logic and 

r hetoric ) served as a key to the tradition: 11 0n one principle , however , 

p ractically all were a.greed: the road to truth was Tatiocination, not 

the free use of reason, but reason restricted to the discovery or re-

d i acovery of a universe whose form and purpose were already known 

and Whose laws were the legacy of a wiser past or the !iats of an un

impeachable God. Consultation of authority and the correct employ-

ment of logic, not the examination of phenomena, wet'e the meane by 

whic h truth would become known .. ,, l 

The t1· adition of logic and Thetoric - - Zeno ' s dosed and open fist 

which we are now putting together again after its dismemberment for 

Bo raa.ny years--is thus predicated u pon the aesumption dealt with 

earlier: that knowledge was one. Craig has written that learning 

1Hardin Craig, The Enchanted Glass: The Renaissance Mind 
in English Literature (Oxford, (936), p. l. 



did not become departmentalized throughout the Sixteenth Century, 

nThere were no lines between science and literature except such as 

the individual chose to draw; the interrelations of all subject& were 

fr eely recognized, and the conception of learning was at once 

unified and encyclopedic." In a sequel to The Enchanted Glass he 

has added that t.he men of the Renaissance have the bette r of us in 

one respect: for them, "throughout the total environment truth is 
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one. 11 This commitment to the belief that human and superhuman 

activiUe.s- -and man 1 s knowledge of them- -were not compartmentalized 

persisted even into the Eighteenth Century. To a man living ae late 

as Samuel Johnson. wisdom. both physical and metaphysical, could 

be systematized into one body of truth. 1 

Yet there is one significant differe.nce in late Eighteenth 

Century and earlier Renaissance and medieval conceptions of unified 

knowledge . Johnson beJieved that new truths could be discovered; in 

the earlier tradition, the conservative schola.r did not pursue the: 

tr uth Lhrollgh .scientific experiment. 11He was. inclined ta believe 

that the truth, insofar as it was any proper concern of man 1 s, had 

al ready been ascertained and recorded. 112 He sought it. therefore. 

1Craig, Glass, p. 101; Craig, New Lamps for Old: A Sequel 
to 'The Enchanted Glass' (Oxford, 1960); W. K. Wimsatt, Philosophic 
Words : A Study of Style and Meaning in the 1R ambler 1 and 1 Dit::tionary 1 

o/ Samuel Johnoon (New Haven, 1948), p. 5. 

2 .Babb, p. 57. 
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in the great thinkers of the past. This was then the general aim of 

the schools and universities and the teachers within them throughout 

the medieval period and the Renaissance. Summing up the tradition, 

Sir George Clark has identified the major function as "the transmission 

of a given body of knowledge, a body of which the outlines were clooed 

by I.he requirements oi a rigid orthodoxy, and by the belief that 

a uthority in the past had established the ma.in principles of what was 

u seful and true. In this respect little change had been effected by the 

great intellectual revolutions of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries. 

Humanism, with all its contempt for the scholastic philosophy, had 

no t ousted it from education, It lasted on in the European un iversities 

ill general throughout the Seventeenth Centur•1.t. 11 1 

And lhis sense of the interpenetration of kinds of knowledge 

appeared not merely in theoretical statements: but in the multitude of 

rhetorical forms produced by those educated within the t-radition. 

Lawrence Babb has said that the: Renaissance writer. whether 

compiling an encyclopedia or produc:ing a. cooling card for all fond 

lovers, "recognizes no sha rp distinction be tween natural and moral 

philosophy and is very likely to offer moral wisdom along with factual 

knowledge. 112 And Harry Kitsun Russell believes that in that highly 

1Sir George Clark, '.('he Seventeenth Century (New York, 1961). 
p. 290 . 

2Babb., p. 77 . 
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artful form the court masque the presence of what we. would separate 

as material fit for the botany class on the one hand and the Sunday 

School on the other actually instructed the audience delightfully :: 

science led joyously to w1.sdom. 1 

But certain kinds of lore f:rom that " universal and public manu-

script" - -or from Pliny and Aristotle, closer to the Golden Age and 

therefore to be honored- -did serve to read the ancients out of their 

previously immutable una.ssailability. The radical shift in viewpoint 

away from the wisdom of the ancients and towaTd the idea of future 

p.rogress is something that must be bargained with. Yet, as alwaysJ 

the old ideas persisted. And some who weTe trained in the older 

view but at the same time saw some of the implications o! the newer 

ones were able to ri<Eboth horses. Auerbach contends that fot" even 

that libertine- Montaigne 11 the truth is one, however multiple its 

manifestations; he may contradict himself, but not truth. 112 

Because knowledge was seen as unified. because men felt that 

logic and rhetoric gave them the tools to allow their minds to work 

upon all sorta of matters with equal validity, the orthodox position 

was that a rightly reasoned use of rhetorical. disciplines would enable 

1Har.ry Kitsun Russell. 11 Tudor and Stuart Dramatizations of 
the Doctrines of Natural and Moral Philosophy," Studies in Philology, 
XXXI (1934), 1-27. 

2 Auerbach, p. 258. 

- -. __ ._J l 
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them to achieve what W. S. Howell calls a 11 valid verbalization of 

reality. 111 This view. whose source Joel Spingat'n attributes ulti

mately to Aristotle1 s notion o! poetTy as a "generalized representation 

of reality, .,z changed radically in the later Seventeenth Century. 

Thomas Sprat. concerned with a 11 close. naked, natural way of 

speaking, 11 as the proper sort of words for ecienti!ic places, was 

b ut one of many who began to realize the necessity for a new vocabulary 

for 11 natural philosophy, 11 Though Swift might satirize the Laputana• 

bags of needments, ,vilkins 1 claim. for a la.nguage of unambiguous 

oymbol has prevailed. 

But for a time--even in a changing one--the oldel' rhetorical 

tradition sufficed for men attempting to verbalize reality validly. 

Even .aacon, in so many ways a re£ormer, found within the older 

tradition a method for transmitting knowledge. He does not discou.n~ 

the magistral oratorical style, surelyi but the proba.tionary. the 

essay style he found admirably soiled for his own theory: in such a. 

style one can aee the thought grow. 3 What did become the deciding 

point, then, was man1 s changing conception of reality. In the first 

lHowell, p. 3. 

2JoeJ Spingarn, ed., Critical Es:aays of the Seventeenth Century 
(Oxford, 1908), I, xi. 

3George Williamson, usenecan Style in the Seventeenth Centu.ry, 11 

Philological Quarterly, XV ( 1936), p. 330. 



chapter of The Rise of the Novel Ian Watt has summed up what the 

ruling conception o! reality was to become. chiefly in the direction 

of mundane materialism. 1 .But eveo within the Seventt'.!cnth Century 
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we can see the two streams begin to divide. R. F. Jones names them 

the 11 scientists 11 and the 11Anti-Ciceronians. 11 We might quibble with 

his terminology, but we must agree with hie: definition of the two 

attitudes. In both, Jones explains. '" reality' is emphasized , but 

with the scientists the term geneTaJly means a material reality, 

while the Anti-Ciceronians [ of whom Burton is one) used it to re.fer 

much more widely to rationalistic explanations of human experience. 

Though in both 1 things 1 are preferred to 'words.' the experimental 

philosophers had concrete objects in mind. while the othe rs were 

thinking of intellectual or moral conceptions. 112 The scientists are 

newi the Anti - Ciceronians (though more Anti - Ciceronian than Aoti -

Cicero) are orthodox. 

Reality. then, was conceived a.s an unbroken chain linking the 

bumble&t obj•ct to the mind o( God. And the mind, which naturally 

seeke the good, could transmit its impressions by way of language 

arranged in a meaningful form. We are indebted to Rosemond Tuve 1 s 

1Ian Watt, The Riee of the Novel (Berkeley, 1959). 

2 R. F. Jones, ttScience a..ad English Prose Style l.n the Third 
Quarter o[ the Seventeenth Century, " PMLA, XLV (1930), 1005. 
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Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery for her extensive treannent 

s howing how the rhe-t-orical principle of stating the truth was 

accomplished. She makes clear that Renaissance makers of images 

aimed not for rncre "sensuoue particularityir but for a coherent and 

logical order to help man perceive a 11 universal reasonable order . 

the pattern in the mind of God. 111 Though many of Marlowe• s or 

Speneer 1 s images may ee m to be little more than golden ornamenl 

to us, Miss Tuve shows that Marlowe and Spense:r regarded th~ir 

function in quite another way. To tbem image~ were enriched with 

i n tellectual treasurej gaining significance from their 'l"eaJ relation 

with the super sensible world, images arranged in a coherenl pattern 

represent not just a mere state of mind but a universal statement of 

truth. They could; in this reigning idea. of the universe, things on 

one. level belonged to--or pa-rtook of--another. ffitima.tely the pre

swned schism between art and nature was uni1nportant. 2 

Language in an artful form could then present universal ideas. 

This exalted function was reserved not just !or poetry, however. 

S imply the process by which man searched for and developed his 

subject was an exercieie in reaching for truth. W. S. Howell has 

1Rosemand Tuve, Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery: 
Renaissance Poetic and Twentieth-Century Critics (Chicago, 1947), 
p . 346. 

2 Tuve, p. 48. 
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s hown that knowing the 11places 11 of invention allowed man to connect 

h is mind with the traditional wisdom of the race 11 and by allowing 

that contact to induce a fl.ow of ideas from the general st.ore into 

h imself. u 1 ln Burton ' s ti.me this belief was beginning to shift. 

Although medieval rhetoricians thought poetry could achieve a valid 

or effective statement of reality, at the highest revealing a universal 

elt!!menc in nature, K. G . Hamilton t'egards the Seventeenth Century 

a.IS the time when a new conception wa.s being born. This shift he 

ident ifies as a shift from meta.physics to epistemology, ti from a 

concern with nature and a verbalization of the truth to a.n interest 

in the way truth becomes known. "2. With this changing focus we will 

be particularly occupied later. Yet earlier and later notions about 

l anguage as a means of presenting truth both ret.a...in singularly 

ennobling beliefs about language: truth is assumed, and language can 

embody it. 

Reality could illuminaae the humbl est forms of language. Not the 

Wo r d but words i.n general were considered adequate bearers of the 

truth. Burton, as a. conservative, might not go as far as some 

r oughly contemporary with him, but some consideration of theories 

1Howell, p . 48. 

2 K. G . Hamilton, The Two Harmonies: Poetry and Proee in 
the Seventeenth Century (Oxford, 1963), p. 177, 

- __ · • J _J 



current with him might help us reali.ze the climate of opinion about 

this part o( style. Agrippa..'a doctrine of the passions was that they 
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11derive their power over soul a.e well as body, by the means of the 

imagination. 11 And the imagination ie powered by words. Words, he 

believed, 11 have a magic power, since speech ie the dis:tinguiahing 

gift of man. Adam, whose natural knowledge was perfect, named 

all things according to their natures. 111 11 Grea.t tnyeteriee" were 

hidden in words according to another group 1 the Puritans. Ronald 

Paulson has cited Simon Patrick' B statement that if the Anglica.ne 

~ometimes put too much emphasis on a word, the Puritans went 

still £at"ther: the Puritans were "much in love with new-minted words, 

in which they thought there were great Mysteries concealed. 112 

Though Burton has nothing but dispraise for the euperst:.ilious 

Enthusiastic.ks, their ideas ca.n shed light on this view oI words. 

Jackson Cope ha.s said thaL the Quake:r incantatory style is an episte-

mological tool: with the Puritans, Quakers such as Fox and Penington 

believed that the grace of God could actually invade man's soul 

through the vehicle of a sense impression, a word. This conception 

of the primitive power of the name wa.s an attempt Lo break the 

1craig, Gla.ss, p. 46. 

2 
Ronald Paulson, Theme a.nd Structure: in Swift 1 s 1 Tale of a 

Tub ' (New Haven, 1960), p. 14. 
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boundary between conceptions and things, literalness and metaphor. 

Onie description of an actual trip ma.de by Fox is, according to Cope , 

a peculiar merging of a real with a spiritual journey to create a 

11 u.meless dimension. 11 This wa.s precisely the goal: in the early part 

of their history--before rationalism prevailed among the group-

language was regarded as a key to the esse nce of proper r e ality. 

Isaac Penington said "the end of words is to bring men to a knowledg e 

of things beyond what words can utter. ,, l For the Quake:rs, of co u rse, 

the chief goal of knowledge was God. It would be difficult to say 

whether or not Burton held the rnystical belief in the conne ction 

between word and thing; but certain} y in such a statement as 11 words 

exist Cor things, not things for words, 11 be shows respec t for words 

rightly used as purveyors of higheT truth, not as mere playthings. 

Rhe toric is the se-rvant of a higher master; it i s not itself the chief 

end of man. 

But if one 11 abracadabra" is potent.. more than one c an b e 

irre sistible. It is in combination that individual words achieve 

their power. Even Agrippa he1d that 11words are more potent in 

sentences and when written, for writing is the ultimate expression 

of mind. 11 2 Between the ideal and the reality always fell the shadow 

1 Jat::kson Cope, " Seventeenth-Century Ouaker Style, 11 PMLA, 
LXXI (1956), 725-54. 

2.Craig. Glass, p. 47. 
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of the difficulty of making the right choices to ex.press the truth. On 

mus.L go about, about before he could reach the kind of truth tho qe 

in the Stoical-Aristotelian tradition had in mind--moral and inward. 

MorriB Croll ha.s described the search and its objecLs: Hit was a 

reality net visible to the eye, but veiled from common observation, 

hidden in a shrine toward which one might win his way through a 

jostling, noiay mob of illusory appearances, by a series of partial 

initiations." Though they often settled for a depiction 0£ the search, 

still they believed it possible to arrive at the truth by way of what 

Miss Tuve has identified as the 11contemplating inteUect. which was 

thought to apprehend the true nature of things. 1' And, furthermore, 

the writer with.in the tradition could do so. In De Doctrina Augustine, 

a prime Chrietian rheto.rician, recalled the study to the purpose to 

which Aristotle and Cicero put it- -to ma.Ice truth prevail. Because 

of poetry• s association with rhetoric, Sidney is able to declare !o:rth

right.ly that the poet is 11of all our Sciences ... the Monarch. 11 And 

he was so because he wa:5 regarded as a teacher. Seeing what the 

poet had seen, the audience could be changed. This effect stems 

from a theory of knowledge Helen C. White considers "responsible 

for far more o! the theological literature of the time than is usually 

~-~ -■ __ . _J ~ 
I 
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realized, the theoqr that if men r-~aliy knew the truth, they would 

a ct in accordance with it. 111 

So that, since art supplements and perfects the gi!ts oI naturei 

l 
according to con·emporary theorist Richard Rainol de. since what 

we have since split apart were then blended--the "language of poetry 

and of science was one when he world was one 113 --then rhetoric, an 

o rganized pattern oI words, was a.n instrument which contributed to 

the delivery of knowl edge by illuminating what was to be transmitted. 

Even tho ug h h~ made seve r al departures from earl ier theory, Bacon 

used a n olde r term to image hls idea. He used the figure illustratio-

shedding l igh t to make knowl edge visible and btince drdiverable 1a an 

audie n ce. Hi s theory of communication "assigned to rhe toric the task 

of pr esenti n g the form of things so tha t they could be seen as Hin a 

great lig h t." Thus, Madelaine Doran: "to the Rena..iseance, rhetoric 

was a disc ipl ine, a tool, the expression of a.n idc:al . lt formed the 

core of humanistic education. it seemed to teach the means oi moving 

1Morr i s Croll , 111 Attic Pro$e ' in the S<,:-ve.nteenth Centu.ryJ u p. 
112; Tuve 1 p. 387; Alexander H. Sackton, Rhetoric as a Dramatic 
Language in .Ben Jonson (New York., l948}, p. IZj Hamill-on, p. 94; 
Hel en C. Wh i te, E nglish Devotional Literature f Prooe) 1600-1640 
(Madison, !931), p . 51. 

2Si ste.r Mi r iam Jo seph1 Rhe tor ic in Sh akespear e ' s Time: 
Lite r a r y Theory of R enaissance Eu r ope (New York, 1947, 1962), p. 13, 

3Nicol son1 p . 1 Z4. 



meo to virtuous ends, i t embodied an ideal of the dignity of man. 

For speech, as the manifestation of reason, was taken as the 

mea.eure of man 1 s difference from beasts. 11 For some this theory 

never complete.ly died. 1 

The rhetorical uni.t occasioning the greatest concern as men 

6l 

strove to express the truth was the sentence--or the period, a more 

flexible, nongra.rnmatical u.nit. W'hereaa it i.e o{ten thoughl Lhat the 

major Seventeenth Century pattern of the uneven sentence was an 

innovation, it is thought ISIO wrongly. Morris Croll ha.s traced the 

h.istory of the smoothly oratorical-•Asiatic--a.nd the sinewy meditative-

Attic - - styles as they have battled for the forefront throughout hundreds 

of years of rhetorical theory and practice. They seem radically 

different, but we must remember that, up until the late Seventeenth 

Century, both as swned th.at truth could be known and exp:re Eij sed; it 

was the paths to it that differed. 

It is now almost a clich, that in the Seventeentb Century for a 

number of reasons -- the Jacobean malaise, the influence of the new 

sc ience - -the assured magistral style of Hooker would wo:rk no more. 

To the new age, described by F. P. Wilson as " so often skeptical, 

1Howell, p. 37lj Madeleine Dora.n, Endeavors of Art: A .Study 
of Form in Elizabethan Drarna (Madison, 1954), p. 26, 
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tentative, and self-conscious in its explo-ration of hidden motives, 

a new style wa.s necessary, a style tba.t could express the mind as 

it was in movement, could record the thought at the moment it arose. 111 

And to express: truth was the end of expression, by Browne, Bacon, 

a.nd Burton. The .focus upon the mental proce:s:!H!:19 is the main point 

o! diatinction bet;,;veen the Ciceronian and the Senecan: the balance 

and sureness of Hooker express a. truth already arrived at; the 

imbalance of Bacon is what George Williamson calls the "true mind-

picture '' in which truth il!I regarded as a 11 stirring of the :soul, which 

.reveals both what is taking place in the soul and the object which has 

cau5ed this ...... Thue, truth, the Stoic end of expression, becomes 

invo1ved with the mind of the conceiver, and the vividness of a.ny 

mental event becomes a measure of itB persuasion. 112 

What assumptions did the Senecans $hare about the formB which 

the period should take and contain? The vogue of " st:rong line eH 

pac.kcd with metaphor a.nd paradox gave the period an inner formal 

richneee. K. G. Hamilton ha:B shown that strong lines helped make 

language a 11 m.ode of thought, 11 helped make it reilect and embody 

thought "without the intervention of elaborate artifice. 11 The rhythm 

1F. P. Wilson, Seventeenth Century Prose: Five Lectures 
(Berkeley, 1960), p. 12. 

2 George ~Villiamson, The Senecan Amble, p. 140. 
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of the Attic period differed from the Asiatici as Croll says. 

persuasion was, for both, the aim of rhetoric, but it was accomplished 

by the sensuous appeal of oratorical rhythm for one and for the other 

what he characterizee ae 11 athletic 11 rhythm: by portraying in one• s 

style exactly those athletic movemenh o{ the mind by which it arrive s 

at a sense of reality and the true knowledge of it&-elf and the world. 

In an impressionistic :reaction, Sypher has li.sted some of the salient 

qualities of the prose he calls Manneri:et but we can aBsociate with 

Senecan. The prose of" Montaigne, Bacon, Browne, and Burton, he 

says, leaves. out connectives and hence veers toward non-logicality; 

1.t iEil erratic, Cull of non sequiturs, exploratory. It strains sentences 

beyond the capacities of syntax:. Burton especially abuee5 interpolation 

and parenthesis and consequently ends up with prose that is freakish. 

with 1Jwhim5icaJ lardings of Latin. 11 It is broken, eccentric , un-

sustained, and energetic; its accent is explosive, its experimental 

approach indecisive, its order of sta.tement 11 hovering. 11 1 

Disagreement with Sypher on many points is almost a moral 

duty. But for now let us simply let him rest; hia reactions ar e thoae 

1.nt~nde d by the writers because of their belief that truth was hard to 

1Hamilton, p. 173; Croll, 11 Attic Prose, 11 p. 95; \Vylie Sypher, 
Four Stages of Renaissance Style: Transformations in Art and 
Literature, 1400-1700 (New York, 1955), p. JZB. 
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gain, that every question has two sides, that truth is poised between 

the affirmative and negative , a 11 shifting, elusive, debatable thing to 

be determined by dialectical acumen before it shines forth in 

rhetorical clarity by its own unassisted eliulgence, ti 1 A passage 

.frorn Launcelot Andrewee presents what Ronald Paulson cal.lg. the 

11 procese of learning ... rather than the accomplished fact " : 

For, if this Childe be Irnmanuel, GOD with us; then without 
this Childe, this Immanuel, we be without GOD. Without 
Him, in this world ( saith the Apostle;) And, if without 
him, in this, without Him, in the next; And, ii without 
him there, ii it be not Im.manu-el, It will be lmmanu-hel; 
and that, and no oth"r place, will fall (l feare me) to 
our share. WithQut Him, this we are: Wha.t, with Him? 
Why, if we have Him; and GOD, by Him; we need no more: 
Immanu-el a.nd lmmanu-all. All that we can desire is, 
for us to be with Him, with GOD; and he to be with us. 
And we, from Him, or He from us, never to be pa.rted. 2 

Thh passage exemplifies what Paulson considers the most important 

aims of the Senecan period: first, the "eccentric 11 sentence order 

presents the individual seeking self-knowledge through doors opened 

to him by the traditional mode of attack: etymology, Biblic al exege sis, 

overt statement. Second, it is a presentation of the self to catch 

attention: the wit, the personal cry 11! feare me" make us a c utely 

consciou5 that a man is speaking. And, ihil'd, the order is a way of 

1Craig, Cla.ss, p. 157. 

2Lancelot Andrewes, 111Xth Nativity Set'mon, 11 in XCVI Sermons 
(London, 1629), 3rd ed. 1635, pp. 77-78; cited in Paulson, p. 13. 



moving the audience; they share the quest with the speaker . They 

wo r k not from a pre: .. ordained premise bu t find it with the speaker 

through the journey into the thickets within which truth resides. 

Paulson, however, thinks that within the sentence ordered by 

the nmind thinking11 there le 11 no ordering from without." 1 It 1a my 

contention rather that this is an effect aimed for. Planning a 

sent ence depicting a mental joui-ney in which each step along the 
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way will ca.r.ry a n audience along, too, requires some careful stage-

managing. The progress of ' 1lmmanuel -Immanu- hel - -Immanu-a11 11 

ga in s precisely the effect Andrewes needs; but that sort of efiect is 

no t arrived at without great skill and planning . It~ 1mmediate , 

jus t da.ohed oil. As Roy Daniells has described for other manifesr..a

tions o! the Baroque spirit of surprise and immcdiacv, it is a trick.. z 

And the trick ia accomplished by Command over rhetorical de.vices 

paradox. climax, others we will invcet-gaLe later_ 

Throughout the tradition, one principle remained inviolate. 

Whe ther the t.ruth was expressed in Ciceronian circles or Senecan 

c hains., the belief still held that if one man 5ays som thing true, 1t 

w iJl be so for othe r s . This communion of man with men and with the 

1 Paul son, p. 12. 

2Roy Daniells, 11 Baroque Form in English Literature, u 
University of Toronto Quarterly, XIY (1945), 397. 



truth is a tenet that we scarcely hold to now. Miss Tuve has quoted 

Allen Tat.e 1 s anti-didactici.sm in hie praise of Emily Dickinson: 11 \fr 

a.re not told whal to think; we are told to look at the situation. 11 A k 

paint of Burton's tradition was t.he contrary: the audience is told 

what ro chink, because the writer has found it true. Miee 'Tuve 

6& 

continues , 11writers of the period have an incu able te ndency to as t;;;,um 

that i£ anyone in dicates eom@ pattern of particulars true, he also in-

esca.pably indicates tha t it would be a good idea. for others to accept 

the ordering to which it bears witness. 111 

Within Burton' 19 tTadition the 11 u tilityr 1 of rhc-toric took on en

compa.ssing goals for its province. We can trace throughout sevf-ral 

ce.-ntuTies etatementa of theorists who spoke thus about th e purpose ot 

rhetoric. Despite his many reservations about rhetor1ciaas, Plato 

in the Phaedrua speaks of the duty and office of rhetoric (or per!IUa!lic,r:) 

aa that of applying Reason to Imagination for t.he bell< r moving o! tl-., 

will. Shortly t.hcrcailc r Adstoti e classified Rh e toric as an off -

shoot of Dialecuc and 0£ Ethics; he de f ined ite four uses, wi th firi:;t 

and last specifically tying in rheto ric with th e !unctions of m oving the 

will toward Lhe truth. By rhetoricz he says first, truth and JUBti.Ct.• 

maintain thei r natural superiority. Re cognizing the, function oi 

J Tuve, p. 394. 



:rhetoric as mediator , he r ealistically dt::fin~s its e.e:cond advantage 

a 151 suitabili ty to popular audiences, since they cannot follow 

scientific de men e:tra.tion. Pointing out the complexity o[ the i a sues 

tht'I mind muet work upon, he says, third, that rhetoric teac.hee ua: 

to set!! both sides of an argument. And tht! last result of rhetoric is 

its prope r service: in the cause of truth and right. 11 To d i scover 

the genuine, a. n d spurious, means of persuasion is the office of 
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ooe and the same arL. 11 The conception oi rhetoric remained nQt only 

this noble; its place was conceived as etill rnore ennobling by a 

variety o f me d ieval rhe toricians discussed by Ernst Curtius in 

European L iteratu r e and the L atin Middle Ages. .He cites as typical 

John of Sal isburyJ who considered the essence and result of rhetoric 

to be " the b eautiful and {ruitiul union between rea&oon a nd expression. 

Through harmony, it holds human communities together. 111 

Bur how d id r hetoric h old the human community together? 

Among the few trea tises upon lite ratur e that we have from the 

Renaissance, cne principle s ta nd s o ut : that the use of rhe to ric is, 

as Spenser (and Burton, according to Merritt Hughes) adjured, "to 

1Howell, p. 372 ; Lane Cooper, ecl., The Rhetoric of Aristotle 
(New York , 193l), p. J()(.Xvii; Ernst Curtius, Euro pean Literature 
and the Larin M iddl e Ages (New York, 1953), p. 77. 
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fashion a gentlerna.n or noble person in virtuous and gentle disc1phnt:. 

Thus. oratory and poetry aimed to reason men into virtue. 

Rhetoric, the act and art of writing and thinking, ishould help 

man come to know. Yet, as we conside r ed before, Lhe bounds of 

knowl edge were somewhal circumscribed. Later 1n the Seventet::ntl 

Century rhetoric was applied to reportage of the outer, " extensio n 111 

uni verse. But earlier, the proper employment of rheto-ric wai!I m o ~ 

toward eelf - knowledge--with all thal the wider conception of self 

implies. Auerbach hae shown how that repre,5eotative man Monta11.1 

1t1 ln this ttadition: he denies the acquisition of knowledge about th~ 

external world, but it nonetheless clears the way for him to the 

11 k ind of knowledge which matters to himJ that h 1 self knowledge. 11 

And the ultimate goal of his quest is righL living. His li.ttle trust 

in the sciences of nature ls allied with bi;ti greater allegianct to bi.J i-

knowledge, which acquires a positive epistemological sigru..ficanc 1:; : 

11only in regard to tho: moral eludy o! rna.n 1 for in hia study or: hi.i.i 

own random life Monta.igne 1 s sole aim is an investigation of the 

humaine condition in general. and with that he reveal e the heur1 en c 

quality which we constantly employ--conscioualy o:r unc:onaciously , 

reasonably or u.nreasonably--when we endeavor to understand and 

1MerritL Y. Hughes. 11 Eurton on Spenser, 11 PMLA, XLI ( !92 6) 
546; Edmund Spenser. Works, ed. Ernest de Selincourt (Ox.ford, 
1931), p. 4tl7. --
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judge the acts of others . whether the ac t s of our close associates o 

more remote acte which belong in the realms of politics or his tor ) 

We a.pply criteria to them which we have derived from our own hvt:,., 

and c u r owD mne.r expe.rience -- so that oui:- knowledge of men and ot 

hi.story depends upon the depth 0£ our sel [-knowledge and the extent 

of our moral horizon. 11 l The focus o! man should not be a total 

nega.tion of the ext.en.sional world but a subordination of such concern. 

to the why1 e of the inner world 0£ thought and action. The proper 

materials upon which man ahould work - -invent.. d.h:pose, figure - -ar~ 

·hoae cf mo:ral wisdom and rightly willed action. 

But in epea.king o! the Renaissance ideals of the application o f 

"t'he toric:, we really cannot dissociate man the microcosm from rna.n 

tl+e member of a larger community. Hence. the ser-vice of t"he tonc, 

Alexander Sack.ton believes. is related and directed to two charac E"r-

istic Rena.i,1;1.a,artce ideaJ 5: not only the doctrine of the indiv idual M o al 

but. the newei:- doctrine of public service. 2 This goaJ d e v eloped man, 

but differed from the general medieval stress upon the city of God 

rather than the polis . 

1 Auerbach, pp. 264-5. 

2s ackton. p. 14. 
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That the function of scholarship, its technique5 and its fruits, 

was Bervice to the state is a characteristic Renai5,am:c belief. 

Lawrence Babb says that Burton holds this belief, regarding the 

ultimate goal of the school a not merely to train other !!5chola.re but 

rather to impa..rt the fruiu of knowledge to the state. Ideally, the 

lea?"ned Bhould constitute society• s most valuable class. 1 But how 

were the fruits to be imparted? Persuasion was the key. It wa6 

11 the humanly-heavenly proper means which Teaes:erted the right 

bridge between the intuitive and the discursive, bet:we:en the truth 

of righteous things and real public good." One of the major theses 

of Stein 1 s He.roic Knowledge is that Christt s prog-reea in Paradise 
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.Regained is the proce.s..a o! increased self-knowledge and, con

comitanUy, teaching himself to be a teacher. After hie trial 1n th " 

desert he returns to the living- -to embody and bring about the final 

sta.ge that knowledge within the sublunary world can achieve : public 

good.~ Ra.ising Eden agajn in the wilderne~s equals returning to the 

eou.rce of being, returning to the original intuitive knowledge--but 

11 with the support of a fuller human diacipline of reason and intelltictual 

experience. 11 Rhetorical dialectic has helped him gain wha.t is pos

sible tn aom.e form to all: intuitive knowledge of truth. But for 

1Babb, p. 56. 
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Christ this does not require that he withdraw from the world but 

rather engage it. 11 Truth ori.ginates ft-om God, not the world, and 

is anBwerable to God--but in the world. 111 

Although men of the Seventeenth Century were committed to 

blending the ideals of morality and rhetoric in both the spheres of 

private and communal life. that commitment is still more a state-
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ment of purpose than a blueprint for action. The search fot' a proper 

style within the .rhetorical tradition occupied many. Bacon, Lipsius, 

and Montaigne wished to establieh a style "meant to express reality 

more acutely and intimately than oratory can do. 11 They wished, 

Croll continues, to "domesticate a genus hu.mile. 11 But still the 

tension between and yoking together of private and public worlds 

seemed to demand a style that would persuade the public world "in 

greatness. 11 The answe4 is the style Croll calls Baroque- -a style 

deriving from tnany schools in the tradition and managing to unify 

the simplicity and grandness of man in his world. 2 That was the 

style of Robert Bu.rton. 

The study of traditional rhetoric helped man arrive at the 

greatness he sought. As the chapter entitled 11 The Well of Democritus" 

1Steln, pp. 105, 133, 134. 

2croll, "Attic Prose, 11 p. 107. 



in The Enchanted GI a.a& $.hows, logical and rhetorical Eitudy in the 

Renaissanc.e wa.$ closely afillia.ted with the doctrine of success--bo th 

within the self and the g.reater world. The study of the forms of 

thought and expression--techniquee of invent-ion, arrangement. 

purposei and so on- - was central to attaining the mastery desired. 

C raig points out that a. prevailing principle of the age was the 

Aristotelian doctrine of entelechy, the 11 .reaJi:z.ation of form-giving 

cause- as distinguished from mere potentiality. 11 Judged from this 

etandpoint1 there was much sound sense in the cur--ric:ultl.ln: ••IC 
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man wa.s in his life to achieve the practical, he must learn to realize 

it through the form . 111 

This respect for the ancient techniques, for the form$ of scil!nce 

rather than direct obtiervation of lac La, which to us seems a nci1Ve and 

limlttng approach, was not conceived so at all ro the earlie-r rheto ... 

ricians. Even the libertine Seneca..na, whose style seems more 

capable. of recording the minuUae of sense impressions, accepted 

this Ciceronian ideal that the most beneficial education was one that 

would give its students a "palpable design, a single and s nsuous 

pattern, which might finally each them .. the method of appre-

bending the truth itself. " 2 Thi• system had the appeal of not only 

1craig, Glass, p. 140. 

2Morris Croll, 11 Muret and the History of •Attic Prose, 1 11 

PMLA, XXIX ( 1924), 264. 



current proof but the sanction of centuries. And to those believing 

exa.ctly the contrary to the idea of progress, ancient wa.ya were 

supeTio.r. 11 Surely. 11 said Wilaon lhe English Thetorician, 11 H we 

learn the gestures of the ancients we shall not fail at last to have 

minds like theirs, too. 111 

These were the chief asswnptions held by those working in 

the older cradition of rhetoric:. Throughout this discussion, the 
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focus: has been on large areas of agreement rather than the numerous 

a.nd bloody internecine battles. We have touched only brie:Oy an 

t.tte dialectical pattern of oratorical against essay style which Morris 

Croll sees as informing--often in a hostile (ashion--the tradition. 2 

We have glanced only brieOy al the sort of issue which would provide 

t.he ecie::ne for the adulation_ or abhorrence that met Peter Ramus. 

The contention has therefore been that the major assumptions about 

what language was and could do were mu.ch the same from school to 

ochool; the differences lay chielly in the methods. 

A chief concern in Renaissance rhetoric was the study of the 

figu-ree. One point we are apt to neglect when we read of the assiduous 

attention to Sherry, Peacham, and Puttenham and the other compi-

lations of figures oC thought and sound is that such a study is anything 

1croll, "Muret," p. 264. 

2Croll, "Attic Prose. 11 
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but 6terUe. Rightly used, the figures are not mere ornament.ation 

but a:re epecial forms o! meaning. Commentlng upon the use of 

paralleli!lm characteristic o[ Samuel Johnson, W. K. Wimsatt 

defends the df!vices as follows: they are 11 not so common to th.ink-

ing tli.at Lhey cannot be avoided, like the sentenc.e, but common 

enough to reappear frequently in certain type bl of thi1".L.king, and 

hi':!. n(:I!!' to c h a. ract~rize the thinking, or the styl~. 11 Since the figures 
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~preBs dirfercnt .sets of meaningful relation I!!- -contrast:, si.milaruy , 

and so on-- 1rthey express a kind of meaning which may be diBcussed 

as legitimately as the more obvious kinds such a.e what a man writes 

about-- Lh e va.nity of human wiehe151 or the River Duddon. 11 l 

The figur es are, then, ways of thinking. Certain collocations 

of them characte:ri.i:;e the manner in which men look at the world. 

Jonas Bari ish hae shown that a rnan usually c ,nticized for appll.qu;

ing c.he figur es upon the body of thought bcrteatb 1.n fac:L worked qu~l( 

differently . It is: we who ISi!!!(;! the appliqu~; Lyly used the. euphuishc 

fi.gures of sound as means to appreh end the world . He uae!I parison, 

citing multiple pa rallels between the natural and the human wodd, 

but he corttioually stresses contra.dictions rather than cons1stenc1e!;i. 

Consequently, tlus euphu.istic device is only apparently a.n appliqcC. 

1'\Vimsatt, John~on, p. 12. 



A1:, Bo;i.rish .shows, obliquely in the simile and discursively 1-n the 

s0liloquy Lyly deals not so much with the treats of love but riither 

with a darker world in which there is a genuine disparity betw en 

15 

be apparent. and the real. Toads may weat" bright jewels on their 

brows, but they arc still ugly toads, Another characteristic figure~ 

antithesis, strikes a. balance--but it is still tenuous, and the very 

pa.iring of ideas points out that the components of the subdivided 

world are nor always mutually exclusive but often composite. Thus 

!or Lyly syntax attempts both to unravel and to knit up the 

complexities that are inherent in things. 1 

Our study of the uses to which the hgures were put is growing 

to reach thll respectability .it should. With J. B. Broadbent we can 

appreciate the richneL!i:$ o! Milton• s use of r hetorical figures, to 

characterize hie ;;,p1c actors (that Satan has a great hoard of f1gutes 

doe& no damn rhetoric but one half of the two-handed engine: 

Satan' s is~ wit), to serve.- as thematic accompaniment. And 

one figure can epitomizr. major intellectual and moral goal 61 o! an 

age: .Father Walter J. Ong has pointe!'d out that the quest for cop1a 

l Jonas Barish, pp. 14 -35 . 
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is noc just childish exuberance but is related to the humanists' dream 

of c.overing the whole mind, 1 

Ju:st a.s Lhe variery of figures provided the mea.ns for expressing 

a variety c{ po.a.sibl~ styles, so did. the kinds of sentence types--

periods - - defined in the rhetoric books provide for ways of expressing 

d.Hfe.:renl visions. George #illiamson 1 s Senecan Amble defines :J.t 

.... englh the two major camps of Senecan, and Cice1'onian who cont. nde-d 

throughout the century. Jv1.orris Croll ha6 given us th@ most lucid 

description of the form.8 of the periods over which the battles raged. 

He has illustrated the balance a.nd circularity of the Ciceronian and 

iu oppo.!!ing form, the chain-lik~ Senec:an. Croll conunua..lly stre~sea 

that the-lie two iorm9 were by no means mutually exclusive~ that in the 

Baroque stylee of Browne, .Burton, a.a.d even Bacon the two w~re 

blended. Both accomplished Seneca.n ideals, to catch the truth when 

it 1.s freshly imagined 1 to 0 ex.presa the order in which an idea pre-:Je.nl::i 

iteelI when firsl experienced. 14 lt 1s dHficult, the;refore, to fence 1n 

precisely th@ camps of Senecan and Ciceronian. The two rt=main 

large dominanceli but liltill connected. M..illon bl@.nd~d both; Ciceronian 

periods appear in Browne. And depending upon the occasion, one man 

could be master of a va.riety of styleis--not j\l&t Senecan or Ciceronian 

1J . .B. Broadbent, "Milton 1 s R11etoric1 11 Modern Philology, LVI 
(1958), 224-242; Walter J. Ong, S. J .. "Tudor Pro,e Style and th~ 
Oral Tradition," unpublished paper read at annual meeting of the 
Modern Language Association, Dec ember 28, 1963, 
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(al though he wa~ us.u.a11 y committed to one or the other) but to th€" 

traditional three--low, middle, a.nd g--ra.nd. James Roy Kmg has 

shown that J remy Taylor can decorously vary hie style to eu.it the 

circumstances; Auerbach's l!:ssay on Rabelais dea.Ja with th~ mingl ing 

of 11tyleR in the 11world in the maw . .,I Sir Thoma!t Browne 1 !1 Let.tee 

to a. Friend, with itl!!I simple diction, l ack of figural richne:ss, and 

conversational structurl!: and tone exemplifies the 11 humble 11 styh. 

But his Hydriotaphia, with conBCiously abundant figures oi l!!ou.nd , 

magniloquent diction, elaborate u.5'e of Ute cursus, and structurr,1.l 

complexity, represents the other pole. ll is decorou&, litting, to 

treat the subject al death and eternity with all poaeibJe grandncs1,;. 

Although Ciceroni.an period~ m..lght seem to predom1.nate in the J[r-A d 

style, iL is not necessary that ·hey doi eome of h.l.B fi.nei.ot ucce.::i eG- · 

0 We whose gent"ra.tions arr- ordained •.• 11 --are c-onst,..uct~d by 

Seneca.n blueprint:!!!, Both Senecan1.em and C1ce-roTiiani. ■m could bl.: 

beaten t.nLO Low, middle, a.nd grand forms. 

Since m many respects the rest of this study or B urtcn will 

aB1sesa the covert statt!rnents about :t-he-toric he make.a through h1s 

prac:ti~P:a, before we connnue let us look at the oveTt Eitatements hP 

himself makes about knowledg l!I a.nd ita rra.n.smission, as a kind of 

peroration to t.hi$ chapter. 

1croll, 0 The Baroque Style i.n Prose, 11 and Ja.rnes Roy King, 
11 Ca:r-t91a Aspecte of Jeremy Taylor• e P roee Style, 11 Eo:iglu,h Studie s 
XXXVll (1956) , 197-210· Auerbach, pp. 229-219. 
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Testimony to Burton's vora.t:ious love of knowledge ia mOBt 

obviously given by the si.z.e of the book- •a compendium of aocien 
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lore, of current p.t:0ve:t-b;s, of common- &i!'n$e adv ice. And th~ sysLem 

of footno ting, citing works and a.uthors rept"esenting hundr~d.s of 

years, show.s bis own ca.re in crediting the huge variety of sources 

oi his own leaxning . One of the first items of praise he accords to 

Democritus. the mask he ado pts. ie that he wa..s " l earned in evt"ry

t:hing, a g ,enc!ral scholar, a. g r ea t ei tudeint. 11 Burton himself roved 

long 1.n the libraries at Oxiord--was, in fact, keeper of th e Jib:ra't'y 

at Cht-i.et Church, He "had a great de1frre ... to h ave some smatter 

ing in all, to be Somebody in everything . 11 This joy in learning, 

delightful in itself, he did not engage: in merely £or ihe:lf. Orthodox, 

Burton Btresses that the proper knowledge, of God, will help man 

regain the ga.rden; 11 Wisdom cries out in the ie;ueettJ, 11 11 Cod himl;i~lf 

wooe.s thee .. , to come into his Ca.u Garden . " When action and 

mind in.te:rfuse, rna.n can be united with God. In that pa.in1ul picture 

cf th~ lron world of r eligious melancholy wh ich ends the book, 

continual themes are superstit.ion. and ignorance, the shaclc;.lf•r!I of 

rn1nd which ket!p man from becoming what he should be. The la.1:ol 

part of the book shows the obverse o( wba.c man should seek: true 

knowledge of God . 
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Bll.l:'ton would neve:r be so extreme a.s to say thal Lhe mere 

accumulation of 5torcti of learning can pu.rchase man 1 s entrance 

into the garden. He continually stteeses that J ea.rning ia a. double

edged gift, often masked. 1t .is not so surprising. the..reiore, that he 

should liat".love oi L l!!!arning, o r Over-much Study 11 as a cause o! 

melancholy in the first partition. Even 90, he does not so much 

conde.mn the bulky materials upon which man• s mind can work as 

rat.her the conditions surrounding tho ac.cumu1at.ion and Ul!iiC of know-

ledge . The system of patron 9, the impure mobvee for gaining know

ledge, even the unhealthiness of the sedentary liie h e identifies as 

more common sources of the scholara 1 misery. The same d.1stinct10ns 

are made in the subt-ection devoted to 11 Educatio n a Gauee of Mel an-

choly. 11 The r eal villains are cruel educators, poorly chosen goals, 

e ducatio n for the wrong things. As he makes clea-r at the end of lii.; 

~ectio?l on symptoms !rom education, hil!i. treannent of the infrrm.itle!; 

related to the: lif~ oI learnJng is all by way of an exemplum. Lest 

his lrealment of melancholy, his t reatise:, be a cause of melancholy 

in oLhe:rs, let the read.er read it righ. 

Right reading springs not just. from pu.re motives, il a.l~o 

depends up,on the mate.rial the mind attacks. Although acutely a.ware 

of his own guilt in pursu1.ng knowledge rightly called va.1n ( 11J am liilble 

to their lash as well as others,., that 14 company of foolish notemakers, 

--c,. 

~--~~ --JJ 
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humble bees, dor6 and beetles, they rake all over those: rubbish and 

du.nghills 11 ) he 15 not dealing with vain knowledge in the Anatomy. 

Ailing man is the subject. Burton does seem to cro1u1 that fine line 

5 cparating vain from .dghtfuJ knowledge in many places throughout the 

book; self-knowledge, especially in an age in which the self was 

mlr.rored even in the stars, could be stretched far. One wa.y ht! gctti 

around 1t appears in his "Digression of the A1r. 11 After citing the 

major contemporary theories of cosmology--which, according to 

aomc, definitely were vain knowledge--he dismisses them all in a 

fashion typically Burton: 11 But hoot \Vhat have I to do with this? 

When Cod wanu us to know the answer he will r-eveal it.. 

The proper s tudy o! mankind then is ma.n.1 l!I self, ••So that if 

rnc.n would at Lem pt no mo.re lhan what they can b ar; they shou.J d 

lead contented lives, and, Learning to know themselves, would li.mit 

their ambition, t.hey would perceive then that Nature bath enough 

without seeing such superfluities. and unprofitable thlngs, which 

bring nothing with them but gri~f and motivation. 11 And the prope-r 

etudy of man.kind is God. The perfect example to follow in gaining 

knowledge i.s the knowledgeable hero Christ. 11 He could not be 

ignorant, 11 says Bu-rton, but his mind was directed not to trivia but 

to right knowl edge, to right conduct. 11 Therefore (I say) scorn this 

t.rans1 tory state, look up to Heaven, think not what others are, 

- ' 

--_~ JI _L l 
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but whaL thou a.rt: what• s thy place ht the world: and whaL thou 

shal be, what thou mayst be. 111 

lhe.refoT~, the lover of lear.uing Dernoc.ritu!!i .Junior will 

tra(umit right knowledge, dulce and utile. To hi.s subject a d 

audience, 11man, and human kind, 11 1'thou thyeelf11 be will a.ttem.pt 

8l 

to ,glve wisdom. Thie heuristic purpose i:s no easy one--to correct 

a.nd .rectify the ills of man ls as. grea.t a task, he. say13, as " to perfect 

he motion of Mare and Mercury, 11 to find out all the c.reeks a.nd 

soUllde of the Northwest Passage. He is then a true scientist, ooe 

who would cure the imposthume within hls own head as well as i.n. 

others . And in a da.y when doc tore were traditionally atheie"te h<;, 

like Sir Thomas Browne, will assume!!: the robea in eervice to Lhe 

rehgio medici : 11 A good Divine either is or ought to be a good 

phystcia.n, a 15pirituaJ physician at least, a.sour Saviour calls him 

self, and was indeed. 11 In aho..rt, he seeks '"to refo m wha. 10 ami ■ e '' 

and 1'to do good. 11 

One way in which he hopes to reform 1s through his own style. 

It is true tb~t h1a style ie a jurnblej h@ pleads g-u.Uty to 11 tauto-10E!'1e~ 1 

a.pish 1.miLat1on, a rhapsody o( rags gathered together from seve:!'al 

dung-b.il l ai. 11 And, begging off for lack of amanuenses, he. admits 

1 Burton, pp. 872-6 . 

. , 
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that. like an unJlnished cub, his book iu not i:::ompletely licked into 

5 hape. Yet this eam~ extc.mporaneit..y is part of' his purpose. He 

con inllally invokes Seneca and his principles of ma.oly fulJne&G of 

conlent. 111 neglect ph:raBes, and l~bou.r wholly to i..n!orm ray 

reader• s understanding, not Lo please his ear; 1 tis not my study or 

intent tc compose nea.dy. which an Orator requirelil, bu to exp"t"~ss 

mys-elf readily and plainly as it happen6." Of course this belief 
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i5 central LO hil!I contemporary Se.neca.ns. 11 To publish lt, as it was 

first written, whatever came uppermost, in an extemporaneous stylF 

1.:. to i:apture the ideas in their mo&t tru@ statie 1 a.l!I they come white-

hot from the forge. 

Nortethelees, we tl!nd to question the genuineness of the externpo 

a.ne-1,ty of the 11 m1nd-thinking" quality the Senecans aimed at when, 

immediately followi..ng hi8 statement of di.;1c:ipleahip to Seneca he 

describes hle own style in a very elaborate image. comparwg il t.o 

a river: 11 S0 that) a.s a. River runs, sometimes precipitate and swilt 

lhen dull and slowj now direct, then winding; now deep. then shallow; 

now muddy, then clear; now broad, th~n narrow; doth my &tyle ilow: 

now ll!!lcrious, then light; now comical, thl!!o 5atirical; now more 

elabora.te, then. remhe, a.s the pt'esent subject required, or as at 

1Burton, pp. 20-26. 



!hat ume I wa.e affected. 111 A simile like th1s neve:r sip.rang £rom 

anyone's head full grown. We suspect, with Hard.in Craig, that he 

1 5 shamming. z shamming not only in that his protestations of 

roughnese might be purch~5es of the reader's indulgence but al eso 

that h.is Senecan lack 0f dehberation might b e an ffect, poliahtd 

Cor roughnes!!I rather than smoothness. How certain sentences 

came to achieve the effect they have we shall n ver know. But w 

Ghould remember that .Bu.rton is consciously aware of style as .a oo 

fo.r teaching. S(j!ineca can bear him out on those 11 pleona..sms of word 

r 1.utologi cal repetitions 11 : 11It can never be repeated too often. since 

it can never be learned too well." Quotations and other addition~ 

occur for a purpol!le: "to make the style more harsh. 11 ln sum, wht 

i; 

Teacling the Anatomy we know we are in the hands o{ a man who know 

what the world of man is like and what he can do about It, who c~.n 

use hie, language to affect and change fallen and melancholy man. 

1Burton, p. ZS. 

2 cra1g, Class, p. I 08. 



CHAPTER Ill 

THE MASK OF DEMOCRlTUS ; THE PERSONA 

AS A STYLISTIC CONTROL 

Robert B urton saw his role as that of one who cal'ried on p r 

knowledge so that traditions o{ Lhe pas t coul d inform t.ho.ac in the 

future. But his tec hniq ue was neithe.r sim ple apocn-feedi.n.g nor 

tongu -I a&hing; instead, a~ a teacher ho found one of the mo st 

~Uective tool s to be the mask1 donned b efore entering the claasroon1. 

H e would g ive directions by indi"rection. 

The speaking voice that we bear in the Anatomy of Melancholy. 

clear though it may sound. is not merely Robert Burton, fellow of 

Christ Church, Ox.iord. Rather, the voice he want1;1: ud to hear i~ 

filtei-ed through th e mask of Democritus. In the lengthy exordium 

t.o the Anatomy, " Democritud Jun ior to the Reader, 11 he i,,tates 

forthrightl y that he i s "arrogating, 11 11usu rping, 11 a.no he man 1 s 

name, Promieing reasons later, he immed1ately sets down a brief 

charac ter of 11 this our Democri t1,u; , what he was, with an Epitome 

o! his hfe 11 ; 



Democrit\u1, a5 he. is described by Hippocrates and 
LaertiuB, was a little wcarieh old man, very melancholy 
by natu.re, avere,:c. from company in his latter days, 
and muc.h given to solitariness, a famoul!I Philosopher 
1n his age, coeval with Socrates, wholly addicted to 
his studies at the last, a.nd to a private li(e: writ 
many excellent work.a, a gr!!'at Divine, acco.rdi.ng to Lhe. 
divinity or those times, an e.xpl!:rt Physician, a Poli
tician, a.n excellent Mathematician, a.s Diacosmos and 
the rest of his works do testily. He waB much delighted 
with the studies of Hu!9bandry, .saith Colurnella, and 
often I find him cited by Con$tantinus and oeherg 1 

treating of that aubject. Hit!= knew the natur~e, diffe.rences, 
of all beasts, plants, fishes, birds; and, as some say, 
could understand the tunes and voices of them. In a word, 
h~ was learned in everything, a general scholar, a great 
student; and to the intent [ that) he might better contemplate, 
r £ind it related by Eilome, that he put out his eyes and was 
in his old age voluntarily blind. y,et saw more than all 
Greece besides, and writ of every subject: Nothing 
there is in all the contriving of nature, o! which he hath 
not written. A ma.n of an excellent wit. profound con-
ceit; and to attain knowledge the better io his younger-
years, he traveled to Egypt and Athe11$, to confer with 
lt,arned men, admired of some, despised of others. 
After a wandering life, he settled a.t Abdera, a town 
1.D Thrac.e~ and was isent for thither to be their Law-
maker, R~eorder, or Town-clerk, as some will; or a.s 
others, he was the.re bred and born. How soever it was, 
there he lived at last in a garden in the suburbs, wholly 
betaking himseU to his studie:~ and a. private hfo, 
saving that sometirn.es he would walk down to the have n , 
and la.ugh heartily aL such variety of ridiculous obt!!C.tl!I, 
which therl! he saw. Such a one was Democritus. 

1Burton, p, 12. 
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In the very next !:!ientence, however, Burton asks, 11 But in the 

mean urnc. how doth this concern me, or upon what 1'eferentl' do 1 

utJ;urp his habit? 11 Such a question we might well ask, too, as we 

study the expressive system of this divine, Robert Burton. We will 

investigate later aome oft.he reasons for adopting Democritus; right 

now, let ua con.sider why he should choose to speak [rom behind a 

mask. 

Given the traditional nature of B1,1rton 1 B practice 1, one easy 

answer for .Burton 1 s use of the maa:k is this: he had precedent. 

When E-rasmus used his Folly a.s a stalking h.or se he was using a 

device known to Plato, Juvenal, and Chaucer--to name a iew die-

pa.rate practitionere--and sanctioned by rhetoric.al tradition. MarV1n 

T. Herrick Cites Aristotle's r;:ommenL$ upon th!:! comic mask that 

1'excitell!I laughter, is sometimes ugly, and distorted without ca.uaing 

pain~ 111 lt'l a drama, the ma.5k can be part of the costume or, by 

extens ion, a spokesman for th@ author s~t ae a character engagLng 

in the dramatic action. But it 1s not necessary t:o create a. novel or 

play in order 10 set a persona ape-a.king. In the ll.On-fictiona.l mode 

of the p rose treatise the mask is a. recognized species of the figuTe 

known as prosopopoeia, by which an object or a. person, either 

hving or dead, real or imaginary, is presented as spE'!'a.k1og to the 

1Marvin T. Hetrick, Comic Theory in the Sixteenth Century 
!Urbana, 1950). p . 62. 
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audience. The ma.sk is therefore artificial, in the best. sen$e.. And 

rht:to r it:. is, in Maynard Mack's words, a "body o! l earning that 

insists on the t'ecognition of artifice, 111 Th_is device., sanctioned a.nd 
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practiced by Aristotle and Plato, contained in the manuals o{ rhetorlc 

for h undreds of years, embodies a goal of literature which in our 

da.y T. E. Hulme has defined as: "the art of literature , the. making 

o( the other world. They must wear high-hee:led shoes which make 

thc.m appear free movers, a.nd not sp.rung from the low thing Earth. 

T h is separation of the high heel and the powdered face is @esential 

ti:, all emotions, in order to make: a work of art. 112 

D spite the long tradition of the mask as a vaJ id a.nd artful 

choice by tht: author, it has been only recenily that we have r turned 

to certain poetF and prose writers with a new understanding of their 

tec.hnique--and of their literal meaning--because we have come to 

recognue how the adoption of a. mask controls the1 r work. For too 

long 1n this century we tended Lo take lhe ' 1l 1' of the author at fac e 

value. AlU-.ough we knew who stood behind 11 Michae1 Robartes'' a.nd 

11 0wcn Ahe:tne, 11 when "Juvenal 11 complained o f his roughness and 

lMayna'td Mack, 11 The Muse of Satire," Yale• Review. XU 
(1qsl). s1. 

lThomaB Ernest Hulme. Notes on Language and Style, Un1-
ver tdry of Washington Chapbooks. ed. Herberi. Read, XXV {Seattle. 
192.9). p. 20. 
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ama eu.r status, we emil~d commiseratingly and agreed: whe.n 

11 Tha~keray 11 reminisced about the last time he ISIB.W Bi!"!cky, we 

gritted our teeth at his failure. LO follow James 1 and Conrad' B pre

scriptions to show us, not to tell. Happily . in recent yea:re we have 

lt!arned that it iB we, not Thackeray, who are the real innocents. 

Complaining of the lack of art, we did not see the artifice of the 

ma6k. Perhap.1!1 it is because of the contribution of psychology that 
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w~ have come to re-evaluate the relation between write:r and audienc12 1 

itltered through the c.reated mask or persona; 1 perhaps it is a. re

reading of the rhetoric books that shows us that all created cha.raetcra 

need not be segregated within the covers of a novel, play. or narrative 

poem. The tellet' of the tale. even. when he goee by the name of 

11 Thackeray 11 o.r "Tennyson, 11 ilil not necessarily the rnan writing, 

Cme of the earliest re-evaluations of the technique of the 

media irig author was done Wlth George Meredith. Lionel Stevenson 

identifies the Jacobites and Lubbockitea ae those throwing the most 

stones b!Jcause of" Mered..tth 1 s unmistakable stylistic device of letting 

bis own personality come: between himself and the story. Stevenson 

would cast the stones right back; those who criticiz.e this techruqu@ 

of point of view are betraying the ir own pr·ovinciallty, in t11a.t hls 

1see Simon 0. Lesser, Fiction and the Unconqcioui;. (Boslon 1 

1957). 



practice can be justified in the "romantic [ and, we might add, 

rhetorical] tradition tha, expects the personality of the author to 

be an integral part of the total effect. 111 ln another way aucb critic ■ 

reveal th~mselves as young men from only one of the provlncos o! 

pro15c: the pe-rsooality oft.he author can be: an integral paTt of the 
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total effect, but often in only parts ot the real author's personahty. 

Certain qualities o! the real author often do appea-r (apparently Horace 

really was a thoroughly charming man) , but just ae expectably, a 

complete contrary m ight be the rl,lle (Swift's modest proposer repre

,.en l s the exact antithesis to Swift}. Often the two wov.ld give much 

trouble in the separation. As WiJliam Cadbu.ry has pointed out, 

Tennyson• s 11 supposed confessor" "is not Tennyson, out his divided 

will and his preoccupation with religious doubt are problems which 

did concern Tennyson the man. 112 Those who read Meredith as 

the 11111 a,r miereading: that 11111 is not Meredith eo much as a 

piursona . 

The. persona, thenJ is a tradltional way of tra.nemitti.ng the 

a..uthor 1 s emotions; when turned around, Swift's cool businessman 

1Lionel Stevenson, "Meredith and the Problem o! Style in the 
Novel," Zeitschrift itir Anglistik und Amerikanislik, VI (1958), 188. 

ZSee William. Cadbury, 11 The Utility of the Poetic Mask in 
Tennyson' 9 'Supposed Confessions,"' Modern Language Quarterly, 
iOUV ( 1963), 374-385. 
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is seen as Swift himselC white-hot with saeva indisnatio. An 

adoption ol a mask does not diminish the intensity of t.h work;. on 

the other hand. it can increase it. A writer must not have to Hu.Uer 

per sonally from a cause in order to write about il. Wayne Booth 

believes uThe emotions and judgments of the implied author are 

Lhe very stuff out o{ which great fiction is made. 11 1 

Coming fresh from reading Boot.h, we must remember that 

the novelist does not possess exclusive rights to the device of 

the mask. Not just in a fable, fiction, but in nonilction can the 

device be used effectively. Explanations vary from fear ( surely 

Martin Marprelate did not wish the gallows) to jest (Defoe wanted 

to tweak the noses of those reading his 11 Shorteat \Vay With Dis

senters"). William Bragg Ewald, discussing Swilt 1 a many maske • 

.suggests that contemporaTy popularity ma.y be one reason for 

SwifL' s use of the device. Marana• s Turkish Spy. Goldsmith's 

Citizen of the World, Sir Roger de Coverley, all of whom presented 

questions from a fresh point o! view, who made details o! their 

narratives credible s1.mply because they posed as eye witnesses, 

doub tl ess pointed out to Swift devices and reasons for the mask. 

1Wayne Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago, 1961) , 
p. 86. 
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Further, a wardrobe of masks can e:qu.ip a wricer to deal with many 

occae10ns 1 from a love-letter signed 11 Pre15ta 11 to a. savage mdic.t.m~nt 

of th@ moderns signed by the G.rub Street Hack. One way that Swift 

transcended hie contemporary masquers, Ewald c.ontendei, ie tha.t h 

saw more clearly the capacities for irony. A maeik by its very nanir~ 

implies two levels of meaning, a consciousness of the dual nature of 

things. J Later, the hack -reveals himsclf as a etupid scribbler, the 

honest Gulliver can be painfully gulled. Swift1 8 own apartness from 

some of his pexsoaae ie pa.rt of the meaning of the works. It must 

affect our reading of them. Only an Ilse Koch of Buchenwald could 

accept his 11Modeat Proposal 11 at face value; those o( us who have 

access; to the real author behind see superbly sustained i"rony. And 

unlike someone like Osca.r Wilde, who t'I'ied to become the mask h e 

fashioned, Swift stands above and beyond: he knew what he was and 

what we all shou.l d not be. 

When we turrt Swift's many rna6ks a round- -whether they be 

G:rub S.tteet Hack or Culliver--w~ can see Swift behi.nd. Yet his 

masks are always active pa.rticipato:r8 in the subject satirized: 

travelers, w-riters, conversationalists, B\ll'ton' .s mask is not so 

much th~ ac:tive participator as the commentator upon the follies of 

1William Bragg Ewald. Jr., The Masks of Jonathan Swift 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1954), pp. 1-11. 
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other~. the lonely man standing a.tone side of the worl81 s stage 

observing the actors but not always taking them seriously, comment-

lng with wry humor. Burton depicts the point in space from which he 

metaphorically and lite,ally views the fair field full of fools; like 

Democritus in hiEII garden. Democritus Junior i.a 11 sequeetered from. 

those tumults and troubles or the world ... in some high place above 

you all, Jike the wise Stoi.ck, seeing all age5, past and present a.Lone 

glance . 11 1 TW 5 Olympian p0int of view. a peak which he later name s 

11 Minerva.1 s tower, 11 i.s a. pose typical of the Renaissance. according to 

Gilbert Higbet. 2. He cites Jaques, that interloper in the Forest of 

Arden, as typical of the point of view. Yer even though Jacques is a 

satirist, he should not be take:n completely seriously. As , in 

Rosalind 1 s fuller vision the purger deserves purging, so too must 

this pose of the ironical commentator not always be laken for final 

truth. Julius Caesar wisely referred the matter o! the nature o! 

laughter to Democritus3 --not always because he could provoke 

laughte r ~ but also because he himself was somewhat laughable. How 

this string attached to the mask fits .Burton we shall see later . 

!Burton, p. 14. 

2Gilbert Highet, The Anatomy of Satire (Princeton, 1962) , p. 47. 

3Herrick, p. 52. 



The mask fulfills still another purpose allied with the oatuTe 

ur the document itself. The religious doctor writing the Anatomy 
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makes quite pointed Lhat it is a heuristic wo rk, that he i& a t.eacher. 

And he, as any teacher, knows the usefulness of histrionics as he 

attempts to transTnit facts and ideas into the students 1 heads. But 

hi:s technique did not stop with adopting the pose of outraged task-

master a.tone moment or quiet-voiced eiron at the next. instead, 

h1:5 adoption of the mask was a mode o( consciously re-animating 

pa~t wisdom, of reminding his listene-ra of the t.tuth--chie( aims of 

:rhe torical persuasion. as we saw in the last chapter, Richard 

Ellmann, showing that Yeats attempted to accom,plisb a !iimilar 

goal by donning the masks of pa.st Irish types, quotes Thomas Mann' a 

deiscription of this re-animating principle; 

The Ego of antiquity and its consciousness of itself 
wae diffe-rent U'om our own. less exclusive, les5 sharply 
defined. It was, as it were, open behind; it received 
much from the: past and by repeating it gave lt present 
ness again. The Spd.nish scholar Ortc.ga. y Ga &set puts 
il that !he man of antiquity, before h~ did anylhing, 
took a step backwards. like the bullfighter who lea.po 
back to deliver a mortal thrust. He searches the pa.st 
£or a pattern into which he might slip as a diving bell, 
and being thus at once disguised and protected might 
rush upon his present problem. Thus hie: life was in 
a sense a reanimation, an archaizing attitude. But 
1t is just this Hf@ as reanimation that ia life aB myth. 
AleJ1;ande.r walked in the footsteps of Miltiades; the 
ancient biographers of Caeea'l' were convinced, rightly 



or wrongly. fha.t he took AlexandeT as his prototype. 
But such 11 imitatioo' 1 meant far more than we mean 
by the word today. It wa.s a mythical ide.ntification . 
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Bur ton 1 is identification of hi.rneelf with the worthy ancient Democrituli 

was then a choke with value sanctioned by the tradition. "lmita.ting 1 , 

a knowledgeabl e man and teacher, he showB us the wa.y we are to see 

the fellow of Christ Church; idenhiying himaelf with a witie prototype , 

he gained a. voice through which to speak of wisdom, accumulated and 

transmitted from the pas-t into the present. 

Ideally, Burton ' s audience- would react Tightly to his choice of 

--.he ancient worthy Democritus a& the persona he chose to identify 

h1m9elf with. Simply invoking the name its.elf should conjure up the 

proper r e~pooi;;:e to the values em.bodied in the person Democritus. 

To make doubly sure, and to fulfill a rhetorical aim common t.o any 

rhetoricia.n1 one adopting a mask or not, Burton uses Democritus aB 

a way to accomplish the aims of ethos and pathos. For the tea(;h~ r. 

the es tablishment of an authoritative ethos and the proper uae of 

pathos ar e imperative. 

To 11 tha.t form of persuasion which endeavors to put the audience 

in a. certain frame of mind 11 Aristotle gave the name pathos: 11 When 

1Thomas Man..n.1 Freud, Goe.thr::-, Wagner (New York, 194Z), 
pp. 34 - 35~ cited in Richard EllmannJ Yeats: The Man and the Masks 
(New York, 1948). 
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people are feeling friendly and placablo, they think one sort of thing: 

when they are feeling angry o-r hostile, they think either some.thing 

totally different or the same thing with a diffe-rent intensity: when 

they feel friendly coward the man who comes before them for judge

ment, they regard him as having done little w-rong, if any; when they 

feel ho5tile. they take the hostile view. 111 To get his audience into 

the right frame of mind to receive what he ha.cl to say, Burton used 

virtually all the !igures that Ari t.totle 1 Cic,ero, and the ensuing 

rhetoricians listed as devices for insuring pathos, or moving - -for 

Burton's aims, toward pity but, especially at first, to laughte:t. 

Only a few sentences out as he begins 11 Democritus Junior to 

the Reader. 11 the tone evokes laughter by the figure aposiopesis, 

or rrbreaking off. 11 Addressing the gentle reader with a mock-serious 

tone, he begins t.o answer their question why he eo "insolently intrude s 

upon thi~ common theatre to the world's view, arrogating another 

man•e name. 11 His answer? 11 Why should I tell you?11 And rrsupposing 

1 do not wish to answer, who should make me? 11 If the contents 

please the reader, let him aseume the writer i,9 the Man in the Moon. z 

1s1taer Miriam Joseph, pp. 386-7. 

2Burton, p. l l. 
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Quickl y following this humorous 11breaking -off11 of the reader• s 

expectation oi a serious answer. he then uses a. number of species 

of ecphoneei5, or exclamation. Fraunce 1s and Fenrter 1 e lieu arc 

exemplified. First is mocking irony: 11 B esides. it haih been always 

an ordinary custom, as Gellius observes, !or later writers and 

impostors to broach many absurd and insolent fictions under the 

na.me of so noble a. philosopher a.s Democritus and to get themselves 

credit and by that means the more t:o be respected. 1 ' The irony here 

ie:, of course. aimed not only at the pasquil writers but slyly at 

hnns~lf. Indignation, another form of ecphonesis, pervades the 

pa&l!ia.ge : not only the impostors but merchants, ministex-s, and n-ian 

in generaJ - -a ship-load of foo ls-- are soon spoken of with Lndignation. 

Proteetation--not only protest against folly but protestation of his 

own hu.mility--"l confess indeed that to compare myself unto him 

for aught I have yet said, were both impud.enc y and arroganc.y: l do 

not presu.m(!! to ma.k@ any parallel, he outratJ.ks: me by c.ountleee 

numbers; I am inconsiderable, nothing at all" 1--is made easily 

because of the gap bet.ween himself and bis model. And the emotions 

of pity and comm.iseration en le .r the passage because oi the persona.. 

1 Burton, p. L2. 
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De.m.ocritus as an old m.an, voluntarily blind, becomes a~ 

embodying such value5. 

Scill another uac 0£ the values that Democritus embodjes which 

attain pathos is~~ or intel'rogativo (not, as Peacban, pre

scribe!!!, to ask f"o.r i.n!ormation but to affirm or deny something--a 

11 rhetorical question°) . Just as Democritus Senior turned over many 

books, so did Democritus Junior: "To do myself good 1 turned over 

such physh::ians a.sour Libraries would afford, or my private friends 

impart, and have taken th~se pa.ins~ And why not ? 11 1 The interrogation, 

though concern.ing a serious subject, still blends. characteristically, 

seriousness a.nd un-seriousness. The "why not? 11 --in speaking 

ac:compa.nied by the upraised palm- -denotes acceptance of a subject 

a.nd gentle humor1 as well. 

A variety of other figures connect both Democritus Seru.or and 

pathos. Anaznnesis (recall ing sorrow) appears in reminding the 

audience of Democritus' blindness, and of his friend Heraclitu • 

lamentation. Deesis1 used, as Sherry says "when for God or .. for 

mannes sake we vehemenUy desire to have any thynge. 11 appears 

when Burton attempts to ju.stiiy the 11 ar rogation 11 of Democritus 1 

name: rryet Lhus rnuc:h I will say of myself. and that I hope without 

l 
Burton, p. 17. 
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all e-uspicion of pride, or sell•conceit. I have lived a silent, 

sedentary. solitary, private life, with myseH and the Muses. in the 

Univeraity. 111 Figures of consolation are bound to Democritus 

Senior. What Peacha.m calls medela, used when "we seeke to heal<! 

the.m r ou..r friendsl with plastures of good words11 appears when 

.Burton defines both his prototype's and his own pU1:"pose: Democritus 

Senior anatomiz-ed many creatures 11 no t that he did contemn God 1 s 

creatures, as he told Hippocrates, but to find out the seat of this 

black bile, or melancholy, whence it proceeds, and how it was en--

gendered in m.en1 s bodies to the intent he might better cure it in 

himself, and by bis wxitings and obseTvations teach othera how to 

prevent and avoid it. 112 

Lest the tone become too serious, he breaks out with 

.mycterLsmus. what Peacham conBiders a subtle mock with wo-rds. 

He mocks not only the pasquil-writers: and hacks bu[ also the readers 

who have bought the book--but he mocks them indirectly. of course. 

After reading this statement, 11 For as La.rks come down to a day-

net1 ma.ny vain readers will tarry and stand ga2.ing, like aiUy 

passengers, al an anlick picU:re in a painLe:r•s shop, that. will not 

1Burt.on, p. 13. 

2 
Burt.on, p. 15. 



look at a judicious piece, 111 the reader will doubtless nod, 11How 

tr ue 14 - -especially for tho$c people down the street. .And still 

farther varieties of pathos the persona. secure& !or Bu.rton include 

those of bleBsing and r ejoicing , eulogia, sununed up in Bu.rton 1 s 

long eulogy upon the vi r.tuee oI Democrit-us, a.nd paea.nismus., when 

be expresses hie joy in his own l ea.rning, pursuin g knowledge like 

a ranging spaniel, and bleiilSing his own r ead l!r5 by way of providing 

a way to h eal th for them. 

The. 19econd of the three modes of persuasion outlined by 

A.rjiSto tle and accompanied, in part, for Burton, i s ethos:, which is 

" in a sense, included in pathos, .for the attitude oi the audience to

wa't'd the personal character of the speaker, their confidence in him 

and i.n his good will toward them constitutes part of theit feelings 

a.nd frame of mind as- they listen. " Certainly with t.h~ choice of 

Democritus the task of ga.ining the audience 1 & confidence is parUy 

done. Ae an ancient living closer to the gol den age he was nearer 

the 151ourc:e. of truth; as a great theoretical ,ec icntis t and traveler, 

11 an expert Physician, a Politi.cia.n, an e.xc:t!llent Mathernatician 11 

he w.a.s a type of th~ reasoning and wise man. Yet he could not be 

painted gold. Cer tain characteristics, his passion fo:r solitude, 

1Burton, p. 15. 
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hiB practic-e o! vivi.section, da.rken the picture somewhat. With 

acceBS LO certain kinds of truth, however, these shadows (like 

rnala.n.choly itseH) could be. paradoxic.ally, passageways to the 

light. A solitary, dispassionate observer is often able o discern 

more dearly than one in the thick of the fray; hence Democritus 

Junior 1 sown vantage point high in Minerva's tower. And hu~ 

anatomizing o! the beasts served the ea.me purpose that some 

scientilic research does today. Even the fact that he was a Greek, 

and therefore pagan, poses no real difficulty. Jean Seznec 1 s 

Survival of the Pagan Gods shows that not only the gods but human 

bc;ldg&, pagan though they be and alien to the Christian world, were 

100 

regarded from very early times as extra dimensions of revealed 

aut.h. 1 In fact, Burton ia able to syncretize both Greek and Hebrew 

stream~ when he calla himself not only Democritus Junior but 

Democritus Christianus also. 

Adopting the persona1 then, automatically accomplishes for the 

speaker a sense o! good will from the audience. He helps ga.in this 

receptiveness and t..rust for the speaker pervading the work by 

1 Jean Seznec ,. The Survival of the Pagan Gods: The Mythological 
Tradition and its Place in Renaissance Humanism and Art {New York,. 
1953), p. 5. 
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figu.re s tra.ditiona.11 y a.im.ed at inepi ring confidence in the epea.k,er. 

One ia; comproba.tio, when, Peacham says, ''we eee some good t.hyng 

either in the Judges or in our hearers, 11 as when he compliments hie 

hearers for anticipating him i n certain arguments; another. par"I"hesia, 

involves craving pardon befo rehand, shewing humbli!I eubmise:ion. 

After h.is description of Democ:rirue Senior he sa.ys, 11 1 a.m incon-

siderable, nothing at all; I do not aspire to greatness, nor hope for 

it. " l 

Other figures a.im to engender a lavorable opinion of the speaker. 

In anacoenosis, the spe-ak@r aske counisel of the adversary oi:- the 

j udges, as when Burton converses with his 11 Gent1e Reader 11 ; 

eustathia, promising constancy i.n purpose aod affection--

" 1Tis not so with me:. 
No Centaurs here~ o r Gorgons look to !ind. 
My subject is of man, and bwnan kind. 

Thou thyself a rt the subject of my discounile. 112 

At tI.mes one will find eu.l.o gia, pronouncing a blessing, and 

philophronesis, gentle speech a.nd humble submission. 3 

1Burton, pp. 12 -13. 

2 BurLOn, p. 11. 

3For the. rhetorical terminology and quotations from manuals 
or rhetoric. in this :section oC the chapter the author is indebted to Sister 
Miriam Joseph, pp. 386-98. 
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Without question, the mask of Democritus would help Burton 

mo,•e his audience a..nd attain their good will. Yet we must not over-

stree11 the sunniness of either Democritus or DemocTitus Junior. 

The optimism is there, but it is only part of a many-sided persona. 

That 11little wearish old man" revived in the Seventeenth Century is 

far too crotchety, at times too downright mocking. to be printed in 

nothing but gay colors. The audience may cluck their tongues at 

"those people 11 who are like the larks come down to a day-net cited 

earlier, but the ad.Jnoniti.on is still there. This asprezza comprises 

part of the complex persona Burton adopts and the person he is. We 

often wonder, as in the presence of our teachers. just how close 

the mockery of others approaches to us. With this purposeful 

roughness we will deal in much greater detail late:r, whe:n we se-1! 

the mask as a tool of Burton's satire; let us now consider its next 

function, a.ea way of distancing the writer and his audience. 

Tn one ot the few coC'lmente in print upon 11 ~mocritus Juoiol" 

to the Reader, 11 W"illiain Mueller haa ea.id that in opposition to Swift, 

where there is a gap between the reader and the worl.d of the writer, 

in Burton the.re is no gap to close. ''If ther@. is any obliquity at all 

in his: approach, it lies in h.is viewing all the world as a comedy of 

errO r5-, and himself as an actor, sometimes as spectator, a.nd 

~~~:..,. 
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t;.Ometimes as director, once removed from the world it:eelf. 11 1 

Mueller • s view ia, cur iously enough, comparable to the views cited 

earlier of those who thought the 11111 in Vanity Fair is William Make-

peace Thackeray. lt is fortunate, therefor~, that the work being 

done with the function of the mask i n narrative prose ca.n shed light 

upon non-fictional prose, Disagreeing with Mr. Mueller, I contend 

Uia t the very cho ice of Democritus as spokesman provides a meane 

of attaining obl iquity. Whel'eaa Mueller c:ritici2:.e.p hia vari e ty, l 

conflider it an advantage, o n e rnirrorins the many-sidedDesa o! the 

book itself. Burton never sa.y s that h e is speaking ~ Democ:ritus i 

rather , h e s peaks as Democritus Junior- -with the advantage that 

the va.lue 5 associated with the senio r a r e. vi.sited upon the junior, but 

the junior ca.n still :speak with hi:s own voice. This makes it poseible 

for Burton to use Democritus as one of his sources, a practice seen 

several timee, when h e add~ Democri.tus1 name to a. fairl y long 

catalog of others 1 names o r quott!S h im alone. Th i e i s not lncon-

isistent: he is not Democritus Senior; he is Democritus Junior-

another being. Th@n, too 1 this mask a.ll owi;: him to be both actor 

and epecta.to:r , fW1ctions which I fail to see a r e li mitations in non

fictional prose. Conradian pre.scription.s 0£ 11 ehowing 11 and "toll lng" 

1William Mueller, ••Robert Burton ' s •Sa tyricall PrC!face, " 1 

Mode rn L a nguage Quarterly, XV ( ! 954), 32 , 
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and the puxity thereof need not apply to non-fiction, nor are they 

neCes$arily hallowed absolutes. Last, as for Mueller 1 s criticism 

that, contrary to Swift, in Burton there is "no gap to close, 11 l would 

eay frrst that that is simply wrong because of the mask--and the care 

he gives it in the exo rdium. 11 Democri tus Junior to the Reader, u 

whi.ch should set up our responses to the speaker for the rest of the 

Anatomy. Again. Mueller 1 s criticism is that Burton• s sa.rlre ranks 

far below Swift's on t.hie g.round: that the ironic. double vi,ion ls not 

sustained. Here, too, a misreading occurs from what l wouJd call a 

mis.interpretation of Burton• B general pu-rpo se. Doubtle a:s. the 

Anatomy has a satirical purpoee, as we shall soon see. But that ia 

not its entire purpose, nor its final mode of operation. Burton wants 

to change his :readers. to cure melancholy. But to use only one 

pill for such a complicated disea.se is malpractice. Therefore, when 

the occasion demands satire, he will use it. But whea an unsa.tiric 

exemplum., an uniTonic adjuration fits the occasion better ., he will 

va.ry his techniques. Certainly 11 Democritua Junior to the Reader 11 is 

not the masterpiece of satire that 11 A Modest Propoaal 11 ia. Hia 

Utopia does not begin to have the. ironic shock e.£fect of Swift.1 e para

graph beginning, "Now therefore let no man talk to me . . .. 11 But 

to requi:re that Burton 1 s exordium is a wholly 0 sa.tyricall preface 11 

is simply to aek it to be something it i& not nor ia it aiming to be. 

-, 
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Despite Mueller•s belie! that there is no gap, the truth is that 

lhe mask provides a distancing, one which can serve many puTpoaea. 

William Cadbury bas identified some of the way• in which a mask, 

inherently, can provide needed esthetic distance. 1! we know that the. 

pe rsona is not the author, then in a poem dealing with conflict, for 

in stance, our interest will lie in the conflict itsel! rather than the 

b1.0graphica.l details contr ibuting to the problem and the resolution in 

the poet• sown life . Too, since the mask ls 11 creation, not creator, 0 

t.h.e motives need not b e limitedly realistic. ln addition, for a self-

conscious write r the mask can prevent the work fzom be i ng mis-

rea.d as an embarrassing personal statement and judged as case. study 

rather than as a:rt. Therefore, 11 the persona is midway between pot!:t 

and audience, and the critic must judge him as a separate., but 

created, personality, representative of general h1,1.1nan Lruth as the 

poet sees it, not proof of the. poet1 s own peculiarities . 111 The mask 

-represents o nl y a. few aspects of 11hUillan truth, 11 of course; he does 

not represent all men. 

De.spite th@ many pa r allel s Bu.rton draws between himself and 

Democritus- -love of learning and solitude, for ~x.arnple- -he makes 

it very clear that he is not the re.iocarna.t-ion of the ancient philosopher: 

ther e a.re too many differences. He i5 inetea.d one who i s wea.ri.ng his 

1Cadbu ry, pp. 374- 75. 
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robea--he may look like him, but he 1a not the same. And, further 

Oc.mocritus Junior is not necessa:rily Robert Burton. W have no way 

o! knowing completely whethe r or not all the qualitieo poosesoed by 

Robe-rt Burton appear in Democritus Junior 1 e .style, Very likely the 

gueto 1 the high seriousness, the irascibility are shared by both. But 

because of the very fac:t that he rll!streata behind the rnask--• 11 When you 

see the cover 1 why ask about the thing hidden? .• . or whom thou 

wilt to be rhe author, I would not willingly be known 111 ... -we are able 

to have it both ways: Democritu s Junior both is, and is not. Robert 

Burton. 

The similarity of interests of Robert B1Uton and Democritus 

Junior we will coneide'I' later. But now l et us ask why he should 

want this convenient stalking horse to keep a distance between him 

and the reader. One reason ie, of cou.rse, humor, When in rrTo 

the Mtschievously Idle Reader;- 11 be counsels. 111 further advise you. 

not to asperse. or calumniate, or slander, Democritus Junior, who 

pol!l:e;ibly dol!le not think ilf of you, 11 he i 5 abl e to mock the read~r 

wha has taken his criticism too eerioualy and bring him back 1n with 

a Blllile . In addition to humor, often thl!I mask seems rather perverse; 

perhaps Burton can la.sh out without himseli being held accountab]e, 

1Burton, p. ll. 
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Theo, too_, the mask can work in the same way that the topo.s of 

affected modesty can. 1 It lei easier to apologize !or one's. failure to 

LLve up to expectation_, for one• s shame in acting foolishly, ii one 

does it 1n another name. The device cao 11;uggesc de.adly ee-riousne.s.s 

under the maok of disclaiming, Finally, the distancing provided 

by the mask has the virtue of artUici.ality- ... or, to use a term rno.r1: 

1n favor, artfulness. Art. impo5es an order which ordinary speech 

cannot attain. The..reiore. acco r ding to Renaissance theory, the work 

reaches the audience better. And the artifice cf the mask contributes 

to this heightening. 

For the author the mask allows for gi-eater freedom. Democntua 

Junior can. eend darts towa,-d the pedants in a wa.y Robert :aurton 

could not. And a.s Burton uses the rna.sk. it allows for unmistakably 

pet"eonal statements giving ethical proof. One of the i.estirnonies he 

gives to amulets i.s the one he speaks in his own voice: he llfts the 

rnask away to inform his audience that hls own mother, like 

Dioacoridea, found efficacious a spider lapped in silk. The mask 

glves the author freedom because it allows hi.rn to disclaim what he 

has just s.a.id. Describing a. conve:ntioo comm.on to m.a.ny primitlvt! 

1Ernst Robe:rt Curtius. European Literature and the Latin 
Middle Ages (New York, 1953), p. 83. 
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societies, Robert C. Elliott has shown how the " public disclaimer 

ritual 11 works, The Ashanti, for example, precede an attack upon 

someone--eve:n the chief or high priest--with the formula., "We don1 t 

really m.ean to say so. 11 A story follows, usually dealing with a 

grievance against the chief, and even holding hi.m up to disguised 

mockery, but na.m.ing no names. And, as follows after gridiron 

.oa.s.tings, the .real target will have heard, the offended man will 

!eel much better, and, because it is all a masquerade, no one will 

be h.,rt. 1 Laughing OemocrJtus provides the opportunity for such 

disclaiming. And. finally. !or the author on his side of the mask. 

the use of Democritus is a way of heightening the importance of his 

topic. E.rasmus must invent a false genealogy from the gode in order 

to give his Folly the proper pedigree. For Burton, Democritus 1s 

already recognized as an ancient worthy; having him guide the 

author 1 s pen, even indirectly, automatically raises the importance 

of his work. 

For the reader, the mask accomplishe:s a number of things. 

First. for either a Sevenleenth-Centu.ry contemporary or eve:n a 

lat r r-eade-r . the't'e is no feeling that an actual human being is spoon

ing in the castor oil. Instead. we are able to njoy, to laugh with and 

1Robert C . Elliott, The Power of Satire: Magic, Ritual, Art 
(Princeton, 1961), p. 81. 
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at an imagined creation, a not-real being whose feelings we do not 

need to spare. And we really do laugh in reading Burton. In fact, 

Northrop Frye has cla.eei!ied the sort of invective that .Burton 

9pecializes in a.s the sort that bring.s on the belly-laugh, that 11 solid 

physical la.ugh, a.n earthquake in miniature, a laugh which begins far 

down in the abdomen, bursts the vest buttons, rolls the stomach, 

shakes the diaphragm, suffocates the throat, reddens the face, and 

finally reduces the whole body to rolling and kicking in an epilepsy 

of joy, then, after quieting down 1 returns for the next few hours io 

a couple of do2.en squalls of splutters, gasps, and reminiscent 

chortle a, and finally sinks into the subcon.scious to be left until called 

for. 11 1 

The passage evoking this kind of Squire Western rumble collects 

a. bagful of misogynistic abuse: 11 gubbcr-tuehed. , . fat fusb.lugs. 

a. mard 1n a La.nthorn, 11 etc . This is not the only kind of laughing 

which Democ.:ritue Junior brings about. The sardonic smile and the 

titter appea-r in hls bag of tricks, a.swell. And, like t.he other kinds , 

they perform the service that is la.ughter 1 s ul comedy--b.r1nging in 

the shipload of fools, forgiving, chaatising, but including them. 

1Northrop Frye, 1'The NatuTe of Satire" in Charles A. Allen 
and George D. Stephens, ed., Satire: Theory and Practice (Belmont, 
Calif, , 1962), p. 22. 
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And, finally, the still-disclaiming bard- - 11 Fo:r, should Democritus 

Junior prove to be what he professes, akin at. lcasl to his cdd~r 

l! U 

nameeak~. or smack even so little oi hio geniu5, it ie all ove.r with 

you 111 -- c11couragj!s an Lmportant aim of the teach.er. Th_e mask givee 

freedom to the reader in a way that a buuon-boling Burton would 

not. The mask lets the read~r i:.ome to his own conclusion, to judge 

on his own, to thinlc: for himself. And that is true freedom--to be 

given the space and t ime to accept or reject what Lhe 5peaker offers, 

One curious ornis~ion in scholarship and criticism of Bu:rtonl 

sparse though i.t. is, anyway, is that few have dealt with the 5trongly 

satiric vein of much oi the book, Curious it is particularly because 

the word anatomy appeared in the title!;! of mai'.l.y satlree contemporary 

with him (Philip Stubbe,' Anatomy of Abuoc comes to mlnd). And 

even though the term was not reserved for satires, the relationship 

o f Saturn (the planet impelling toward melancholy) and sanre was 

pointed out frequently in the Renaissance. Prefixed to Thomae 

Ora.nt' t, translation of Horace's satires was a definition o! satire 

connec t ing it etymologicall y with the satyr and the 11 w:risthled wa.spyshe 

pl anet Saturn. 11 Drant also characterizes satir e as a cleaving, 

cutting lnstrwnent: the Arabic word for sa tir e 11 doothe signifye a 

1Burton, p. 105. 



gl ave [ sword) , " 1 So far ae relating satire to satyr and Saturn, 

Drant is probably in error; but the point is that men of hil!I time 

bel leved the verbal relationahip a true one~ And the continued use 

of the metaphors drawn from surgery in Burton• s book should show 

Ill 

a similarity of purpose, though the figure is not reetricted to satire 

atone, of cou.rse. Hamlet's decision to lance the imposthwn.e within 

Denmark is a tragic, not a satiric, choice. But still other kinds 

of clues should help us see his satiric intent. Hie first quotation in 

11 Democritus Junior to the Reader11 is Crom S!:!neca.1 s satire 11 On the 

Dea.th and Pumpkinihcation of Claudius Ca.eear 11 ; hie next is Crom 

Martial , the following, Juvenal. It is with Juvenal that Burton 

shares a similarity of viewpoint1 technique, and even die ti.on. An 

undocumented quotation from Juvenal pins down a view of both~ 

how is it poBsible to write. and not write satire? And in Burton's 

attacks upon the kind of deserving victims Juvenal lashed into- -

women, foul city streets, greedy merch.ants--we can see that he 

would agree to same extent with Juvenal that 11 the only kind of 

literature which has any reason for being written--now, in his own 

day-- is eat.i.re. Satire deals with real life, and real c:ontemporaryJiie 

is so horrible aod eo abeorbing that other subjects are worthless. 112 

I Elliott, p. 10 3. 

2Gi!bert Highet, Juvenal the Satirist: A Study (O><ford, 1954), 
p. 48. 



The Anatomy is not a complete sa.tire: too 1nany other mode& 

enter into it.--scif!:ntific exposition, unsatiric encomium.J for 
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instance. It does hav@ satiric elements, though, and they are gained 

largely through his choice of persona. Consider how Highet 1 s 

definition of satire as a form applies to the Anatomy: 

Satire is a continuous piece of verse, or of prose mingled 
with verse, o{ considerable si:te, with great variety of 
style and subject, but generally characterized by the free 
use of conversational language, the frequeot intrusion of 
the author ' s personality, it& predilection for wit, hwnour, 
and irony, great vividne.sa and concreteness of deecdption, 
shocking obscenity in theme and language, an tmprovisato:ry 
tone. typical subjects. and the general intention of irn.proving 
society by exposing its vices and follies . Its essence is 
summed up in the words . .. ridentum dicere uerum--
11Joking in ear rte et. " 1 

The many sides of Democritus and Democritus Junior appear 

in the varied styles; the sense of a nman speaking. 11 hiB intrusiv~ 

per.sonality--though here again it is as Democritus Junior as much 

as, if not more than, Robert Burton- -the 1•mind thinking' 1 Senecan 

per1ods, and the unmistakable heurieti.c purpose accomplished by 

pur ging melancholy and ita related vices and follies by l aughlng with 

the laughing philosopher Democritus: all these ally this book with 

those in the satiric tradition. 

1Gilbert Highet, The Clasaical Tn.dition: Greek and Roman 
lru1uences on Western Literature (Oxford, 1949). p. 305. 
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Yet the belly-laugh with which Democritus would greet the 

eights at the harbor and the. g\lsts oI laughter with which Democ-ritue 

Junior greeted the swea..ring bargemen on the Thames or the ugliness 

of women are not the only waye in whlch satire and satirists can 

a.ccomplieh one of theit" chief goale: attack. The uplifted eyebrow 

with which he relate e the topic of love among the pl ants, the icy 

~co rn he heaps upon the. zealous superstition-mongers are ways 

Democ:ritus Junior a.ttacke folly, also. At &uch time9 a laugh 1.1!!1 all 

wrong, nor is it always necessary that the two be synonymous. We 

must admit with Gilbert 1-lighet, though, that the most attractive 

satire is the laugh-provoking sort. 1 If it is too eombre, as is 

Capek' e ln&ect Comedy. we see too much the nJghtma.re rather than 

t.he meaningful dream, Further, if ultimately there is ao standaTd 

shared b1:?twel!n writer and audience, the attack itself reminds us of 

a blunderbusa; rather than a stiletto. If the 19atirist works from a 

norm. a standard, then he can sel! ~ t.he subject deserves attacking 

in the first place. And pointing out the departure, the incongr-uous, 

he can thus imply the cong-ruoue, the hope for redemption. Secure 

in the ideal, if not the reality. of the norm, he can the.n tell the: truth 

1H!ghct, Anatomy, p. 191. 
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with a laugh. The laugh serves an important role in rhetoric; it 

help s persuade its audience to forsake folly and reach toward virtue. 

The persona of the. wiis.e Democ-ritul!ii allows for thi5 .rhetorical 

pu.rpo se. Fir st. that 0 1ittle wearish old man' 1 told the truth- -and 

har shly. And when lashing out at his collection of villaios--euper-

Elititious papists. sellere or papal frlppery- - Democritus JW'lior spares 

no strokes. Sound and sense combine when he describes the p-reeent 

state of man: 11 But this most noble c reature (one exclaims) 0 pitiful 

change ! is fallen away from that he was- ... a. monster by slupend 

metamorphosis, a fox. a dog, a hog. what not? 111 Yet this harshness 

is coupled with a sense of detachment (without which we are not likely 

to get satire at all • )~ By placing hlmse!C with Democritus, Burton 

is in the tradition of Renaissance and Jacobean neo -Stoicism and 

withdrawal. 3 Just as Democritus. Senior withdrew at times only to 

return to engage himself i n the active life of travel, and community 

eervice , so too does the detachment of Democritus Junior often 

become detached.. Democritus wa.e not callous; Democritue Junior 

1 Burton, p. 11 3. 

2 James Sutherland. Engliah Satire (Cambridge , 1962), p. 26. 

3Mueller, p. 31. 



is often quite seriously involved in the world he views from his 

N.1.inerva• s tower. His withdrawing, even from the heat of the 

passions he himself has suffered, allows him to judge more clearly 

of the nature and intensity of these passionl!I, 

Often he ventures fo rth horn the tower with whip in hand. 

Even though we ma.y regard the verbal .flaying a primitive form o( 

s atireJ or invec tive 1 it is still a form of a:atire. Often the glossy 
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BU'I'face must be stripped off before the corruption benea.th can be 

seen- -or cured. The fond lover whose eyes are bhnd to his lady• s 

iaul t:s needs to have his eyes opened to her chi tty {ace, goggle eyes. 

or ra.mmish disposition. And that stripping Democritua Junior does , 

only parUy teasing . Wisdom is good, and we can gain it by anatomiz.in g.. 

cutting up. 

Democritus' !ascination with anatomizing places him in the

satiric tradition, also. Mary Claire Randolph 1 B study entiU e:d 11 The 

Medical Concept in English Renaissance Satiric The,orytt de.ala with 

the commonly !ound satiric i.m.ages drawn from surgery as clue5 to 

the author's inte:nt. 1 Certainly the set-piece describing the meeting 

of Hippocrates and Democritus should clue us in lO one of the many 

1 Mary Claire Randolph, " The Medical Concept In English 
Renaissance Sati"ric Theory: Its Possible Rehtionsh1ps and lmph
c ationo, " Studies in Philology, XXXVlll I 194 l), 125-157, 
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intentions of Robert Burton. And he himself u.ses a variety of 

m e d ical metaphors --lancing, cauterizing, purging--as ways o! 

ex pressing the cure oE melancholy and the state of health resulting. 

Democritus Junior ma.y be a doctor. but often in spi te of a rather 

s url y seU. Often he, li.ke Thersites a.nd other satirists, J stresses 
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h is native surliness. Some.time.a: he can 11 l augh and scoCf with Lucian 

and satirically tax with Meni p pus, lament with H eraclitu s, sometime6i 

again l was b itter ly mirth!ul, and then again burning with rage , 112 

These many facets do not really make for as many inconsistencies as 

thll!ly might, The s ubject itself requires attack from many quarters. 

And he ia not surly without reason. ln £act, many au.rly pa.ssages--

11But who shall compel me [ to tell my name] ?1L- show tea.sing beh ind. 

He i s Saturnine. but in season. 

Although Democritus was greatly admired, he wae also thought 

a !ool by the populace: of Abdera and other pl~ces , where hh: peculiar

ities aroused l aughter. This, tc,o, adde to the complexity cf the 

p e 't' sona Burton adopte. lt shows that he blends the two types o( 

satir i c: spok esmen identified by Highet--the disappointed man and 

the hap py man of overflowing energy and vitality. 3 Conscious that 

J Randolph, p . 153 . 

2Burton, p. 15. 

3Highet, Anatomy , p. Z4 I. 
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he often cuts a foolish figuTe, Democritus Junior defend5 bi5 proto-

type: it ie the Abditerians who really need the hellebore, even 

though it is disappointing to l!!lee the muJ ti tu.de of ways man has fallen 

from grace and the way he himself a5 a fallen man i6 inescapably 

filled with folly . The sense of acceptance o! hls limitations ie one 

of the contributors to his vitality. 11 But hoo !" he would again burst 

out : God will judge us all in his good time. and in the mean time there 

are so many games to be played, books to be read, and follie.s to bl!I 

cut up- -hie own included. 

Ironical ly , one of the ways a satirist has of pu r chasing indulgence 

is by pl aying the fool --a role only a very wise man can~ success

fully, as Viola. once told the fool. Elliott traces the identification of 

the Iailer as fool to very early sources. The railer. he says, need 

not wear ca.p and bell a aor have a physical deformity, but he is a kind 

of fool. nevertheless. 11H.ie special license cl.nd his special function 

m.ay in part be accounted for by an early (hypothetical} association 

with our most ancient life-giving rituals, wherein he was called upon 

ae a magical protector against evil fo r ces, but might also be rejected 

a.!!I a loathe:some sacrifice. 111 ln the Re:na.issance the figure of the wise 

fool wa.s common in d:ra.ma, even in plays not normally considered 

1Elliott, p. 139. 



satiric or even comic. Lear's fool, speaking the truth though 

p0ssibly unaware of it, comes immediately to mind. Characters 

Jl8 

demonstrating foolish qualities , but awarenes& of their own foolish-

ne!iil!ii , appear in 5everal of Shak:espeare1s other pl aye. O. J. 

Campbell has shown that Mercutio. the Bas.ta.rd in King John, and 

Falstaff blend both outrageous foolishness but ironical perceptive -

ness in that their foolery is serving some purpose, whether it be. 

mere entertainment or satiric advice. 1 In other genres the figure 

of the wise fool serves the satiric purpose of the whole. Iu a 

b rilliant analysis of that conglomeration, Skelton' s "Speke, Parrot, 11 

A. R. Heiserman has shown that the parrot-hero, complex as he is, 

belongs to this tradition. The gibberish he speaks is only apparently 

foolish; on the contrary, Heiserman shows, to the wise those mad 

r amblings are wise. The f ragmentary and aloof parrot presents 

confusion deliberately not just to mirror th@ magist.rates 1 co uru but 

to suggest by clevet' ju.xtapo&itions, by silly 11 mistakers, 11 by jargon, 

fo re ign language and allusion a number of cases of both typical and 

general folly. 2 Democ:ritus Junior might blow off steam after 

reporting the available theoTie6 of cosmology with a. 11 But hoo 111 

1osca.r James Campbell, Shakespeare 1 s Satire (London, 1943). 

2 A, R. Heiserman, Skelton and Satire (Chicago, 196 1), pp. 
130, 155. 
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But this anti-intellectual Cool err really leads to a. sLa.tement of what. 

his t:lme would consider real wisdom: final answers wUl be revealed 

o nly by God. It is the frenzied seeke:r.s after vain knowledge who 

really need a dose of hellebore. 

Although the mask of Democritus contains within itself the 

elements of satiric tradition and practir=.e, we might well ask if 

~.here are still oc.her concerns which c:aet the Anatomy Lnto a aatiric 

pattern. The answer ia, of course, yes; a look at the formal 

i,tructu't'e of what the speaker says and his intended effect upon the 

audience would show that it complies with traditional satiric models. 

Traditionally, satire has had to 11 go underground" by a number 

of fictional devices. Mias Randolph cites one of the most obvious-

to avoid the law. 1 Martin Marprelate ia not the only WTit~r of 

scurrilous satire who hid under a mask to ea.cap@ hanging. But the 

underground world need not be a world populated by anti - establieh-

m entariane escapi~S the law; often the satiric bite lies under not 

only a singl e mask but an entire a~riei;I of them acting in a fable. 

The satire of Gulliv(!:r lies underneath the narrative itself, since 

Gulliver is no t a hero, a man whose education ia to be ta.ken at face 

1Mary Claire Randolph, " The Structural Deelgn of the Formal 
Ver se Satire," Philological Quarterly, XXI ( 1942), 368. 
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v al ue . The satire ot Gullive-r 1 s Travels lies Wlde.r the arLiiica of 

l a nguage, al so. 1n h is speech to the k ing of Brobdingnag, in 

appaTe n tly cool expos i tory pro5e, the very juxtaposition of folly-

ridden prac tices of civilized man with institutions of genuine worth 

show s the world of co r rupt.ion beneath , th e stup idi ty of G ul liver 1 s 

world a.nd of the wo rl d of values i n h i s own mind. 

Several kinds of fictional layers give stTuctur e to the satiric 

work. Maynar d Mack bel ieves that eventually th e layers can be 

reduced to two--a 1•th esis laye r attacking vice: and folly, elabo-rated 

w, th eve r y k in d of -r h e to r ical device, and, much bl"iefe r , an anti-
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thes is l ayer illustr a t ing o r implying a philosophy o( ration al control, 

usually embodied in some rnore o r less ideal norm like the S toic vir 

bonus , the good plain man. The contou r s of a formal ve r se satire, in 

other words, are not established entirely or even principally by a 

poet• s rancorous sensibility; they a:re part of a fic:tion. ,,J Though 

Mack applies his idea to formal ve r se: satire., that does: not exclude 

its application to a fo:rmal prose treatise . And the no r m oI the vir 

bonus ce r tainly is summed u p in the pe-rs.o n a of Democritus. He 

s lashes at vice and folly w i th r hetor ical elaborations because h e is a 

good m.an filled with righteo u s indignat ion. O[ten th e terms of attack 

will imply the norm, as certainl y we see in his contemp t of the 

1Mack, p . 85. 
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"bedlam Tutors, light, giddy-headed. 11 In the. large-scale organizalion 

of the book I.he great care devoted to cures--even when some of the 

advice is eel{-contradictory- - shows that beneath the rancor there 

wells much common sense, much compa.ssion. 

Democritus speaks with more voices than a t.;imple vir bonus--

like the man relating the rape oI Belinda• s lock, let u5 say, -- is apt 

to do. In fact, he often seerne to blend the lhree voices with whic h 

1;1atire 1 s personae speak separately. The Cir et voicll;!! we hear {?'om 

Democritus is wha.t Ma.ck i:alls the voice of ethos, the man of plain 

1 ving, high thinking. and lasting friendships, t.he vi.r bonus. We 

certainly hear thi5 tone when Democritus Junior descrlbe-s hls mode 

of life: 

Yet thus much I will •ay of myoelf, & that [ hope without 
all suspicion of pride., or self - conceit, I have hved a 
ailent, sedentary, solitary, private life, with myselI 
and the Muaes in the University as long almost as Xeno
crates in Athens, nearly to old age, to learn wisdom as 
he did, penned up most part in my study. Fo.r I have 
been brought up a student in the most flourishing College 
of Europe, the most august Coll ege!, and can brag with 
Jov--iue, almost, tha.t in tbal splendor of Vatica.nish retire
ment. confined to the company of the distinguished, l 
have spent thirty- seveo full and fortunate years. 1 

Bul h e doee not wear the high collar nor durable linsey-woolsey all 

the time. In a sentence following soon, Democritus Junior shows 
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hi5 na:tvete; he is Mack1 a ingenu, still gazing with wide-open eyes a t 

l.he wonders of 1 ea.rning: 

Som.eth.ing I have done, though by my profession a 
Divine, yet being carried away by a giddy disposition. 
as he ( Scaligerl said, out of a running wit, an unconstant, 
unsettled mind, I had a great desire (not able to attain to 
superficial 6kill in. any) to have some smattering in ;ill 
to be Somebody in everything, Nobody in anything. which 
Plato comme_nds, out of him Lipsius approves and 
furthers, as fit to be: imprinted in all curious wits, not 
to be a slave of one science, or dwell altogether in o ne 
subject, as mo Gt do, but to rove abroad. the se rva.nt of a 
hundred arts, to have ao oar in everr man's boat, to tastl! 
of every dish, and sip of eveTy cup. 

o\nd although he fits these robes better than the final one , t h e re is 

s t ill somel.hing in his protolype Democritus Senior oft.he public 

defender, the hero . Calle.d lo Abdera because of his great prac tical 

wisdom in ruling a. city, conferring with many learned men , 

Democdtu:s defended and protected the public good. H may couc h 

his own 11 paper kingdom 11 in. terms of his own fancy, but Demo c ritu s 

Junior'D Utopia contains many ide.aawhich could make of him an e arly 

h ero among city-planner$. Though his heroism is more the type 

o f Tennyson's Telemach11s 1 this patient understanding and d1agno s i 9 

of the economic and political ill_5 oI England and their cu.re in the 

1Burton, p. 13. 
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for m of his own imagined world must cause us to see him as a 

genuJn defender of the. p ublic good. 

The choice of the mask aJ so helps give not only a kind of 

for mal integrity u nderlying the assumption$ of the speaker. It also 

h elps to Corm. the snucrure of the entire work itsel! - -he r e considered 

as a discernible pl an. Of the three main shapes of satire prescribed 

b y Gilbert H1ghet, the Anatomy is neither narrative. as is Candide, 

nor parody, as The Durn:iad. Rather, i t is a monologue, 1n which, 

acc o r ding to Highet, the satir i s t speaks either in his own pers0l'l. or 

b.:hind a mask. 1 Such, he says, is Juvenal; such, we might add, is 

B ur ton. These are not mutuall y exclusive forms, but one generally 

predominates while blending the others. The Anatomy, for instance, 

contains a pl enty of narratives: it parodies othe-r works. But the 

monologue --organized according Lo a seemingly simple yet. actually 

com pl ex scheme, as we will see later - -provides the major formal 

organ i zing pattern. 

The Anatomy i.e satiric! also, bec a use of its intended effect 

upo n the audience. It could be so becauee s.a.lire assumes a 'I'elanon-

ship b etween the speaker and his audience:~ know what right is 

and can the:refore laugh at those who depart from it. Burton is no 

1Highet, Anatomv, p. 13. 
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a t"evolutionary, as we sa.w in the last chapter . He is a conservatlvc 

u pholding the accepted standards of right and proper behavior- -

i n telligence, temperance, reason. He is thus like the Tory sat1nsts 

described by Louis Bredvold: they were satiric observers of wh-.Lt 

.!..!, not .spinners of theory ol what might be . 1 Proof of Burton• Ii 

commitment to the established system though criticism of certain 

aaws within it can be seen in his 11pape:r kingdom, " Utopia. J. Ma.JC 

Patrick, who has studied Burton 1 s Utopia and compared it with 

contemporary economic theory--sparse though Lt surely 1s--has 

occluded that Burron 1 s aim was t 1to improve the existing order, not 

to t r anscendor revolutionfa,e it. 112 

Burton is then a conservative, a man whose satiric attacks 

remind his audience of what they knew to begin with but had tempo

ra ri.l y forgotten. Just as Bun}'an's i-eaders did not need to learn 

from Pilgrimra Progress that they should seek 11 the ·ve-rlasting 

pr ize, 113 so did Burton and his reade't's not question the worth of the 

standards of virtue he upholds and the evils he attacks. Since bolh 

r eader and writer share the standard, even if they occa.;ionally 

1Lou.is Bredvold, 0 T he Gloom of the Tory Satirists , 11 1n James 
L. Clifford 1 ed., Eighteenth-Century English Litet'ature: Modern 
Essays in Criticism (New York, 1959, 1960.) 

2 J. Max Patrick, "Ilobe rt Burton's Utopianism." Philological 
Quarterly, XXVII ( 1948), 356. 

3Baoth, p. 286. 
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depart from il, the satire can work. And .Burton aHacks the obvi.ou 

vicums--extremists of any persuasio n, whether pa pist or pre sby

terian; hypocrites who 11 f rcqueot sermons, knock their breasts, turn 

up their oye:s ... r but. who are actually] mons.tere of men. harpil'.•b , 

devils in their lives": mercenaries who delight m gore, the cha.meleon 

who "acts twenty parts & persons at once for his advantage . . to 

tawn hke a spaniel ... rage like a lion, bark like a cur . . sting 

like a eerpent1 as meek as a lamb, and yet. again grin like a tiger, 

weep like a crocodile. " J 

The techniques h~ uses go far beyond invective, the only sauric 

tool Frye allows Burton. The primitive satire of invective he doe!!I 

use can become annihilating. rt is hard to w~tch him nay the 

Thf.'ologa.sters wit.bout our~elves feeling the lash: 

And hence it appears that such sorry bu!foons every
Vvbere, so many idiots, placod in the twilight of 
letters, ghosts of pastors, itiot::rant quacks, stupid, 
dolte. clods, asses, mer 4n1,ma.ls, burst with un
washed feet into lhc sacred precincta. of TbeoloBy, 
bringing nothing but a brazen countenance, 60mc vulgar 
trash, a d i:i,Cholastic trifl es hardly worth beanng on 
the high roads. This is that unworthy and half-starved 
class of men, indigent, vagabond, slaves to their bPJly. 
that ought to be §ent back tot.he plough~tail, fitter for 
sties than altars 1 who basely prostitut ou.r D1vi111 ty ; 
these are they who fill pulpits. creep into noblemen• e 

, 
Bur1on, p. 53. 



houaes, a.nd, since: they are depri\•ed of other means 
of livelihood by the-ir feebleness of mind and body, 
and are very unfitted Cor any other funcuons in the 
state, fiee to this sac'l'ed -refuge, clutchi0g at. the 
Priesthood by hook or by crook, not in .sincerity, but, 
as Paul saith, ma.king merchandise of the worcl of 
God. l 

Burton doe~ not stop with eirnply spewing out invective: the hideous 

1.mage of the Theologa.sters rrclutchlng at the Prie.sthood by hook or 

by crook 11 shows that he can manage irony: The clichE' 11 by hook OJ" 

bv crook 11 can suggest nefarious action; and because that crooked 

action is: done w1th the gently rest.raiJJing toolg of a good shephe ... d 

1'::he perversion is doubl~d. Such ea.vage irony pr cpa.rei,; the way for 

the laleT and e.b.lJ more savage attack by Milton upon the "bhnd 

mouths" who ''for their belliea 1 sake/Creep, and inlrude, and climb 

into ilie fold. 11 

.Burton LB a master of smiling 1rooy, too, He ends ;,i pa"J~a2u 

differenti.a.t.ing between gentlemen and whort.rmasters with a ~urnma.ry 

sentence b]~nd.ing the two urbanely; 11 ln Haly he is not a gentlema , 

that besides his wife hath not a Courtesan and a. m1 ·tre B-s. 11 Dea.l1 n~ 

with love, he induJg e in still another .satiric weapon, parody. To 

Jacobus de Voragine's 11 twelve motives to mitigate the m1ser1CJ;i, oi 

marriage 11 (" I. Haet thou mPani:i? thou hast. c,ne to keep and 1ncre S< 
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it, 2. HasL none? thou hast one to help to get it. 11 ) be appends bis 

Aotiparody , which he write$ mel"ely "To exercise- rnys:el!. 11 : 11 1. Ha;• 

thou means? thou hast on~ to spend it. 2. Hast none? thy beggary 

is increased. 111 Heavy-handed it may be, but placed whei:e LL is in 

the section u pholding marriage a.s a r;.ure for love .melancholy, -it has 

a certain ironic effectiveness. 

FioaJJy , he uses the weapon of Cicllon, the fable, for satir e . 

Thi s is no extended A..nirnal Farm o r Brave New World, to be sure, 

bt1L Burton is able to use the fable: to attack a deserving foe. Often 

the 11 etory 11 will be only implied.,obliquely told in a. sentence or two. 

But he also embeds fuller -sc:aled satiric exempla in the body of the 

text. Aietine 1 s Lucretia, whose eyebrow could destroy a thousand 

ships, bewails ddiciously h e r effect upon men: 11 They woul d all 

turn (ria rs for my sake, as she follows it, in hope by that means to 

m eet.3 er see me again. as my Confe5sors, at stool-ball, or al 

barley - break. 112 He can vary the tale to euit the occasion, Lhe often-

told tale of the dancer a of Colewi;,:. Burton re-tells for a aatiric 

purpose. 

1 Burton, pp. 817-818. 

2Bur ton, p. 704. 
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In some ways, the Democritus Junior who is Cully aware oi hLs 

own limit.ations and quite capable of laughing at himself falls into 

the pattern that. Elliott has seen i.n Timon, Alceste. and Gulliver· 

the satirist satirized. 1 Unlike Gulliver, who never learns qmte 

enough to see how he is finally wrong, Democritus Junior knows all 

along that he1 too,(81:ervee the slap~ stick. He laughs at h1.msel f. 

This does not cause us to reject him a.s spokesman, though; rather, 

it makes him mare human, even moJ"e humane. .Because he, too, 

has fallen under the wileo of folly, we sympathize with him. But 

because he can send folly packing, we see him as an exemplar. 

At times he doffs the mask of Democritus--not necessarily to 

r eject him but to don another. We often forget that he keeps the 

ma-Bk o! He:raclitu.e., the we-eper, for certain occa.sions. The two are 

not in opposition in the same way that in Juvenal' 15 satire a tho mollf 

o! opponent-adversary gives 8tructure to the wo:rk. 2 These two 

no t s:o much foes as: they axe two halves of a compl~x persona. 

Democritus is dominant, but Heraclitus is there. Thi& ls by no 

means an accusation of inconei9tency within the book. These two 

aspects of mind run throughout as pa-rts of Burton1 e ironic vision--

1 EJHou, p. 220. 

2 Highel, Juvenal, p. 54. 
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mi.ogling laughEr and acorn with compassion.. ln a poem which 5 rv e =

as a. coda to 0 To the Miscbil;!VOuely Idle Reader" it is hard to say 

whi,ch i s dominant; 

Weep, HP.raclitus, for this wretched age, 
Nought dost thou see that ie not base a.nd sad: 
Laugh on, Democritus, Lhou laughing sage1 

Nought dost thou see t.hat ia not vain and bad. 
L el one delight in tears and one in laughter, 
Each shal l find h.iB occasion ever after . 
There needs, since mankind's now in madness hurled, 
A thousand weeping, laughing sages more: 
And best (such madneu doth prevail) the world 
S hould go to Anticyra, feed on hellebore. l 

Ths fullness oC vision allows for successful satire: the laughter can 

ttack; the compas:Eilon (shared by both Democritus and Herachtu;:1) 

can help rebuild. 

ln seeing the many ways in which the persona ai[ecti:; the work, 

we must not forget that it does influence t.he style of the Anatomy . 

The mo.st. obvious influences reside in that intangible area. tone. 

Yet this, like 11 atmosphere, 11 is one of those qualities of style thctt 

do exist despite the d ifficulty o labeling them with complete 

precision. The mask influences the tone, first~ by aerving as th 

vehicle which embodies the basic assumptions and emotional tenor 

the writer chooses to ca&t hitt 1deaF1 into. Because Democritus u 
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what he is, because on the second page of "Democritus Juniol" ca the 

Reader' 1 Burton lists the facets of his perzj,onality he considers 

:relevant, we are prepa.red Jor the tonal variations in the work that 

follows. The great man Democritus, consulted by fantous men, 

prepares ue for the: grand style; the cool theoretical scientist points 

to the disquisitions upon the diaphragm a.nd the mese-riack vein; I.he 

w1thd rawn observer prepares us for gruliness and satirii:! irony~ 

the laughing philosopher looks forward IA:t tht! Vll!rvc and gusto of his 

imitator. Although the ruling tone is one of overflowing vitality, 

wt:- must not forget that Democritus and, even more, Heraclitus• -the 

ether mask--po.ssessed as part of their ironic views a great seost" of 

the distance man had fallen from his original glory. Though the 

d.Jatance between can result in a sense of incongruity faced by 

laughter, it can also result in compassionate t1ympathy. Wecptng 

Heraclitubl, then, preparl"s us for t.he tonal shift to pity. Tones 

ra.ngi.ng Crom low bawdy to p1 eous comp<;tss1on to exalt.ation ~Xi lit 

not only because of the subject; they do not d1.sunify bu amplHy the 

speake:r 1 s many voices. 

One qurstion here arises. Cra.ntc-d that the tonal varia.nh tr.. 

the entire document can be related to the pictures oI DemoCrJtuo and 

H Taclirus he paints in "Democritus Junior to the Reader, 11 what ar,.. 

we to do with the fact that he apparently discards the .mask alter that 
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first section--only a tenth of the book? It is true tha.L he rarely 

refors to himself as Democritus Junior in the second part, speaking 

of himself chit1fiy as 11111 and-' further. that he cites Democ:ritua 

Senior- as merely another of multitudinous sources. But the break-

of is no t as rtbrupt aa it might seem. In the e.xordiurn he does whaL 

evttcy good rhetor s.hould; he establishe.a a sense of pathos and ethos;, 

sympathy and respect for him,t;elf and his work. Once he gains the 

rappo rt he needs. he can do what he pleases . Ae for the object1on 

that D emocritus Senior becomes just another author, that ie not as 

Sl!"r1ous as it might seiem. He does not cla.1m to be Democritus Senior 

bu t Dernocritua Junior. The important task that he accomplishes 1n 

the e.xo r dium is t.hi.s: after we have read that passage, we k.now our 

man : w e know the seve.:ral aspects of hiB mind--comic, s:ahnc, 

coolly d eec"I"iptive, and so on. From then on., he can simply be 

11 h trnse1f. 11 He can treat a. variety of aspects of his subject in a 

variety of fashions: we can trace their precedent back to the n1icro

cosm i.n "Democritus Junior to the Reader. 11 Ile can Bhift Crom high 

ee r iou.sness to outrageous bawdiness because it has been prepared 

fo r ; he can even doff the mask and speak in his own voice becau~e, in 

later a d ditions to the exordium, he identified Robert. Burton as the 

author . 
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The several side ISi of the mask help cont.rot the diction, the kiud;; 

cf words he- chooses to e.xpreBs his feelings and ideas. The irony 

result.i.ng from the pairing of the institution of the law v.'1.tb the wolf 1n 

11S0 he that goes to the law, as the proverb is, holds a wolf by the 

ea.rs 11 has been prepared for by the viewpoint high in Minerva1 s tower. 

The as prez~a of "a Witch's beard, her breath stink aU over the room , 

.. an ugly Tit" springs from hJs engagement within the world a.nd t.ht.• 

gusto with which he did return. The scientific objectivity or such a 

passage as 11Jnwa.rd organical parts. which ,cannot be seen, are divers 

in number, and have several aa..ines, fu.nction6J and divisions0 1e 

quite i n lJ ne with the dispa.esionate anatcmizing both Democrituses 

were cap able of. Even squeamishness ("0 Master Schoolmaster, do 

no t EngliBh this") about the omission of certain unmentionable d tails 

eipr1nga from the solitary state of both. And the heightened diction o f 

"Man. the most excellent and noble creature of the world •.. a 

Mic:..rocosm, a Htt1e world, Sovereign Lo.rd of the Earth* Vic roy of 

the Wo.rld, sol f.! Command :r and Governor of all the Cr atur ic i.l 111 

is not i nc.cnsistent with tJ1e Christian and humanist faith of the 

compa.eaicmate Heraclitus and Democri.tus Christian.us. 

1 Burton, p. 113. 
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Even th-. ac.ntence. structure is controlled by the mask o! himselr 

that he would have us see. Although the subject will be taken up in 

greater detail later, we can see a few characteristic structures 

infiuenced by the mask. The voracious exuberance taking the form 

of st.rings of catalogues. links of clauses reeling in aa many ideas a& 

possible lits Democritus Junior in many moods, from snarling attdck 

to delight. in the wealth of material. The clarity of cerLain pa ssage a 

fits his anatomizing mood; the fizzing et cetera1 s show his aHernpt to 

cover all the topic, to suggest all possibilities to tJ1e sharing m.1nd of 

th e audience. And even the over-quick resolutions, the sudden d1s

countings--the 11 But hoo•e P 1--are to be expected fron\ the p~rsona he 

characterizes at the first: these arc the explo&iona of a man in 

search of so.me: kind!i of truth , but sure of more important uJ timate 

truth. They purg the mlnd by laughing tl"ivi.a away--tempora.t<ily 

destroying the bridge between author and reader but on.ly to butJd 1l 

back again: when the reader, Bha.ring values with the speakeT'. 

realiz;es that in God 1 s good time all will be answe:re:d, he will kno\l 

as does Democritus Junior that laughter can cure. [n the world 

Demoeritue Junior lives in, even melancholy is behovely- -for all 

manner of things will be welL 



CHAPTER IV 

WORDS, IMAGES, AND FIGURES 

rn 11 De.mocritus Junior to the Reader, 11 Burton makes an 

important. statement of purpose when he calls himself a 11 loose, plain, 

rude writer. & as free as loose, I call a spade a spade, I write for 

minds, not ears, I respect matter, not words; reni rnbering that of 

Cardaa, Words exiet for thing$, not th.ingB for words; and seeking, 

ith Seneca, rather what than how tO write. 111 Reading this stat merit 

too literally, we might think it a presumptuous task to attempt a 

consideration of the role of words in Burton 1 s style: after all. has 

he not just disclaimed use ol "big words,'' 11 fustian phrase a," tropes, 

and other 11hyperbolical ex.ornations"? But, ills with much of Burton, 

we must take this statement two ways : first, as c1 serious dis-

socia.tion from fine Ciceronianism, whose practitioners spent too 

much time bueyi.ng thernselve& with what Burton calls toys; but. 

secot1d, as a comic trick of shamming. As a Senecan he is expected 

to vitup@rale against the 11 elegancies," but as a writer he uses them. 
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This is the paradox: he says he does nol respect wordsj but he car: 

write with nothing l!'lse. His concepti on of what words can do en.nobl e !:. 

them !ar more than the conception that words are hardly more than 

pretty sounds. To Burton, words are conveyers: used rightly, they 

can embody and communicate 11 things 11 - - !eelings, jdeas, universal!-!. 

He can respect words when they exist not for themselves alone but 

,1hen they 11labour wholly to inform my reader'e understanding." To 

understand Burton more fully, we ca.n look first to the simplest 

forms, individual words, to see the many ways they inform out' 

~lnderstanding. V-le can look next to more complex forms created by 

words 1 to t he kinds of images he forms from words and use-s to embody 

his ideas. And even though he disclaims tropes and iigures, be 

makes effective use of these forms of thought (as well as Dound). 

which were codified by the rhetor1c1ans and expressive o{ many kinds 

of me,a..i'ling . 

In. studying style, we should begin with individual word , th0s 1 • 

building blocks of which lhe edifice is constructed. .But deciding 

the ways in which to go about such study creates many probluns. A 

word can be savored alone; but its total meaning depends upon its 

context. The sense of its contribution to the author's stylE! springs 

from its pa.rtic1pauon 1n a larger rhythm. Tbe single word b(blee 

that Pope places upon Belinda's dres5lng table along with ".Pu.ifs, 
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powders, patches, , . . and billet-douJ1;;" contributes to the sense o1 

delightfully rnuddled disarray because it is pa:rt of a group. Words 

take color (in this passage, underlining the unimportance of sacred 

scripture to the priestess of pride) and illuminate (here, casting upo n 

the fr ippery a glow ehining ~acred within Belinda's mind) the 

immediate su:rroundingB. Multitudinous and incarnadine gain even 

PJJ.orc breadth and sweep when juxtaposed against~· Some tech

niques of focu!Ji.ng upon word~ by themselves are unsatisfactory. A 

word-count of adjectives in Poe, of derivations in Em,iJy Dick1nson,by 

themselves fail to explain what is essential in the work. 1 

But a total. study of style must include the microscopi.c: vision, 

examining the total part by part.. 0 lf we study a piece of p.ro ~e word 

1Two etudiea representing differen t approache s to dictio n a r 
Josephine M.ilee' 'I'he Continuity of Poetic Language (Berk('le y and 
Los Ange.leg:, 1951) and l'Villiam Empson's ·rhe Structure o f Complt:·X 
Words (London, 195 l). Both help us understand the work s a1'.alyzed, 
though in different. ways: Miss Miles, tabulating the recurr e nc e o t 
the mosl popular words in tlrree major periods of English poe ry, iii 
able to a:how how individual poets depart from the noi:-m . She i s al so 
able to m.ake some genera.liza.tions a.bout changmg styl s. ln her 
seve.r:aJ. books we nonetheless never see the kind o( clo s e a. t t.en tioo to 
the word itself and its 11 ceotacular roots" spreading to other wordl:i in 

the same work that appears inEmpson1 s study. Working with the 
recurrence of aJJ i.n Pa.i-adise Lost., for i.ne:tance. he shows how its 
vti.ry sound en!;;ces th~mes of the poem, how its placement helps 
chat"acrerizt!: some of the a.ctors, and how by shared sound and 
meaning this word bi.eds together many words to help unify thr poe m. 
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by wo r d, 11 Marjorie Bou.l ton reasons, 11 w~ .shall be able to talk 

intelligently about the choice of vocabulary. 111 Herbert Read agrees, 

11Worda. are the units of composition, and t.hc- a.rt of pro&c rnust begin 

with a close attention to their quality . 11 2 

Given these concerns, what plan ol attack upon diction can Wf" 

map out in order to cover the territory most efficiently? Despite 

the unkind previous allusion to source studies, wn shou.l d seek 

origins. But statistical lists illuminate little unli!Sfl lnteTpl'eted. 

The conception of source can mean many things. Fir!lt, geog-raphical 

source - - whether from another country or another dialect within one 

country--i.s impor tant. And the implications for style and meaning 

are many. For example, Wimsatt relates Johnson's philosophical 

conception of the general type lo his use of "abstract" Latin terms. 3 

Technical terms, sources from certain professions lend qualities--

clarity or _pomposity• • to style. And the source in time, whether 

archaic o r most current, c:ontributt'!i&, But tracing down the source, 

or sources, of words i.s wasted time t.tnles.s we relate it to tbe work 

and the man. A writer's prejudices1 such as Burton's anti-Popery; 

1Marjorie Boulton, The Anatomy of Prose (London, 1954), p. 3. 

2Herbert Read, English Prose Style (Boston, 1928), p. 3. 

3w. K. Wimsatt, The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson (New Haven, 
1941), pp. 52-62. 
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his knowledge,as Burton• s fascination with ea.ting; his subjects and 

themes appear in the kinds of wordB he chooses- to expr<,es lhent and 

control t.he kinds of things he can $ay. 

Once the store of words is established, the use he puts thern to 

is the next matter. We should thi!n consider the kinds of syntactic 

units which characterize the style: verbsi whether active or pa.5s1ve, 

or cast into verbals; nouns, whether abstract or concrete, common 

or p:roper; modifying units and their characterietic forms. Length 

of words, sound, and connotation are important. Finally, th,,• gen'l'e 

demands at tention; a letter to a friend obvioul!;ily requires differenc 

kinds of words than does an oration. 

ln order to analyze Burton 1 s diction I have cho51en to con.sider 

one pa.ssage--becauee it 1s typical o{ the convers:a.tionaJ middle style 

in which most of Lhe Anatomy i.s written. A close analy.ait:i of thu; 

passage will provide a point of departure for examples drawn from 

other parts of the Aoatomy. Th.is procedure haB some precedenli 

R. A. Sayce 1 :s book en French prose analyzes major stage5 of 

French style using only one passage for each author. 1 

The passage 1 have chosen appiearis: about ha1I the way thTough 

11 Democritus Junior to the Reader. 11 The. subject is charaete.ristic 

1R. A. Sayce, Style in French Prose: A Method of Analysis 
(Oxford, 1953). 
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of Burton; religious madness. l have numbered indjvidual senu::ncc!!I 

for easier reference: 

( l) II Der.noc'l'itus were alive now, and ahould but 
see the superstition of our age., our religioua madness. 
as Meteran calls it, so many professed Christians, yet 
so few imitators of Christ, so much talk of religion, 
ao much science. so little con.science, so much know
ledge, so many preachers, so little practice, such 
variety of sects, such have and hold of all sides, 
banaer against banner, such absurd and .ridiculous tra
ditions and ceremonies. 

(2) If he should meet a Capuchin, a Francis.can, 
a Pharisaical Je9uit, a man-serpen11 a. 5have-c:rawned 
Monk in his robes, a begging Friai-, or see theiT 
three-crown 1d Sovereign Lord the Pope, poor Peter 1 s 
successor, the slave of the slaves of God~ to depose 
.King with his foot, to tread on .Emp(!ror.a 1 necks. 
make them stand barefoot and bare-legg'd at. his gates, 
bold his bridle and stirrup, etc., (0 that Peter and Paul 
were alive to see this l), if he should observe a Prince 
creep .so devoutly to kiss his toe. and those Red~cap 
Cardinals, poor parish priests of old, now Prioces 1 

Companions, what would he gay' (3) ln our folly we 
storm the very heaven!!. ( 4) Had he met some of o u t 
devout pilgrims going barefoot to Jerusalem, Our Lady 
o! Loretto, Rome, S. Iago, S. Thomae' Shrinef to creep 
to those c:ounte-rfoit and maggot-eaten Reliquea; had he 
been presen at a Mas&, and Been such k'i.6Aing of Paxer:s. 
Crucifixes, cringes., duckings, their several attires 
and ceremonies, pictures o! Baints, indulgences, pal"dons, 
vigils, faetings, feast5. crossing, knocking, kneeling at 
Ave•Marias, bells, with much euch Spectacle a pleai:;i n g 
to the ignorant maase s, praying in gibberish, and 
mumbling in beads. (5) Had he heard an old woman say 
her prayers: in Latin. their sprinkling of holy water. 
and going a procession., 



A thousands ba.nds o( monks go on procession.; 
Why should I mention banners, crosses, idols? 
(NAUGER) 

their breviaries, bulls, hallowed beans, exot'c1sms, 
pictures, curious crosses, !ables, and baubles. (6) 
Had he read the: Golden Legend, the Turk$' Alcoran, 
or Jews• Talmud, the Rabbins 1 Comments, wha.t would 
he have thought? (7) How dost thou think he might have 
been affected? (8) Had he moTe particularl y examined 
a Jesuit's life amongst the rest~ he should have seen an 
hypocrite profess pOverty, and yet posseGs more goods 
and lands than many Princes, to have infinite. treasures 
& rl!'venues; teach others co fas t , and play the gluttons 
themselves; like watermen~ that r ow one way and look 
another. (9) Vow virginity, talk of holiness, and yet 
indeed a notorious bawd, and famous fornicator, 
lascivious beastJ a very goat. ( 10) Monks by professionJ 
such as give over the world and the vanities of it. and 
yet a Machiavellian rout interested in all matters of 
state: holy men, peacemakers, a.nd yet composed of 
envy, lust, ambition, haued & malice. fi.rebrands, 
overgrown pests of the country, t.ra.itors, assassinates, 
thus do men reach the star5, and this is to supererogate. 
and merit heaven !or themselves and others. ( 11) Had 
he seen, on the adverse side, some cf our nice and curicu5 
schismacicks i.n another extreme abhor all ceremonies, 
and rather lo 1;, their lives and livings than do or a.dmit 
anything Papists have formedy used, though in thinge 
indlHe.rent (they alone are tl--e t:rue Church, the salt of 
the earth, whereas they have the least savour ol all:}, 
formalists, out of fear and ba.sc flattery like so many 
weather-cocks turn round, a route of temporisers, 
ready to embrace and maintain al] that is or shall be 
proposed in hope of preferment: another Epicurean 
company, lying at lurch as so many vultures. watching 
for a prey of Church good&J and ready to rise by the 
doVI/Tl - fall of any; as Lucian said in like case, what dost 
thou think Democritus would have done, had he been 
spectator of these thingsj or had he but observed the 
common people follow like so many sheep, one of their 
fellows drawn by the horns ove r a gap, some foT 7;eal, 
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some for fear, wherever the st.arm drivts them, to 
credit all, examine nothing, and yet. ready to die be1or 
they will abjure any of those cet'emonies to which they 
have been accustomed; others out of hypocrisy frequent 
sermon-s, knock thoir breasts, turn up their eyes, 
pretend zeal, desi.rip reformation. and yet pro(ess~d 
ustll'eTs, gripers, monsters of men, harpies, devils 
in their lives to express nothing less? 1 

HI 

In a pa~uiage anatomizing the Papists, it is only fitting th,H La .m 

l" minology should be here in abundance: consc1 nee, cer1,:monle!i, 

Sovereign, indulgences, breviaries, and s1milar terms appear. 

However, that same grandeur of Labn can be turned against th 

R -:"nan church: he makes some 01 hie best criticism by such words 

l:i ridiculous. fornicator, lascivious, and notorious. He o11cn 

reserve 51 blunt words oi G!!.rmanic origin for the last word; though 

Burton does not c:.onsc1ously pair L atin and Gcrma.n:c word1> a!5 ctut.:..'l 

Sir Thomas Browne {''to well manage Ou.?' a.Ifecuon.s and wt.ld horses 

of Plato"), in this 11vortex11 .sentence typical of Burton he adm1n1sters 

the final kick with a common Anglo-Saxon monosyllable. Aiter a lon 

pa.ssag r;,f Latin proper na.mes--which to B11rron should aouttles ■ b 

dra.wrt out with a snarl - - 11a Capuchin, a Franci.scan, a Phari !i-tilcal 

Jesuit ... their three-crowned Sovereign Lord the Pope, poor 

1Burton, pp. •U-45. 
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Peter 1 s .successor, 11 he describes their humiliating treatment of 

kings in blunl Anglo-Saxon: 1•to make them stand bare-foot and bare .. 

legg'd at his gates . 11 Again, after a long list of ceremon1es, 1-ncl d

ing words like Crucifixes, ceremonies, and indulgenc&ai he end:., 11p 

with the d~grading stupidity o! "mumbling of beads. 11 Perhape. the 

best example of the drawing out of the idea with rh~·thmic L e.un, 

omewhat euphemistic, but ending abruptly with a concrete A.nglo

Saxonism is 11 £amous fornicator, lasciviOU'B beast, a very goctt. 11 

1 would not say that Burton purposely aimed for th1s elaboration in 

I un , wlth its connotations of elegance and intellectual cornplf:xlty 

.-tn d then 11 proved the ideas upon h is puleeB 0 with hia native Anglo

Sax:on id iom . Latin was Burton 1 s second languag!!. But we c.a.n say 

that he seemed con:eciou9ly to r eserve for end poBition a. 1::iha rp. 

short clincher. 

Burton draws from other sources within the two lar"°e 11-nK'u-' tac 

strf!lla.rns. In this passage the church contributes nume t'out!II term& ; 

monks, ["tia:r. sovereign, Lord, Pax;ee, Reliqu~s, Cruc:1fU..f s. How

ever, the terms do not stand unmodified. To a Roman Crnhohc, 

sucb. words and the conc:eption~ they sta.nd for are highly Ht"·or bl 

the anti-Papist Bu:rton pairs them with the barnyard, garba~ e pail 

OT da.ngeTou s wilderness. Pharisaical Jee:ui.t is in appos1uon v.lt 

that monstrosity man-serpent; Reliquea are menuonetl, but ·hey ar 



maggot-eaten. The Pu.ritans and the other 11 schismat1cka' do not 

escape his attack; they are weathercocks, ~. sheep. 

IH 

Words alluding to other literature, especially 10 sacred 

scripture, add a sense of intellectual richne5s; he me:ntions t.he Golden 

L gend, the Koran, the Talmud. Yet frorn Burton's point of 

view these are pretenders to the truth. Knowledgeable allusion cao 

,::,e turned against the villain a: the Catholic rout is Mach1avelhan 

Jesuits Pharisaical. Satirically he turns the Bible itself aga1ntSL the 

Bible-thumping Pu.rit.ans: they think they are 11 tbe sail of the earth, 

nereas they have the least savour of all. 11 Even those men reac.hang 

tor the gr~atest good, heaven, do so erringly. 11 Thu do men r~ach 

the stars," Bu.rton injects sardonically in a passage replete wtt.h 

descript.i.ons o! Machiavellian tactics. The 11 ve ry heavens" are 

reached only by storming, 11 1n our folly. 11 

The body is brought in to serve the mind, but with an .lCUtl 

sense of physical fact. The Pope deposes kings 0 with his foot 11 : ht 

reads on Emperors ' necks. Prince& creep not merely to honor the 

Pope buL to 11kiss his toe. 11 Concrete physical details ar .. rnluted 

to describe the Puritans. as well. These devils 11 knock their brea ■ te, 

turn up their eyes" in sheer hypocrisy. 

Terms from everyday lite denigrate Burton• s picture- of th,. 

religious extrem.lsts' beliefs and practices. Princes muel hold the 



Pope's bridle- and stirrup; genu!lections are cringes. bapti sm d uck1ngs. 

He deflates Jesuits by comparing them with watermen, who "row o n e 

way, a.nd look another. 11 Th r oughout., the P pietli are described rn 

terms of co:m.m.erce: ~' ~t. usury. And the Puritans are 

presented with terms blending two evil realms--vulture& and thi f:!vPa 

both of whom lie at lurch, 1-Watching for a prey of Church goods . " 

Throughout the passage, the broadness o! scope from wh1 ch 

the terms are drawn, as well a& the realms represe:nted, give a 

picture. o( sUTging life, a linguiBtic equivalent of the: variousnes s o! 

Hieronymus Bo sch. If we are to ace ept the conclusion of L, C. 

Knights about earlier English prose, we could say that this prose , 

like the more 11 primitive 11 Eliz.abethan pro&e, postulated an organic 

cornmw,itv--organic in several ways: it was predominantly a.gn 

cultural, and it f!voked direct physical reaction, it marke d a d o ot'r 

relation of word with thing . 

"Not only was the relation of word and thing, word and 
action, far more intimate than in a society that ob tain !J m ost 
of its permanent impressions from books and newspapers, 
a large number of Elizabethan words and phrase s a re the 
dir-ec t equivalent of action- -gestures of sociability, c o11tl:"mpt, 

or offense (the Elizabethans had a particularly ric h voc abul a ry 
o{ abuse). Moreover, the muecular content of Elizabethan 
English is an important part o! its •meaning', and it w.a a 
this, together with the reading habits fostered by speaktng 
.ti.uch a language, that enabled physical st.ates [ even such a 1 
humble one as itching] to be portrayed with such i nunPd1. <" c y . 11 

1L . c. Knight.fl, unizabethan Prose, 11 Scruuny, JJ (1934) . 431. 
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Knights nonetheless contends that that same style:, 80 apt for 

discuesing plowing, itching, and carting, has its limitations. 

Excellent for fanciful description, it is poor for l!xact description; 

fitting for satire. it is not for analysis and logical argument. It is, 

in short, not subtle enough, not cont.rolled. 1 Burton's prose is, 

of course, not Nashe's and therefore not subject to lhe same indict

ments although it is to his praise. I would say that Burton 1 s wider 
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vocabulary-- able to encompass both Latin a.nd Anglo-Saxon, terms 

Crom both the cathedral. and the barnya r d- -enables him to do a number 

r,, f things. First, he can talk about and can make intellectual 

abstractions concrete: the hypocritical Jesuits de.scribed first in a 

series of abstract nouns are at laat pinned down surely with a concr t 

Ulus.t.ratio o( the watermen. ln common, graphic diction he ma.kea 

the general particular. The wide-ranging sources gtve life to bis 

subject, religious supersti~on; making the passage live, th~y show 

its lmportance. Finally, although the worlds of monastery, calhedral , 

and street were never as close aa we might think. in Burton's view 

the com.munily he creates is organic--if perhaps in a more satiric 

than harmonic sense. The world is fallen, and Burton shows that all 

.share in 11in when he juxtaposes schismaticks and vultures, Jesuits 

1Knighto, p. 435. 
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and ferrymen. This is not the same kind of commonalty that Knighta 

uses LO define earlier Elizabethan prose, but It is a dt!.velopmLJ.nt from 

it. Burton can wriLe effective ea.tire in I anguage of great immediacy: 

the like-minded audience be is addressing can see a.nd feel the: 

subjects embodied by his words. And because his diction ia: drawn 

from a store of words standing for more complex ideas, they are 

reminded to think, a.t.i well. 

Looking beyond the eources of his: word-hoard, we ca.n under-

stand Burton 1 s tactics even more if we consider the grammatical 

kinda of words he chooses. 1n thie passage verbs are a chief source 

of strength. It is often di1Hcult to establish not only what kinds of 

sentences he is writing but whether or not they are senten~cs at all. 

The logical answer is, that parsing Bu.rton1 s: p-ro,9@ units bounded on 

one side by a capital letter and on the other by a period according to 

current standards is not only difficult but wrong. Hie unit 1s not the 

neat, trim 11nit prescribed hy grammar-books of the Eighteenth 

Century and aftel"; it ie the per iod, a more loosely ord~red 1..llLtt to 

wh ich a.fter-the-fac.t laws do not apply. Within Lhe prose units as 

they appear in the ~11-Jordan-Smith c-dition we can ~t.itl see the 

p:tedicates and verbal constructions under firm control. The intro-

ductory clause in eight of the eleven periods here sets the mood for 

the passage: subjunctive. 1t 1s quite c:ontra.ry to fact that Democdtua 
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was alive then, and he develops that fact in several ways: 111£ 

Democritus were alive, 11 11 li he ehould m~et, 11 11 Had he. rnet," nHad 
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he heard, u 11 Had he seen. 11 This aarne verbal mood allows the world 

of wishes to exist, yet this is no dream to which Burton invites and 

invokes Democritus. Rather, it is a very present reality--if any

thing, a nightma.re--and Democritus Junior would wish his predecessor 

present to shame the offenders by his presence and to pronounce: 

judgment upon them, Democritus• name is the. one invoked, but fair 

reporting requires the mention of Peter and Paul. ln contTapuntal 

parenthesis appears Burton 1 s syncretic blending of types of wise 

ancients . The real wish is, therefore, for past greatness to sec 

preeent horror, for the Golden Age to judge the lron and--Burton 

as teacher and parent suggests--to bring them oat of it. 11 Wbat wouJd 

he say?" The answer, filled in by the audience, is obvioua. 

Within the individual sentences, the basic subjunctive mood 1s 

only a beginning for the verbal acrobatics to come. The first period, 

which is, according to the lirniting terms of the classroom, not really 

a complete sentence but only a subordinate clauee, prepares the way. 

It also foreehadows a later technique--"fracturing" the language to 

mirror the chaos he ia describing. Have and hold, normally verbs, 

he transmutes into an ffective noun in "such have and hold of all 

side&. 11 In the second period he reaJiy starts to work. Here the 

- - --- I 
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introductory clause is su bjunctive, 11 U he should meet, .. , o but l.t 

leads into a list mixing sundry types of verbals ail damning the Papists-

~• to depose, to tread. make stand, make hold- -w1 th objects 

graphically physical: barefoot, neck.~, bridle and stirrup. The second 

part of this period repeatB in miniature the II rs t but, i1 an.yt.hiag, in 

more degrading terms; 11if he should obeerve. 11 p repares the way for 

11 creep so devoutly to kiss his. toe:. 11 The fourth period follows the 

same pattern: 11Had be met' 1 is followed by going barefoot, co creep, 

and maggot-eaten; it& longer second clause mixes nouns and adjectives 

indiscriminately with words based upon verbs such as kissing, 

cringes, duckings, crossing, knocking, and mumbling. The shock

effect of these depends upon their being applied to religious sacraments. 

At this point Burton changes methods. Instead o! the long 

envelope. pattern of subjunctive-vicious verbals, he uses a sho rter 

version of the same thing, with few-el' verbal constructions: "Had he 

heard . . . , 11 0 Had he read . . . 11 Now that the audience has had 

ti.me to make up its mind be speaks to them: 11How dost thou th.ink . 

• • 11 Shortly thereai er he aims for their mind 1n still aoot.her way. 

1n the eighth period he no longer overwhelms his readers with a 

eurging depiction of chao . Now, he sets up a neat series o! 

opposites describing the Jesuits, who are rather more dangerous 

enernie.s than are mumbling old women. He enlists alliteration in 



the first antithesis--"profess poverty and yel possess more goods 

and lands than many Princes. 11 They teach others:. yet pla}' them

i!!ieJves . Finally. like the watermen, they look one way and row 

another. 
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The next two periods, shorter t.ha.a the fir st. change technique 

ag.iin. Neither the ninth no~ the tenth contains a bona fide subject; 

both instead are built up around strong vel'be: ~• talk. overgrown, 

~. supererogat.e. In reading these two, though, we do not really 

miss the subject. knowing exactly about whom he is talking. The 

Cinal focus upon the Papists reveals them acting wrongly. 

The las t period and the longeat attacks Burton• s other ex.ample 

of religious madness, the Puritans. The order diifers, but the 

technique of the envel ope is much the same. 11Had he seen 11 intro

duces the passage; it is quickly followed by a da.nin..ing antithe~il!I. 

The schismaticks had rather "lose their lives than~ . ~ . anything 

the Papists have formerly used. 11 Like weather-cocks thf!y ~ 

~. ready to ~ anything that wil.1 get dlem prefcrmt!:nt. 

The graphic image with which he concludes this section ia ,=.ven 

stronger than some addressed to the Papists : They are like vulturea, 

lying at lurch, watching, ready to rise by the fall of any. As a coda, 

Bu_r-ton brings in t.hc audience, and Democritus, again: not how this 

time, but 11what dost thou think Democritus would have done 11 had he 
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obsierve.d any of these beast-like beings? Their stupidity he images 

with a passive verb and a picture of sheep; they are 11drawn by the 

horns. 11 Lacking control, they are at the mercy of the driV?ng storm. 

A final judgment upon the disparity behveen what they do, and 

consequently seem to be--and what they actually are--is given by 

$yntax. What they~ is 11.Crequent .sermons. knock their breasts, turn 

up their eyes, pretend zeal, and des:i.re reformation. 11 What they~ 

is~• ~• ha-rpies, devil IL 

Verba in this passage enforce the sense of immediate chaos 

that is Burton• s topic . Once he etitabli5hea the mood cf condition or 

wish~ he uses the present. t.ense in several forme.: 5iroplc, (!imphatic 

(do reach), historic. By jumbling nouns and verbs. together in. 

passages where we would normal! y expect parallel structure, "he give b 

us syntactic disordex in worda :reflecting the things he ls dealiDg with. 

ln such a world melancholy must triumph. 

What Burton s:ets in motion with verbs hi'.!! fixes with nouns. 

The r ecurt'ent theme of the disparity betw"ee.n appearance and rea.Hty, 

a disparity which the verbs present to us as in a moving picture (we 

see the breast-beating, the. creeping) the nouns enforce lo a series of 

"stills. 11 Salt is set agai.net la.ck of savour. the state of virginity and 

holiness professed by the Jesuits against the things they really are-

bawds, fornicators, goau. Burton never lets us forget who the 

.: 
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enemies a'l'e; he directs our eyes to the proper nam.ce he does not 

£ea.r to name: the Red-cap Ca?"dinal o, the Capuchins, the Soverei gn 

Lord th!;! Pope. We know the enemy, And we know the things they 

use to delude us. ln a condemning catalog in the fifth 9entence which 

at first glance aeems to drag their tools out o! the bag in violent dis

array, we can Bl!'e how Burton leads us to realizie how we Bhould iake 

them by his arrangement of nouns . He uaes alliteration first to link 

objects sacred to Papl&te; but slanteid by Burt.on--11 breviaries, bull 5, 

hal]owed beane. 11 The explosivt! _!:. is neut:ral with the first word in the 

series, but it becomes progressively more powerful whe.n applied to 

bulls (a.n obvious word-play) and then to beane, reeking of witchcraft 

and fiarulence. The next items seem fairly neutral, although relerring 

to exorcisms by the plural doee ijeem to .fragment the potency of a 

process . Another alliterative tag, curious crosses, eeema at first 

to deecribei the peculiarities of ornament but zefet't'i also to that 

se.rioua desire, curi.oaity. The 1aet two aum up the serie s . Fables 

a.re pretty storie,ej ii Pa.piBt, probably untrue. Baubles, which word 

picks up the initial letter, tiee the catalog together with not just 

sound but een.se, also. All the things of the superatitioua Papiats 

are trivial, .substantial ae;; soap bubbles . 

Burton info'l'ms us by choosing couns with strong inherent 

connotations a.nd then arranging them in a persuasive order. One 
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kin d of pattern he uses to enforce this thematic and structural con-

cern of contrast is the popular one of tranlacing, repeating certain 

roots of words but applying them in different contexts. Certainly the 

initial dis t inction of 11 so much science, so little conscience11 exem-

plifies th.is. These worde are part of a still larger pattern Burt.on 

designs in the a r rangement of nouns, a pattern involving levels oJ'. 

abs-trac t ion. This paragraph encompasses several: words referring 

to abstract states, such as poverty and holiness; words referring to 

more concrete classes, such as goode and~; and words of un

mistakable concreteness:~. maggots, weathercocks. Many 

levels appear concomitantly throughout th,e passage, but a general 

weighting occurs. Predominant in the first part are abstractions; 

in some ways the paragraph can be seen as the concretizing of an 

abstracti.on-- 11 the supet'atition of our age 11 --whic:h he expands ,vith 

the abstl'act nouns 11 so much science, so little conscience, so much 

knowledge, 11 and so on. In. a long catalog setting forth the contrasts 

of !action against faction, information as against wisdom. he embeds 

the concre te picture of 11banner against banner. 11 In this phrase, 

illustrating before our eyes the warlike strife, he is also able to 

suggest it& futility by choosing from among all weapons of war a 

1Jymbol made ot cloth. The concretions ending the whole passage 

do not suggest the glories, if !utilities, of war £are that the banners 
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do: finally embodying the superstition which is his subject aTe the 

concrete nouns gripeT&, har p ies, devils. 

Bur ton• s strength in this passage derives from nouns and verbs, 

things and actions. Modifiere are few --perhaps, as with adverbs of 

mann e r, for instance, because they add a feeling of imprecision, oC 

groping. The 11 pure 11 adjectives here are not pa.rticularly fresh: 

much, little, absurd, ridiculous, devout, adverse, ~• and ba sc . 

But with pa:rtic:iplea (gaining extra fo.rce because they are derivt!d 

from verbs) he gets some good effects. The insulting 5have-crown1 d, 

applied to Monks, is t.oo close to three-c:rown'd, applied to the Pope, 

to escape notice j begging Fdars and maggot- eaten relics sum up his 

view. Adjectives derived from past villains he enlists to define his 

own, to bring in other worlds to suggest still further ramifications 

of the ev il he is concerned with. Jesuits a.re Pharisaical and 

Machiavelli.an, some schismaticks Epicu.r ea.n. He uses the eame 

vortex pattern seen earlier in a list o! adjectives: notorioue, famous, 

lascivious, and finally the brief~ applied to~-

Given the number of strong headwords~ it seems surprising 

that so few connectives occur. There ar-c a few i!1 s. but1 s, and's 

and~. a thus, and a~- ln current prose this sort of 

omission would denote sloppiness, lack of control. Such omissions 

were an importan t part of Burton's aims: they make hls prose more 

consciousl y rough. Reading it makes the audience work harder . 
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The only connective he usea to join what we consider subordinate 

elements is !_£--an important one, as we saw before, in establishing 

the subjunctive. With even this he uses a variant Co-rm. g app@:are 

only thrice in the eight sentences beginning with the subjunctive. 

For the remaining five he uses a had he construction--not simply for 

variety, because he does not vary this pattern once he begins it, but 

rather for greater life: the verbal mood is the sa.me, but had he seen 

quickens the statement. All the rest are either coordinate con-

junctions (and, but, ~) or subjunctive adverbs (thus. whereas:, and 

Y!.!), which are al so used to relate members of equal "weighting 11 and 

similar construction with.in the seotencl!:. Providing the tools of 

exp:reseion of Burton1 s theme, these make contrasts with ease. The 

Jesuits vow vi.rginity and yet are notorious bawds; they etu:>w dis

parity: the schismaticke think they are the salt of the earth, whereas 

they have the least savour of all. 

The linking is often quite weak.. To go from such juncture as 

11holy men, peacemakers 1' to ttand yet composed of envy, lust, 

ambition11 Tequires a constant series of adjustments, not only because 

the two are not grammatically parallel {to ou.r eyes, at least) but also 

because the meaning is not parallel: two different kinds of things, men 

and qvalities, and two d~fierent kinds of rhythm ar~ attached. Also. 

the and connects things which are even less obviou!!!ly coordinate than 
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men and their qualities; in fact, we should rather expect a. negative 

~ or a but instead: "teach others to fast, and play the gluttone 

themselves, 11 Here the coordination Ls possibly satiric, yoking 

together two 5hameful opposites in one man. But because we expect 

relation stated in negatives rather than positives, we are alerted 

more quickly to the two - facedness of the Jesuits. 

Not only are the connectives few, they are often omitted, 

leaving punctuation to show relationships. Here we: may see dearly 

Burton's u se of the "mind-thinking" pattern of the Senecan pe:riod 

to cause the read.er• s mind to pursue a slmilar path. Ouick 

jux.tapositions 1 easy enthymemes are provided by the abrupt leaps 

of the eem.icolons, colons, a.nd corn.mas. Instead of the too-obvious 

spelling out that a full - fledged subordinate clause would give us in 

11 those Red-cap Cardinals, poor parish priests of old, 11 we have a 

swift remembrance of their past role. We. reach the conclusion; we 

do not have to wade through words such as "who were once, you will 

remember1 " relating words which do not let us exercise our minds to 

see tht, picture Burton wants us to see for ourselves, lhough h guide s 

us there. The semicolon between ° play the gluttons th@mselves" and 

11like watermen11 enforces the sense of a swift mental jurr1p. But its 

very swiftness makes us see that the appa.rent distance between 

priest and riverman is not so great. The colon draws us up to a 
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temporary plateau, then eend& us out again - -to a conclusion Burton 

wants us to make . The strength of the break seems to eneure the 

sureness of the only way out he provides. Following "a Machiavellian 

rol.lt interested in all matters of statert appears a. colon. It is 

im.mediately followed by two flattering terms, holy rnen and peace-

~• but those terms in context are quite ironic. Even though 

we may know that somewhere there are peacemaking Papists. we tend 

to believe only what Bu.rton wants us to--tha.t the only conclusion that 

coul d follow from the initial description is that the holiness ie false, 

the envy and lust true. 

Diction serves Burton• s theme, subject. and persuasive 

techniques . We could examine his stock of words from still o ther 

vantage points, trom the length of words, for example, but we have 

already seen some o( the ways he places longer, more intellectually 

complex Latinisms against the monosyUabic Anglo-Saxon. We could 

consider the sound-effects o f cer tain worde chosen- .. of the hissing 

~ of the series including "hol iness , .. notorious ... famous . 

lascivious beast, 11 whlch damns as it describes, rep.toducing senae 

with sound. The o nomatopoeia of 11 praying in gibberish and mwnbling 

o! beads 11 also exemplifies an oral basis o! Burton'& stock o! words, 

to him a sou-rce through eenso-ry pe:rception of ultimate truth. And 

we could consider still further the connotation& of individual words. 
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Some of the ones we have looked at, sheep, maggot-eaten, demon-

st:ra.te Bu-rton ' s choice for the common store of speech rather than 

the outr~. 
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The store of words is not the only way in which this passage is 

a key to Bu.rton 1 s Anatomy. The eubject, superstition and thus {alee 

Jcnowl edge, is developed wt th conscious care, artful p r t,;uasion. Since 

thiB is only a p iece of the book, it m.ay give a false impression: 

throughout Burton doee not swell and growl with indignation at the 

departed 'brethren. Instead, this negative picture must be set against 

the standards of behavior he establithee later. But it gains rnuc.h of 

its splenetic force because of his acute awareness that these are 

departures from right reason. Because he attacks from the norm, 

he can re- solidify the right thinkers. It is doubtful that he is aim.ing 

to bring into the fold those who have left ..... either Catholics or Puritans-

unless his attack is more eCficacious tha.n most. But he certainly 

intends to bring the right-thinkers together again, to remind us of the 

forms or aberration. 

One way in which 11we 11 returrt with him is in the pose he adopts 

here, seen in the choice of verbal mood. He sets up a mood contrary 

to £act, making us think through with him what it~ be like tf 

Democritus, Peter, and Pau.l were be:re. This pose of Democritus 

Junior the teacher is a long-tested and effective one. It stat't& out 
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indirectly, with more impersonal construction. When we are musing 

with hirn. though, he darts in more personal constructions, requiring 

active participation from the audience.; 11 How dost thou think he might 

have been affected? . .• What dost thou think Democritus would have 

done? 11 In the reiterated 11 What would Democritus say?" the rhet0rical 

question answers i tself in our minds. The satiric pose Corms itself 

witJ,in the diction of the p.rl.ssage. Burton ia anatomizing superstition 

while invoking Democ.drus; pointing accusing fingers at folly, he 

makes us find the proper waya to health. 

in the larger unit of the paragraph in which the words are set, 

the organization follow!!! a simple two-part plan. First he deals with 

the Papists, then with the Puritans. The second group La only 

slightly less satirized than the first1 even though proportionately less 

space is devoted to lt. Animal terms pervade both, and It is hard to 

~a.y which iti made more bestial. The Puritan vultures are repellent, 

the Papist ma.n_-serpents diegusting. Aod both are criticized by the 

same cha.rgee: misuse of the mind. Inversion (science-conscience, 

eaJ t-savor) of language shows the perv!:!rsion of theJ.r minds. And 

progressively throughout the paragraph the reader must work hardel'". 

The first sentences set the 11 if11 mood, but as he goes alo:n.g Burton 

includes more questions, more 11 incomplete 11 sentences so that the 

reade r will £ill in the answers and omissions from his own mind. 
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The last roark of punctuation 1s a que5tion mark--though it followe 

a con~truction which is. not nece.saa:1'ily a question, 11 to expresg 

nothing less. 11 In terrne of the effect, however, Burton has ca.119ed 

the reader to fill in. In answer to the implied question- -"Are they 

nothing less 11 than monsters, harpies, and devil.E11--the correct 

response from the right-thinking audience is, 11 yes. 11 
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The figure of Democritus has then accomplished an unmistakabl e 

satiric aim o{ exposing vices and Lollies and helping man thlnk rightly 

so that society can improve itself. \Vith what Highet p-rescribes for 

satire- - 11 great vividness and concreteness of description 11 - ... he has 

ttan.sm.ilted much information about the kinds of follies open to the 

superstitious and more importantly has transmitted an attitude 

about them. This 11com.mon philosopher 11 gets some of h1!l beat 

effects because he uses everyday diction and, since most of the 

language is drawn from such a sou:rce, he is then able to dir ect urs 

by indirection. Setting up the 11 U 11 world leaves the way free for ou r 

minds to roam; asking questions, choosing words with the connotati o n s 

they inherently posBess leaves the wa.y open for the readtr LO choose - -

though that way is pa.ved. The speaker is a~. doubtl esl!!I , 

standing on the right shore. But he is also an ingenu, asking with 

wide-open eyes for the answers. 

,.J 
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In discussing the sources of Burton's diction, it has been al.mo st 

impossible to separate iodividual words from their fitting into 

patterns of images. Burton draws great strength not only from 

words originating in Latin or Anglo-Sa.:>c:on, chuTch or barnyard. 

Those sa,me words serve a.a cone rete irnagee of emotional and 

intellectual complexes. And Burton believed that man, who could 

comprehend universalities, first learned them through the $Cnses, 

The £irst quality that strikes a reader of Burton•s prose is the 

profusion of images, overt and radical. Because of that profusion, 

and because of the size of the book, it would be impossible to show 

that a single metaphor informs the entire work in the same way that, 

according to Frank HW1tley, the metaphor of the circle providel!i a 

structural pattern fo-r Sir Thomas Browne' e Hydriotaphia and The 

Garden of Cyrus, 1 

We can sa.y that Burton utiliz.es nearly all kinde of image. 

First, he is a master of the word giving us an acute sense o! physical 

fact. We can.!!!. the entire action of the Theologasters when he says 

that they creep into noblemen's houses. In another passage we can 

1 F. L. Huntley, "Sir Thomas Browne and the Metaphor of the 
Circle," Journal of the History of Ideas, XIV (1954). 353-364. 



sense another physical fact relayed to us by words; we can sense 

bis boredom with multitudinous publications by the heard rhythm of 

11 a Sermon at Paul I e, Cross, a Sermon in St. Mary 1 s Oxford. a 

Sermon in Christ~Church, or a Sermon before: the Right Honorable, 

a right Reverend, a Sermon before the Right Worshipful, a Sermon 

in Latin, in English, a Sermon with a Name, a Sermon Without, a 

Se:rtaon, a Sermon, etc. 111 
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The simile make5 clear4!-r the abstract or unknown. In a 

scientific passage describing the three chief organs he explains the 

workings of the body by a clear comparison--one which, by the way, 

shows in action the sort of argwnent by correspondences typical of 

the Renaissance in Spenser 1 s House of Alma passage in the Faerie 

Queene or Fl etcher's Purple Island, which come lo mind when we 

se@ this passage: 

inward organica.l paTts, which cannot be se@n, are 
divers in nurn.berJ and have several names. functions. 
a.nd divisions; but that of Laurentius is most notable, 
into noble o:r ignoble parts. Of the noble there!!! be 
three principal parts, to which all the rest belong, 
and whom they serve, brain, heart, liver; according to 
whose site, three rl!gi~n a threefold division. is 
n1ade of the whole body. As first of the head, in which 
the animal 0.l;'gans are contained, and brain itself, by 
which his ne"1"ves give sense and motion to the rest~ and 
ie (as it were) a Privy CounsellorJ and Chancellor. to 

1Burton, p. 27. 



the Heart. The second region 1s the chest, or middle belly, 
in which the Heart as King keeps his Court. and by his 
arteries communicates life to the whole body. The third 
region is the lower belly, in which the liver resides as a 
hidden governour with the rest of those natural organs, 
.serving for concoction, nourishment, expelling of excre
ments . I 
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We may smile at his na"i"vete, but we nonetheless see the inner work-

ings of th'-' body far more clearly after we read the passage. 

H e also includes set pieces, 11 epic similes, 11 elaborately 

developed, as ways o( making us know. In order to enforce his 

advice that we~ "wr estle with God," that we must limit our 

ambitions and inquiry, he injects this epic simile from Greek myth: 

'"Vhen that monster--tam.ing Hercules overcame all in the Olympicks . 

Jup iter at last in an unknown shape wrestled with him; th victory 

was uncertain, till at length Jupiter descried himself, and Hercules 

yielded. n2 Being lowly wise is wiser !or all creatures , even 

Hercules. The most common sort of simile, however, is drawn 

from the minutiae of daily life. He ends his treatment of m.i"rth ae 

a remedy with a reminder that empty-headed mirth is folly, that no 

1 Burton, p. 13 l. 

2Burton, p. 157. 
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one escapes pain. And for a .final Lmage to pi n down the idea ht!! ui!les 

hie own version o.£ Aesop1 s fable with homely details: drawn from 

everyday life: 11 And eo, like Gra ss -hoppers, whilst they sing over 

their cups all Summer, they Sta.'rve in Winte:r; and for a little vain 

mer'I'iment shall find a sorrowful reckoning in the end. 111 

Metaphor (envy is a 11 ratting in the bonee 11 ), personification1 

metonymy., &ynechdoche- - all these Burton uses to embody his ideas. 

Symbols. both public and private, app@ar. In fac.t, we might sa.y 

that melancholy itself becomes a eymbol of the condition of man. 

But such pigeon-holing is idle bueineas; it does not show us how 

Burton uaes the language of figures. FoT the remainder of this 

section of the chapter it might be profitable, therefore, to trace 

through c er ta.in key patterns of imago to see how they reUec t, 

enforce, even contain meaning, At the outset, 1 must say that I do 

not believe that the progreeeion of images provides the structure 

of the work in the same way that they do in a poem of, let us say, 

T. S. Eliot• s; I rather 6imple-mindedly accept Burton' 8 owo naming 

of the larger rhythms of the book- - cause and cure. But as reflectors, 

witty and serious, images help him communicate his ideas. 

1 Burton, p. 487. 
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One of the most su.ccessful--and, indeed, inevit.a.ble--patterns 

of imageB in the book is drawn .from the hwna.n body. lt is inevitable 

from the subjectJ ailing man: 11 Thou thy sell art my subject. 11 But the 

way in which Burton views man shows his participation in the 

traditional cone eption of man as a. microcosm, both angel and beast. 

Because of his potentialities man• s falling a.way into sickness i.s 

correepondingly more painful to contemplate. Because of that diisease. 

his own rol~ and task are both literally and metaphorically .set for 

Burton. He rnOBt anatomize, cut up: curing demands it. Introducing 

his Utopia in 11 Democritus Junior to the Reader 11 he images the stale 

in terms of the physkaJ body. Sources of sickness must be 11 pU-rged 

from a Commonwealth, as a bad humour from the body, that are 

li.ke so many ulceta and boils, and must be cured before the melancholy 

body can be eased. 111 He :requests indulgence from the audience while 

announcing hiBI purpose with the saine image : 11If het'ealter, anatomiz

ing this surly humour, my hand slip, as an unskilful prentice I lance 

too deep, and cut through skin and all at unawares, make it smart or 

cut a.wry, pa-rdon a rude hand, an unskilful knife. 112 

1E urto n, p. 77. 

2Burton, p. l04. 
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But at the same time tha.t he will anat.omi~e with Democritus 

and aatiri::t.e with Ju.venal, his knife is double-edged. He will cure, 

will nourish those who are. under his care. And it is with that cluster 

of images built around nourishment and food that he defin@s his own 

role and the role of his listeners. that he criticizes his opponents, 

a.nd even anticipate-a his t"eception by other critics. 

The IiT st appearance of this metaphor helps him establish 

ethical proo.f. His love of much learning is imaged in terms of hi.a 

own eating: 111 had a great desire ... to taste of every dish and 

sip of every cup. 111 With this image he shows his own voracious 

appetite for lea.rn.ing i it establishes himsel! as a purveyor of know

ledge that the audience can accept, particularly when it is coupl ed 

with his later statement that his own work is honey. not poison. Like 

the bee, he has ranged the library to sip from the flowers o! learning; 

unlike the spider, he injures nothing that be sips from: he gathers 

out of many flowers and 11makes a new bundle of all. 11 This helps 

provide an image of his relationship with his audience. Their 

palates. are whetted by his work, his 11warmed-over dish_ 11 They can 

digest his 11 macaronicon. 0 his mixed dish containing many kinds of 

nourishment. 

1aurcon, p. 13. 
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Thi!: image, carried to its ultimate form, also provides a witty 

statement of the reasons he must write. Writing of melancholy to 

avoid melancholy, he 11 could imagine no fitter evacuat.ionthan this 11 : 

the doctor can cure him.self. Whereas the scatology ie wittily applied 

to birnself1 for the pretenders to learning it is serious. The philos-

opha.stere are thieves: "Th,ey lard their books. . with I.he fat of 

others' works 11 j they 11 scrape Ennius 1 dunghills. . By which means 

it comes to pass, that not only our libraries &t shops are full of our 

putrid papers, but every close-stool and jakes are well supplied with 

privy poetry. 111 Homer spews, 11 they lick it up. u 

But he him.sell is not entirely innocent. He conCesses to a 

barbaric style "gathered together from several dunghills, excre

rnenU of authors ... ill digested. 11 Yer this roughage is " partly 

affected"- - partly to shock his audience into an awa.reness of what he 

is talking about, partly for Elheer fun, He admits his occasional 

excremental style 1 but in other places refers to himself in less 

pejorative terms. The figure oC the Dutch Host who replies in a 

su:rly tone, i£ you dislike your fare, diet. and lodging, "Get you to 

another Inn, 11 helps define part of his conception of his relation to 

his audience: if the diet is too strong, go eat the cupca.kes and p e tits 

1Burton, p. 18. 
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fours others are serving. But he 1 the water-drinking Senecan. :sees 

the physick, the purge, as leading to health. 11 Let some good man 

relate the same [ good advice}. and the counsel will be ernbraced, u 

Thus bis strongly phy&ic:al images have thematic relevance to his 

purpose. Body and soul are blendedj we reach the spirit through the 

s~nse. 11 A good Divine eit.her is or ought to be a good physician. 11 

The Teception of the book he images in terms of food: 11 0ur writings 

are as so many dishes. 11 And the plate can contain a dose of hellebore 

as well a.a edibles. Democritus• medicine 11 shall salve11 the reader, 

even when his book is ' 1somewhat tart." He prepares for the roughness 

of the eneuing atyle, the hard-hitting satire with " sharp sauces 

increase appetite, even victuals are tasteless without a little vinegar . .,l 

Another kind of image Burton uses deals with not just man him

self, serving, eating, producing. Because of his subject, melancholy, 

sometimes imaged as an external force from which man 1s struggling 

to extricate hirn&elf, he chooses many times to cast his ideas into 

images showing man as either the victim or conqueror of e;,cterna1 

nature. He frequently tu-rns to the figure of man tossed about by an 

ocean or a river to depict man's perilous state. The image helps 

show his own involvement. He can deal with melancholy because he 

1 Burton, p. 102. 
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has experienced it: 111 was fatally driven upon this rock of melancholy, 

and carried away by this by~ stream. 111 We can aee this as depicting 

part of his complex point of view, True, he views the world from 

Minerva's tower, but he can remember his own imprisonment io the 

stream, as well. But Burton can master these Io:rcee; he can travel on 

top of the water. Anatomizing man, he says, is like finding the NoTth

Weet Passage. Neither destination may ever be reached, but the ttip 

can be made without shipwreck. But the stream goes on. We may 

think we have mastered our folly, bul it courses onward: 11 And as a 

River, we see, keep& the like name and place, but not water, and 

ever runs, our times and persons alte:r, vie: s are the same, and ever 

will be."2 

Bu:rton lives not just in a world of booke and metaphor. Every 

mention 0£ a river is not always in a metaphoric sense. When he plane 

his own Utopia, he talks about river:a, isthmuses, and aque ducts in 

a very literal sense. But we must not !or get that in Burton's vision 

the worlds within and without were connected by a series 0£ pa.ralleliems 

and correspondences. His own style be images in terms of a river, in 

a passage quoted earlier. This passage shows the variousness 0£ the 

1Burton, p. 27. 

2Burton, p. 43. 
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natural world, the possibility of numerous changes within the worlds 

of man and nature, and the connections between the powers of thP. 

outer world and o! man expressing himself through the flow of 

language. 

The picture of the ever-changing river--now swift, now slow--

leads us to consider still another clueter of images pervading the 

book. That group we could call images of metamorphosis. The hid

eous possibilities of negative metamorphosis can be seen in the 

following picture of thi9 ki.nd o( 11wicked caitiff": 11 To see an ass 

dressed in the skin of a lion, a filthy loathe some carcass, a Gorgon1 e 

bead puf!ed up by parasites, assume unto himself, glorious titles, 

in worth an infant, a human ass, a painted sepulchre, an Egyptian 

Temple 1'• 1 

ln a long litany in the center of " Democritus Junior to the 

Reader." describing the iron world Burton gives a virtual vision oi 

hell, hellish particularlyfar the degrading transformations the 

denizens b.ave chosen or allowed to happen. As the first item in 

the anaphoric li&t he choose& the chameleon from the world of natural 

history to image the changes in man: 11 Ta see a man turn himself 

into all shapes like a Cha.meleon. 11 The next he draws from the world 

o( myth; the stock figure of Proteus stands Car those who can 
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transform the1nselves into 11 a.l] that is monstrous. 11 Even the cosmos 

provides an l!xample in Mercury the planet. From here he scrutinizes 

nearly all realms --cou..rt, cottage, farm. c:ollege--and finds them all 

in a state of melancholic cha.nge, out of place and out of mind. 

Servants can buy out their own masters; a man can " roll hlmseU up 

lil<e a onow-ball, from base beggary to Right Worshipful and Right 

Honou..:rable titJe5 11 ; dogs devoul;" their masters; sheep demolish towns--

11in a Word, the world turned upeide downward 1111 

This is part of his diagnosis. The fallen world is returning to 

chaos, and it neede to be righted again. OD.e thing that makes the 

pie tu.re of the present disease so painful is tha.t man has turned beast 

rather than angel. Man, 11 that excellent and noble creature of the 

world, H that 11 marvcl or marvels, It that usovereign Lord o.£ au the 

Earth ... created in God 1 sown image, 11 has forfeited his estate. 

Following Burton' a exalting panegyric upon the potentiallty of mao 

wnich he sets forth in the very first paragraph of Partition l of the 

Anatomy, is a definition of what be now has become: "a monster by 

atupend metamorphosis, a fox, a dog, a hog, what not? 11 The 

following hundreds of pages are devoted to Burton 1 s own attempts to 

persuade, either with whip or sugar-coated pill, to lead man back 

' • ; 
j 
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toward his potential form, to change him again. In the very Iaet 

paragraph of the Anatorny he reiterates his aim--to make .man whole. 

However, the tone of the passage iteeH is so subdued, so sadly 

melancholy, that we know his hoped-for chansed man will only rarely 

be found. 

In aum, Burton• 51 images show an animate world, 0£ man surging 

'With li!c. of the outer body of the world in a state of constant motion. 

Eveo the wi.nds can be 11 lascivious, 11 the seas and waLera 11 enamoured, 11 

The profusion of images gives the efiect. of not having be n Waborate.ly 

planned bul rather of following the. Senecan principle of being 11 etruck 

oU11 the thinking mind. They do not seem labored: part of the easy. 

convereatiooal effect derives from the source in everyday life. He 

follows his imagination like a "ranging spaniel. 11 the tapstera 

11 drown their wits and settle their bra.in!il. 11 Some of the most effective 

images are restatements of a parallel idea in Latini in this passage 

he embeds a metaphor drawn from common life (though with mytho

logical allusion. for the learned) to sound out all possibilities of the 

abBtraction: 11 H any controversy arise betwixt us ... [ if they) 

touch the string of our c.orn.modity, we detest and depress them upon 

a sudden: neither affinity, consanguinity, or old acquaintance can 

contain us, but the vainglorioue, avoid the wretched. A golden apple 

sets all together by the ears, as i.l a marraw-bonc1 or honey-comb, 
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were .flung arnongst Bears. 111 Within the language itself Burton found 

a store of de.ad metaphors: 11 The love of kinsmen is grown cold 11 may 

be live or fossilized. 

No particular metaphor consciously rules each section. But 

animals, fires, transformations, and disparities between inside and 

outside appear in each- -possibly to show the basic similarity of 

various forms of melancholy. None.tbeless, the objects described 

and the tone differ from section to section. A cornpa't'ison between 

two sections will show that though the vehicles may be. similar, the 

tenor is: quite different. The passages. deal with two kinds of 

melancholy, one describing love melancholy: 

But this is not the matter in hand, what prerogative 
this Beauty hath, of what power and sovereignty it is, 
and how far such persons that so much admire, and dote 
upon it. are to be justified; no man doubts of these 
matters; the quest.ion is how and by what means Beauty 
produceth this effect? By sight; the Eye betrays the 
soul, and is both Active and Passive in this business; 
it wounds and ie wounded, is an e:!!lpecial cause a:nd instru
ment, both in the subject, and in the object. As teara. 
it begins in the eyes, descends to the breast, it con-
veys these beauteous rays, as I have said, u.nto the heart. 
I saw, I was undone. Ma.rs sees her, and would have her 
at first eight. Shechem saw DinahJ the daughter of Leah, 
and defiled her; Jacob [loved) Rachel, for she was beau
tiful and fair; David spied Bathsheba afar ofi; the elder B 

Susanna, as that Orthomenian Strata saw fair Ariclea, Lhe 
daughter of Tbeophanes, bathing herself at that Hercyne 
well in Labadea; a..nd were captivated in an ine.tant. 

1Burton, p. 626. 
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Their eyes saw, their breasts we.re ravaged with Ila.mes, 
Amnon fell sick for Tamar' 6 sake. The beauty of Esther 
was such that she found favour, not only in the sight 0£ 
Ahaeuerus, 11but of all those that looked upon her . l 

and the other, religious melancholy: 

Other fears and sorrows, grievances of body and mindJ 
are troublesome £or the time; this is for ever, eternal 
damnation, hell itself, a plague, a fire: an inundation 
hu r ts one Providence alone, and the loss may be recovered; 
but this superstition involves all the world almost, and cao 
never be remedied. Sickness and sorrows come and go, 
but a euperetitious soul hath no ::rest; superstition can 
give the soul n.o peace , no quietness. True Religion a.nd 
Superstition are quite opposite, as Lactantius describes, 
the one arears, the other dejects; the one is an easy yoke, 
the other an intolerable burden, an absolute tyranny; the 
one a sure anchor, an haven; the other a tempestuoue 
Ocean; the one makes, the other mars; the one is wisdom, 
the other is folly, madness , indiscretion; the one unfeigned, 
the other a counterfeit; the one a diligent observer, the 
other an ape ; one leads to heaven, the other to hell. 2 

Both describe states of dis-ease. However, the one dealt with in 

the first does not hurt so very much; it is the "sweetness so sad, 

sadness so sweet" of the deliciously su!iericg sonoeteere. The 

tone of the 5econd passage is considerably darker. The paths of 

this Borrow can lea.d to the £ires of hell. The image of bul'ning i.s 
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used in bolh sections. In the eecond, the fires are lurid, in the frrst 

1Burton, p, 674. 

2Burton, p. 897. 



the beauteous rays which descend to the breaat and -ravage female 

boeoms with the flameg of love. Wounds appear in both. In the 

first the fearful weap0n ie the eye, and the pangs only those of love, 

in the second. the wounds can be eternal . The Plague can lead to 

eternal daranation. In both appears the image of capture--but for 

love the yoke is captivation; in the second, Supel"stition is imaged 

as an 11 intolerable burden, an absolute tyranny . " A final similarity 
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is the image of metamorphosis, specifically, into animale, Super

sti tion can convert one to an ape, that beast whose similar appearance 

to man only mocks his difference from him. In images occurring 

later in the passage on love quoted here, the metamorphosis is 

blunted: one is beeoned, another's heart pants: bestiaJity is suggested, 

but only in amusing terms. This general p.raciice seems to follow 

through most of the Anatomy; the image is fitted to the subject. 

Similar things may be evoked Crom pa19sage to passage, but differen 

qualities transfer, depending upon the guiding idea. The subject la 

not cont rolled by the progression of a particular metaphor. 

A final concern of Burton's style in this chapter will deal with 

smal l er units of language. These units, the rhetorical figures, do noi 

themselves comprise a sentence but they are meaningful patterns. 

ln some ways the material dealt with here will overlap with the next 

chapter, which will deal with sentence structure. At the same time 
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an attempt has been made to restrict the discuseion here to those 

figures whjch do not st.and alone but which occur aa part of the larger 

unit. These are the traditional schemes of grammar, schemes which 

Puttenham claooi£iee as those that work by dioorder, by defect, by 

surplusage, and by exchange. 

The first group, to which the genetic name hyperbaton is 

usually assigned, appears in abundance in the Anatomy. The dis

ot'dered mind of the melancholic is suggested not only by the sense 

of the passage• but by the very order of the words de.scribing the 

sufferer. One cf the species, ana.strophe, which is a departu.re from 

the normal order of words to securt: the deeired empha:sie, can b@ 

seen in this example: a grave senator described by Pliny the Younger 

starved himsel! because 0£ his suf!ering from the gout. 0 Neither he 

nor Hispulla. his wife could divert him, but grew more and more 

inflexible in his resolve; die he would, and die he did. 111 Here the 

normal o.rder o! subject + modal auxiliary+ verb is. switched; the 

auxiliaries become the important terms. The man• s death is in-

evitable, and so the tel:'ms--the willed would and the emphatic did--

enforce his crazed desire. 

1 Burton, p. 372. 
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Tmesis, the interjection of a phrase between the parts o{ a 

compound construction, can show dlso•der in other ways. [n "They 

will by all means quench their neighbor 1 s house" the prepoaitiooal 

phrase breaks in two the verb phrase: it disorderathe normal form 

but only to suggest still more possibilities: the break-up o! the 

order calls attention to the ambiguity of the phrase by all means-

suggesting the awful cer tainty of the quenching, and the vast number 

of ways a.t their disposal to accomplish the quenching. 1n hil!I use of 

hysterologia (interposing a phrase between a preposition and its 

object} later in the same pa.ssa.ge the fracturing of the normal order 

ca.Us our attention to the material he has used to break up that order: 

11lt troubles me to think of, much n1ore to relate, those frequf!nt 

aborts and murdering of infants in their Nurseries. 11 Here his own 

sorrow shows his own sympathy; the difficulty o{ reporting such a 

subject impresses its seTiousneE;s upon the reader more than a eimple 

atatemen t would have done. Hypallage or the changeling, which 

perverts the sense by shifting the application of wo-rds, we have ~een 

in the long passage quoted at the first paTt of the chapter. A con

struction like 11Such have and hold of all sides," by shifting verbs 

into nouns without even making them verbals. and by 11 rougheni.ng 11 

the syntax causes us to notice the change and therefore the subjec.t 

he is talking of. Furthermore, in this passage dealing with the 



greedy Papists, the very fact that verbs are the suhs:tituted words 

is fitting; they extend even farther the qualities of clutching and 

grasping that .Burton would have Ulil see. 
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One of the most characteristic forms of hyperbaton is pa:ren

thesis, a scheme he puts to many uses. He can me:rely give the 

source and thus let the parenthesis serve as a footnote, a.n additional 

enforcement to what he is saying: 1'(which Ma..r-hanus Capella like-

wise maintains, but our Christian Philosophers explode) 11 i he can 

speak his own sorrow in another's words - here, those of Virgil: 

11 .But this most noble creature (one exclaims) 0 pici.lul change! is 

fallen from that hie was. 11 1 In this second example we see a 

characteristic pattern we might call contrapuntal: he is able to carry 

on two levelB a.t once- -external fact and personal opinion, as here: 

or to provide reinforcement of the main theme: 11And which is more 

wonderful, though they be very dry (as in this malady they are)": or 

conditional: 11 they begin t.o rave, ily water and glasses, to look red 

and swell in Lhe. face, .1bout 20 days after (if some remedy be not taken 

in the meanti.Jne) 11 ; or disagreement: "three distinct aouls {which 

question of late hath been much controverted by Picolomineus, and 

Zaba:rel). 11 Thua, the parenthesis allows him to cover a great deal 

1Burton, p. 113. 



of material, to range far and wide without really losing a sense of 

continuity in the ma.in passage. In reading, we tag in those extra 

explanations or contra.:ries, so that we, too, are aware of many 

possibilities with Burton--but we do not Jose sight of the maio unity 

of the passage. They are rarely longer than a doz.en words. so 
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that they do not disrupt too much. But they force us to exercise our 

m.inde and to a::commcdat.e. as many different kinds of relationships a.e 

possible. And certainly Burton wishes us m do so: he does nol want 

to exhaus:t his reader, whose mind must sweep from one thing to 

another, but he wants t.o pre.sent us as exhaustive a. picture a.she can, 

These kinds 0£ disorderings o! the nalural, or normal 1 structure 

of the sentence work by lengthening out the idea, by at'retc.hi.ng out 

and enriching our knowledge of a topic. Burton aleo includes the 

Becond kind of grammatical scheme outlined by Puttenharn--those 

that 11 work by defect and so represent short-cuts in expression. H 

These, too, demand more from the reader. Refusing to spell out 

neatly all connections for his audience, Burton 1orces them to brtdge 

the gaps--and thus make discoveries on their own. One of tbe 

simplest devices forcing this bridging is the eclipsis, or ellipsis, 

which 11omits a wol:'d easily 5Upplied by ordinary understanding, as 

in 11 Men, if they see another man tremble, giddy, or sick of soml!: 

fearsome disease: , .. 11 This eclipsis works in connection with 
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what we would call non-para.lleli.em. Tremble is a verb , giddy and 

~ adjectives. But the point is that by his leaving out~ giddy or 

appear to be sick we fill in the necessary word&; the sentence demand s 

more of us. Zeugma and its several species (pro:z.eugma, occur ring 

when the verb is expressed in the !irst clause and understood in the 

others; mez.oz;.eugma, if it is expressed in the middle clause;~

zeugma, if in the last clause) appear throughout, being required by 

the loose clausal structure and the l,eaping and lingering of the ideas. 

Giving remedies against discontents, he ends, 111 conclude, hast thou 

a sound body, and a good soul, good bringing up? 111 Here the 

structure, by leaving 0£1 a verb with the last two members, demon-

st;rates prozeugmatic structure. Here the progress of the nouns 

t.:ricks us: we think the three items in the series are all s e parate. 

but upon consideration we could regard the last as a summation o f 

the fir st two. Further, the nouns are of different kinds. The fir 5t 

two, body and .e-oul. 1 are common nouns; the third, bringing up. a 

more complex gerund. And because they a.re linked togethe r by the 

verb, the shift calls attention to the third member and its importance 

ae a device summing up the other t:w'o: proper trai ning involve s both 

body and soul. 

1Burton, p. 505. 
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Schemes which, Puttenha.m says. affect the rhythm of language 

and its tempo contribute to Burton• s style. Two division, however, 

Puttenham outlines- -those wbic:h contribute to a sense of harmonic, 

balanced rhythm, and tho1$e creating a eense of :roughness or vehe

mence. It seems almost too obvious to say that B urton will have 

none--or few--of the first . Isocolon, which the Elizabethans called 

parieon and us.ed ad nauseam in Euphuistic prose, Burton does not 

use. It is only in a.n occasional proverb or epigram ("After benching, 

then comes wenc:hing 11 ) that we would £ind an instance of this scheme 

11 which maketh the members of an oration to be almost of a just 

nwnber of sill ables. 11 So, too, with homoioteleuton, which, combined 

wi.th isocolon and alliteration, gives a sense of similar rhythm and 

almost similar rhymes at the ending of the members. Bu1'ton would 

simply not write a sentence ending like Donne's 11 We are swaliowed 

up irreparably. itrevocably, irrecoverably. irremediably. 11 The 

reasons why isocolon and homoioteleuton do not often appear in 

Burton are not based upon personal pique. Instead, they represent 

the kind of over~elaborate artifice of Ciceronian balance that cam.e 

to be a.Imo st anathema to the Seneca.ns. To write a proper isocoloo 

one must search more for words than ma.tter--the exact antithesis 

to what Burton counsels. And even though he may have run his own 

Senecan periods through a. nutmeg grater. roughening them up and 

::, 



not necessarily publishing them as they were first struck off his 

brain, the effects u.pon the audience of those two types of a.rtifice 

a.re quite different. The rhythm and somber sound of Donne's 
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homoioteleuton mesmerizes the listenet-rea.der in a way that Burton 

would never want to work upon his audience. Instead, he would toss 

out the schemes that could hypnotize the audience and submit in their 

pl a.c e schemes which make one think of this world. 

For that -reaeon the rhythmic schemes which p:redom.inate in the 

Anatomy are those which leave out connectives, which run counter to 

euphuietic syllable-counting. Bra.chylogia., therefore, is one of hi.s 

most common scheme& of linking those numerous catalogs by which 

be attempts to develop a. topic al~ost to exhaustion. Sorrow, for 

instance, 11 dl'iee up the bones, saith Solomon, makes them hollow-

eye 1 d, pale, and lean, furrow-!a.ced, to have dead looks, wrinkled 

brows, riveled cheeks, dry bodies. and quite perverts their tempe:r

atu.re that are mis-affected with it. ,,l Here the comma introduc~s 

the source. link& general appearance with particular substantial 

detail, noun with inli.nitive, non-finite with finite verb. It latches a.n 

independent clause onto the end. There seema hardly any other 

grarnmatical state that he could have added. The clotted joining 

1Burton, p. ZZ6. 
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Logether makes us Ioi:us quickly on a myriad o! different aspect& o! 

the effects of the emotion. It is quick and rough. Closely related to 

bra.chylogia is asyndeton. which rtomi.ts conjuoctions between clauses 

with like effect": 11 or i! they be strong or able to endure phyeick, yet 

it brings them to an ill habit, they make their bodies no better than 

apothecaries• shops, this, and suchlike infirmities, mu.et needs. fol

low. 111 Here the commas are the only separators and joiners of 

independent sentences. The relationship could be seen as aornewhat 

causative, but it is the reader who must reach that conclusion. 

Burton forces us to make the relationship between over-much 

purging and its consequent ill effects. 

What Puttenham calls the vices o! language--and the line 

between the vices and the figures is often hard to draw--appe.a.r in 

BurLon. Soraismus~ or the mingle-mangle , mixing foreign terms 

with the native idiom, might be termed here almost a structural 

principle in Bu.rton' s continual switching to Latin. He is not so 

culpable as it might seem: the figure became a vice only H the words 

were used ignorantly. An instance oI heterogenium, answering 

irrelevantly 1 we have already seen as contributory to Burton's 

comi,.c mask of Democritus: 11Suppaeing I do not wish to answer 

1Bur!on, p. 206. 
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[ to the question, who a.re you?}, who shall make me? 11 \Ve might 

carry Puttenham 1 s view of amphibologiaJ o.r ambiguiLy, as 11 toler .. 

able 11 even farther. ln his long blank verse poem introducing the 

book. 11 Democratis Junior to His Book, 11 the delightfully ambiguous 

line 11 No force(ul eagle the light fly engages" suggests the chasm 

between dilettante and serious scholar from the points of view o( 

both. 

To perissologia (adding superfluous clauses) parelcon (adding 

superfluous words, especially that). and pleonasmus (redundancy) 
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Burton must plead guilty. But to Burton the teacher these might not 

look like such serious vices. Repetition is necessary far an audience; 

if the message does not get through by one set of words, perhaps 

anothe'I' will do. And part of the appeal of Burton• s vivacity and gusto 

lies in his including so much: it can be a aource of interest just to aee 

how he can vary the sa.m.e topic the next time around. 

Figu-rea o{ repetition 01:cur. Alliteration. thll! "only one of the 

figures of repetition concerned with the repetition of letters only_," 

is present here as it is in everyday conversation. Unlike the 

euphuists, who would sell their souls for a eimilar eound, .Burton 

uses many allitet"a.tive proverbial tags, 11kiss and coll~ 11 11 jokes and 

jests_, 11 a 5 well as more aubtle alliterative bindings, chiefly within 

the catalog 0. The list of Papal frippery earlier showed how the 

- - - - --
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letter!?_ linked ideas together. Burton's anaphoric list beginning 

"To see ... 11 in 11 Dem.ocritus Junior to the Reader" is the longest 

sustained form of this figure that 1 have ever found. But apart from 

the other set piece, the 11 Antiparody" on the joys of marriage, he 

usoe th1s hardly at all. Anaphora seems to show too much previous 

planning, too little regard !or ideas. Much the same conclusion 

applie a to the other forms of repetition, epistrophe and symploce. 

Climax, or gradatio, is not as common as it might seem. The act 

of judging the importance of a series Burton leaves to the reader who 

is wheeling his way through the copious lists. Polyptoton, the tran• 

lacer, appea"t" s in 111 have mingled sacred with profane, but l hope 

not profaned, " but it is not too common. Epizeuxis, the repetition 

of words with no others between he reserves for moments of 

heightening: 11 0n me! On me! Here am I who did the deed. 11 appears 

in the I aot paragraph of the book. 1 

Puttenham and Peacham thought. as we do, that the figures af 

repetition have not merely a 11musical 11 purp0se to please the ear but 

also a function in emph,asizing ide.as: and moving the mind. The fact 

that Burton uses many kinds of repetition but, unlike Johnson or Lyly. 

1Fot' information concerning terminology of the rhetorical 
figures dealt with here I am indebted to Sioter Miriam Joseph, 
Rhetoric in Shakespeare• s Time, pp. 293-307. 
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does not make a !ltrUctura.1 principle of them is, I think, important. 

For some key notions--higlo-Sa.xon tags embodying Pmother wiL, 11 

man aa tithe marvel ot marvela 11 yet "a Cox, a dog, a hogn~-he 

chooses words fer dle blending of sound and sense. But niore often 

than not, he forces the reader to connect the ideas. He will prepare 

the wa.y out but the reader must create the rest. 

In sum, Burton both respects and uses words and word-groups 

to transmit ideas from his mind to the mind of his reader. That he 

dwells so Irequentl.y upon concrete and familia.r things helps him 

communica te the texture of the experience. He brings to bea-r 

colloquial and onomatopoeic diction and images upon the matter he 

wishes to transmit; they :relay idea.a a.nd emotions to the reader. 

One quality of Burton• s is his clarity; we a.re rarely iD doubL about 

what he is saying, or feeling: he has the ability to choose individual 

words which capture precise ideaa. In addition, sound and rhythm 

mediate- - sometim.es almost kinesthetically- -between speaker and 

audience. At times the rhythm of a certain passage will be almost 

mimetic; he will show us aa well as tel l us the nature of an experience 

so that we, too, can come close to experiencing il. For instance, 

the awkward, mumblitig rhythm of the passage beginJ>ing "A Sermon 

at St. Paul's Crose, a Sermon ... 11 quoted previously captures far 

us his acute boredom with the glut of publications. Renaissanc~ 
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rhetoricians helped provide a wealth o{ different kinds of rhythmical 

patterns, codified in the manuals of figures and expressive of many 

possibilities. The rhythmic snap of t he iso.;::olo:, 11 After benching, 

then comes wenchingJ 11 the intentional roughnesB of the brachylogic: 

catalogues help us sense and feel the ideas, intellectually and ven 

physically, tha.t he wants us to know. And within larger contexts 
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Burton uses worde to penetrate our minds. The kinds of connections, 

whether loose or tight--forcing us to draw conclusions, to see things 

new--accomplish his purpos~. The va·rious kinds of combinations, 

abstract set against concrete so that one realm reflects another, 

the controlling metaphors, the consciously irregular figures which 

break up our expectations: all these make us active participants in 

the reading. By choosing the: words, images, and .figures that he does. 

Roberi Burton causes us to think and feeJ with him.. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SENTENCE 

So much has been wr i tten a.bout th.if! characteristics 

of the Se nee an Style, about its relation to a whole frame of mi.nd, 

that a student of Seventeenth-Centu:ry style begine to feel that 

the toOlfil of a.nalysi.s have already been forged. Such, I bel ieve , 

is not entirely so~ Al though it will be apparent tha.t many pag e L5I 

of thiB chapter are indebted to Morris Croll, I must submit that 

hie descriptions of the !orme of the Seventeenth-Century sentence 

assume too much. He is, of cour &e, right when he says that 

the .Baroque period and its predecessors, in attempting to 

transmute the Latin period into English, obviated the necessity 

to judge these pro :se units by standards of English grammatical 

' 1corre.ctness, 11 But the Latin period, bulking large with its 

complex structure and hierarchjes of clauses, was still form e d 

upon a clear structural basis~ subjeCtB acted or were acted 

upon; they could act upon other objects. 0{ course a perceivable 

structure does not automatically imply 11correctnees, 11 but to 

characterize a sentence ae; a .random collection of members 

unrelated to a central 11 skeleton 11 seemi51 quite w:roog, We could 

--- - - ---
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produce a sentence of Burton's, chosen at random. to 1!3h.ow 

t.hat it is quite obvio-usly a 11 (.ragmentJ II lacking both correctness 

and normal structure and therefore a typical Seneca.n word

g:toup, but that, too, would fail to take into account its 

surroundings, where it takes on clearer meaning because of 

the structure of ideas and language. These, then, will be two 

principles upon which I will examine Burton, two principles 

upon which I depart somewhat Crom Croll: first, that any 

sentence must be looked at in context, where i.ts participation 

1n larger patterns cf meaning and granunatical structure will 

be clear; and, eecond, that Croll's insistence tha t the Seneca.tts 

rejected gt'ammatical d iscipline does not mean they were as 

licentious. as they might appear: we rea.J.i~e the effect of Lhe 

departures from the standard if we know what the standacd is. 

Whe re we can look to find a definition of the formal bases 

of the English sentence? In this century. linguist& like Charles 

Fries and Noam Chomsky aTe attempting by mathematics and 

machine to do just this . Their first task has been to tear down: 

they chide us for so long accepting patently absurd stat.,e:ments 

such as 11 A sentence is a group of words expressing a complet.e 

thought . 11 What they now submit is a more accurate definition, 

based upon a structure of forms rather than meaning and far more 

------ --
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accurately described, .still seema hardly new. The generating 

"kernel sentence, 11 built of a subject phraee and ve:rb phrase, 

we have met before, though calling it by other names--"skeleton, n 

"subject-predicate combination, 11 for instance. 

Still, the kernel sentence, with its validity bolstered by 

charts and statistics, gives us a place to begin. It is interesting, 

1 think, that Fries &hows that th.is structure pervades even 

everyday conversation, elliptical though it may be. His 

The Structure of English draws its conclusions from thousands 

o! conversations in English made within recent years. 1 Though 

obviously limited in space and time, h:ls discoveries would 

not necessarily disallow the contention that the structure is 

common to utterances in English made in times wide apart. 

And even if it is true that the kinds al sentence that Fries works 

with are extremely simple, ra-.rely if ever reaching the 

structural complexity that we find in most literature, that very 

simplicity provides us with a basic pattern that can be varied 

in an infinite numbel" of way&. I! style- study means analyzing 

an author 1 s manipulation of the forms of his language as well 

as his departures from the norms, thee surely tbe linguists' 

ket"nel sentence gives us a starting place. 
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1chaTles Carpenter Fries, The Structure of English: An intro
duction to the Construction of English Sentences (New York, 1952). 



Yet a study of style should not be rneTely a description 

of an author ' s basic sentence kernels and their transformatione 

into pae&ive and ntodifying constructions--although that ie 

certainly necessary for a complete atu.dy. Two limitations are 

bound up in this sort of approach: first. it can recapitulate the 

obvious (obviously there are only a limited number of ways in 

which the passive can be generated from a given kind of verb) 

and thus waste time; second, a 11 scientific 11 de:sc::ription, valua.ble 

for a correct description of the language, nonetheless seems: to 

imply that the emotional effect of a certain word or phrase is 

irrelevant. And such elfects. impressionistic and intuitive as 

they may be, are central to the study of style and of literature 

in general . I do not mean to imply that form and effect are 

mutually exclusivei in £act, one helps to create the other . 

Bul I do mean to say that in this study, both dispassionate 

grammaticaJ description and emotional impre.s s.ion will be 

used to attempt to define Burton1 s expressive system. 

"Scientifically, 11 it may seem absurd to eay that a sentence 

omitting conjuctions can cause a mood of abrupmeas; considered 

in its emotional context, such a sentence may substantiate that 

impression. 
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But a probl em brou.ght up earlier still remains unanswered. 

ln the Anatomy, a great number of word-groups are punctuated like

.sentences but a.re u.pon examination what we would c.a..ll sentence 

fragments. A catalog, a. verb phraae, a noun phrase may stand 

alone, lacking syntactic completion. O! cour5e we could explain 

away criticisms of his poor gram.mar a.s niggling comments made 

in ignorance of the {act that Burton wrote before the Eighteenth

Century i1npulse toward regula:riz.atioo of grammat" 1 that the older 

-rhetorical tradition accepted far less rule-ridden groups of wo,..ds 

as acceptable periods. Yet that kind of explanation is rather too 

cavalier . For one thing, ev~n though he wrote in English, Burt.on 

knew the stringent requirements of Latin gra.rwnar aa to eubject, 

object. and predicate. To a trained ear 1 pa.rt of the power of a 

fragment. ar of a nonparallel veTb phrase. depend5 upoc. its 

departure from the established pattern. Though slretched out or 

jammed together, the syntactical parts of Burton's .sentences pre

suppose a. basic pattern. 

To define Burton• s sentences as groups of words lacking 

gra.m.matical order located between a capital lener and a period 

is then wrong. And to say that his sentences are ordered groups 
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oi words is likewise too simple-minded: some kind of ordering 

principle can be claimed £or even a line of gibberi5h. We might 

then define Burton'$ sentences as meaningful groups of words. 

They gain their meaning Crom two sources: first, from the contex:t. 

lt is doubtful that a group o! words such as ''Vow virginity, talk of 

holiness, and yet a notorious bawd .. • 11 a 11fragment 0 quoted in 

the preceding chapter. would fail to convey meaning to anyone. 

Second, they gain meaning from their syntactical surroundings: 

the hypocrites named earlier in that paragraph serve as the subJe:Ct 

for the verbs in this "fragment." The kernel is present. but it is 

exploded. We might argue from analogy here. Jean Rousset has 

contended that 11 a baroque facade is a Renaissance facade re.ilected 

in shim.mering water. 111 If the clear o:rder and logical relationshipi!:i 

that characteri;z;e eady Re!naissance design are broken into Baroque 

patterns, then we might say that the Baroque prose of Robert Burton 

expands and seerne to fracture the norms of English syntax. But 

behind the apparent disorder is an unmistakable fra.niework or 

subjects, actions, and complements which gives form to the syntax 

anc;:i informs the reade i.-. 

1Joan Webber, Contrary Music: The Prose Style of John 

Donne (Madison, 1963), p . 29 . 
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W e can make allowance for t:he fact that the form.a of the 

r h etorical period do not have to obey the atricruroe oi ucortectnesa 11 

that schoolbooke demand, b u t we can also see that the. form or the 

Ba r o q ue sen tence also presupposes syntactic norrn15 common to 

the English sentence. The next pToblem is to sel!' what 5hape 

,Burton 1 s: sentence a take . There are many : we can find very short. 

sim,pl e sentences containing one subject a.nd one verb, sentences 

w hich could by themselves serve ae textbook examples ot a kernel.: 

11 Tbou thy s elf art. the subject of my discourse~ 11 Although Bu.ton 

esc h ews euphuistic fanciness., we can find elaborately pointed 

compoun d and complex. sentences: 111 am not poor, lam not rich, 

nothing 1 a here but notbing 1 a lacking, l have little, I want nothing: 

all my treaaure is in Minerva 1 s tower. ti l 

Only rarel y do we find the Ciceronian period, the circula;r 

sentence. Instead , the characteristic shape o( Bu.rton'a sentence~ 

ie what Croll calls the typic.al Senecan cha.in: ono idea lead5 t.o the 

next, which leads to the next . 2 But the order ie rarely the order 

o{ the syllogism or the o;rder which syntactic ligatures .such ae 

de spite or nonetheless provide. lnstead, the connection is ua:uall Y 

1Burton, p. 14. 

2 Morris Croll. "The Baroque Styl e ln Prose., 11 pp. 423-434. 
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• 1 a.ssociational11 --and often we must act quickly to make chose 

associations with Burton. A typica.1 Senecan chain takes this 

form: 11 Look how nightingales sang of old, cocks crowed, kine 

lowed, sheep bleated, sparrows chirped, dogs ba.rked, so they 

do still; we k~ep our madness still, play the fools istill , the play1 s 

not finished yet, we a.re a{ the same humour5 and inclina.tions as 

our predecessors were, you shall find us all alike, much a.tone, 

we and our eons, and eo shall our posterity continue to the last. 11 1 

The whole sentence is a.n argument for the everlastingness of 

folly: the relation between the animal noises and human madness 

is effective . Once he baa brought the animals before our eyes 

and ears in the first half, he changes to hwnan weakness. But 

there is a connection; The uncha.nging a.cts o! bleating and 

chirping suggest the permanence of man 1 s madness. The first 

member after the .slronger break of the semicolon is a statement 

which sums up the following: 11 We keep our madness sti ll, 14 the 

la.st word meaning Y!!._1 contrasting with the~ old in the first 

pa:rt of the sentence and tying in with the ~t of "tha play1 s not 

!inisbed yet11 as well as othe..r verbs in the present tense. He 

begins the process 0£ covering all possible implications of that 

idea with " play the fools, 11 a phra.se which links by way of 

lBurton, p . 43 . 
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g-rammatical shift to ~ a.s a drama metaphor in the n xt . The 

longc st member of all 1 bringing in the: Latlll polysyllables incli

~ and predecessors, draws out the!: idea a.nd points toward 

the word sons, which makes concrete the implications of still 
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in the first member. By relaying this idea. into the (uture 1 Burton 

has ma.de an even stronger statement: there is no permanent 

cure. for madness. He end& thie rhythmic last member on a 

masculine beati he ends the series of inclusive abstracti ons with 

the emotionally " loaded11 te't'm la.st. For the 11 sha.pe11 of this 

sentence Croll 1 s metaphor of the chain does not seem as satis-

.factory as that of a. spiral; he always -returns to the same ideal 

but shows that this idea relates to many realms, to the physical 

setting of dogs a.nd sparrows and, finally and frighteningly, to 

last things . 

When we consider the 11 sbapes11 of Burton's sentences, 

then, we must keep in mind the relation bet\lleen his syntactic 

structures and those which are the bases for the English language . 

We must be aware of the tensions between the tradi tion and the 

indlvidual talent, Going beyond the simple l<ernel, we must 

consider his use of more complex forms, ol the ki nds of clauses 

and total patterns in which he invests his thought. The central 

part of this chapter, therefore, will assess more carefully 

. --- • --•=Jr 
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the kinds 0£ complex sentences found in the Anatomy. BuL after 

these prelimina-ry distinctions, and before we look at more 

cbaract:eriatic fot'msJ let us consider what Burton and those in 

his tradition thought a sentence could do. 

To answer this question we should relurn to :9ome oi the. 

traditional beliefs examined in Cha.pte.r Il: a sentence I a.s an 

ordered segment of language, can do what the language can do. 

And here we must remember that Burton wrote before the break, 

before Dryden damned the melaphysicala, before Sprat made his 

plea {or a closer route to truth by way of a aimpler la.nguage. 

Though cha.nge s were Ln the. air. Burton participated in an older 

view of the power of l anguage . We might call this view more 

primitive, if primitive implies a magical bond between name 

and thing na.m.ed . 1 We. might call the view far more exalting, 

since it empowers man to reach the universal.by wa.y of languag 

Language, then, could bind man more closely to the world 

outs;.de hllll. When poets compared their veins to rivers, their 

ha.ir to vege tation, they were exernpli!ying their testimony to the 

theory of correspondences. And the correspondences we.re not 

1s ee Ernst Cassirer, Language a.nd ~ (New York, 1946). 
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mere Laney . Language, numbera--systems of symbols--reaJly 

could help man expre Sa. and apprehend the world . lt is easy to 

explain a.way Sir Thomas Browne 1 s joyous affirmation of order 

in the universe because of :repeated quincunxes as the game o! 

a. man fuddled with ca.ba.lism. but that would be wrong. What is 

imp ortant here is the conception that his: quincunx-hunting 

exemplifies: that words were real thi.ng,5, that they could repre

sent the world correctly I and that through their efficacious power 

man could know not just sentient, animal. o:r rational objt!cts 

but could hope to achieve knowledge of universal and supra.

rational truths . 

Furthermore, that univeree is magnificently ordered. But 

becau.se ma.n fell, sinning and thus di8ord~ring himself both 

physically and mentally, he is not always able to perceive those 

fragnien t s of order within.himself, the mi croco&m. The order 

of language. the harmony of a structure of symbols, wa.s th :r e 

Lo:re a. God-given gift enabling man to rise again . In one way. 

of course, the simple. fact that a sentence il!!I built upon a clear 

structure could remind man o! the potential order perv-a.ding 

the cosmos . And when individual st.a.lernents were fused together 

in a work 0£ a.rt man ha.d an even stronger reminder tha.t man 

could master th disorder within and, c.:rea.ting an artiiice 0£ 

~- ---___ ■ _, I _J. 
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beauty and harmony, remind others oi the inherent- -and possible-

order in the cosmos. A work ol axt could metaphori:z:e artistic and 

theological conceptions , 

L ying behind th.is .set of beliefs is the Chris:tian mythic 

framework of the de.scent from and the a.acent towa.rd Eden, Burton 

and those having like minds we:r~ no Pollyannae, a.ssumlng that 

the a.ct of saying something would suffice ta express truth. Burton 

was just a.Bl conscious as was T . S. Eliot many yea.rs later that 

words will not stay i.n place, that they continually slip and slide.. 

One reason is that, wtlike Adam, who could name animals 

properly in Eden because he knew their essential qualities, 

fallen man has traveled .father awa.y from the illuminating light 

of early truth. Burton certainly places himaeU with the Ancients 

in this respect: one .reason !or re.turning to anc:i nt texte h that 

they were composed when man 1 s mind was clearer , less disea.sed. 

Many [ell into melancholia because ol this belief that they were 

llving on the shores o{ a declining world. In a tone of world

wearine e e Burton admits ehat 11we can say nothing but what hath 

be.en said, the composition and method is ou.rs only. & shows a 

Schola:r. 111 

1Burton, p . ZO. 
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But that same 11 composition and mi!:thodJ 11 that same slippery 

tool languages could help man arrive a t an Edflln reborn in the 

wilderness . Returning not only to the content but to the forms o( 

thought of the ancients, man could control hi5 inner chaos. Training 

and experience in rhetoric could help man slough o(f error in 

thinking a.n d wrestle toward the regain~d garden. Though fallen, 

man's min d and body could c.oope.rate: Burton himself has outlined 

the theories of faculty psychology by which man takes in knowledge 

through the senses a.nd apprehends it eventually by the varied powers 

0£ the understanding. We may question whet.her the mind can arrive 

at the sort o! knowledge Button deemed possible, but the important 

thing in considering hie view of style is to remember that he, i.n 

theory at least, thoughl that man could apprehend the di,nne. 

Assuming such apprehension could be reached, what was th 

-pc.cess through which man did so? Especially relevant £or a study 

of Burton 1 s style is the notion that the form o( the sentence was the 

key to knowledge of the truth , Because of the amount of work that 

has bee n done describing the skirmishes and pitched battles of the 

Seneca.n - Ciceronian controversies, I will not repeat the findings 

of Morris Croll. George Williamson, .K . G. Hamilton. Erich 

Auerbach, and othe.rs who have addressed themselves to this-

problem. 



Suffice ~t to eay that the controversy over style in the early 

par t of the century was a controversy having implicatl.oos [or not 

merely the personal Choice of style~ idiosyncratic as tha.l may 

aee1n 1 b ut one which penetrat ed into chief philosophical and 

theological problem.a 0£ the da.y . C r oll would consider this battle 
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as a differ ence that is always with us; he traces the orig-ins back 

to early Greece, where the strife over the smooth o:ratorlcal style 

and the atnewy es say style wa.s already apparent~ 1 

A perennial mani!esta.tion 0£ the hurna.n mind this may be, 

but in the S eventeenth Century the choice between harmonious 

Asiatic and abr upt Attic styles began to imply quite diilerent 

ways of l ooking at th~ world and man 1 s place in it. Burton's 

contemporaries would call those of the. oratorical, o-r AsiaticJ 

persuasion, by the name Ciceronian- -mea.ning not so much to 

demean Cicero as his followe.TS , The qualities of this style can 

be seen in this quotation from Hooker: 

The light would never be so acceptable. were it 
not for that usu.al interc.ourse of darkness , Too 
much honey doth turn to gall: a.nd too much joy 
even spiritually would ma.ke us wantons. Happie:r 
a great deal is that man• s case I whoae soul by 

1Morris Croll, 111 Attic Prose 1 in the Seventeenth Century1 11 
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inward desolation is humbled, than he whose 
hea.rt is through abundance of spiritual delight 
lifted up and e:xa.lted above measure. Better 
it i& sometimes to go down i.nto the pit with 
him, who, beholding da:rkness 1 and bewailing 
the loss o! toward joy and consolation, c.rictb 
from the bottom of the lowest hel1 1 11 My God, 
my God, why hast thou forsaken me? 11 than 
continually to walk arm in arm with angels, 
to si.t as it were in Abraha.m. 1 s bosom, a.nd to 
have no thought, no cogita.tion, but 111 thank my 
God it is not with me as it is with other men . 11 

No, God will have them that shall walk in light 
to feel now and then wbat it is t.o sit in the shadow 
of death. A grieved spirit therefore is no argument 
of a faithless mind . 1 

In total ef.fect, the passage seems to be a clear conclusion al:out 
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a truth already arrived at. The: progreea of the ideas a.nd images 

is logical and ordered; the motif of honey and gall sets up the later 

contrast between the pits ol hell and Abraham1 s bosom. Further, 

although the subject de als with a mental struggle, the effect i a of 

surprising ease: the speaker has already been therej we see him 

not struggling through to the conclusion but magistrally reporting 

his conclusions to others. Sentence structure is alrnosi geometr i 

cally regular: the antimetabole in the first aente nce could be 

diagrammed in the shape of an X; the progress of beholding

bewailing,-to walk-to .sit-to have rises from a literal bell to 

the ranks of the angels In almost syllabically equal steps. Th e 

1Nichard Hooker, The Works of That Learned and Judicious 
Divioe Mr . Richard Hooker, ed. John Keble (Oxford, 1836), 1_, 
Pt. II, 590 . Quoted in Ronald Paulson, Theme and Structure in 

Swift's "Tale of a Tub" (New Haven, 1960), pp . 9, 10 . 
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final block set upon this ed ifice aums up what went before by an 

abstraction . Although the sentence is antithetic , there is a curioua 

lack o f tension. Thia is the style that Croll il.nd WUlia.mson associate 

with a mind sure of itse.U, sure of its pla.ce in the univer51e, ~ure, 

that the regularity of the syntax testifies to the divine rule within 

and without man. 

The other orde r has been called by several na.Jnee -- 11 anti -

Ciceronian, 11 11 scientific, 11 11 baroque, 11 11 Senecan. 11 1t is this last 

term tha..t I shall use bee.a.use it implies that the appearance of the 

style was not founded for the primarily negative reason of rebelling 

against something but that a.a a style it has its own eponymous hero 

and positive set of values and characteristics. For a definition of 

that style l will hll'n not to George Williamson, whose The Senccan 

Amble i:s th e. most complete study of manifestations: o! the slylc 

which we call cur~ but rather to Croll . Although he here first 

names t.he style by both"anti-Ci.ceronian" and "baroque. 11 he is 

talking about those qualities of mind that can aloo be called by 

the nani.e S eneca.n . The philosophical a..nd artistic creed of the 

p ractitioners oft.his style is quite dif!e:rent from the Ciceronian 

sureness . 11 TheiT purpose was to portt'ay, not a thought, but a. 

mind thinking" : 

~ -- -;-) 
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They knew that an idea separated £rorn the 
experiencing of it is not the id!;!a that was 
experienced . The ardor 0£ its conception 
i.n the mind is a necessary part of its truth; 
a.nd unless it can be conveyed to another mind 
in something 0£ the form of its occurrence 1 

either it has cha.nged into some other idea or 
it has ceased to be an idea 1 to have any existence 
save a verbal one. It was the latter (ate that 
happened to it 1 they believed, in the Ciceronian 
periods of the Sixteenth-Century Latin rhetoricians . 
The successive processes of re.vision to which these 
periods had been submitted had :removed them from 
reality by just so many steps. For themselves 1 

they preferred to present the truth in a less concocted 
{arm, a.nd deliberately chose as the moment of 
expression that in which the idea first clearly 
objectilies itself in the mind, in whi.ch, therefore, 
each of its parts still preserve5 it own peculiar 
emphasis and an independent vigor of its own--
in briei, the moment in which truth is still \magined. 1 
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How can we recognize these 11 Caesar 1 s soldiers11 o! sentences? 

In th" curt.Senecan, the members are short, the progression of 

thought. imaginative rather than logical, Deliberate asymmetry is 

cultivated by striking differences in form, by sudden shifts between 

literal and metaphoric :statetnents, a.nd by the omission of syntactic 

ligatures. 2 The loose period operates in much the same way: 

the chief difference Croll sees is: in the length of the members 

and a. g~ea.ter use of syntact!.c ligatuns--although they a.re nol 

1croll, "Baroque, 11 pp. 430,431. 

2croll, "Baroque, 11 pp , 435,436. 
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always strictly logical links. A~ may add on an idea that 

may be a non sequitur I an~ join two quite unrelated things. 

lt is easy to see how the Senecan style became the style 

favored by the Moderns later in the century. U a. writer 1 s aim is 

not to report previously decided dogma but more to report aright 

th.e struggle of the mind iteelf toward truth, he could soon find 

much more clearly reported the peregrinations o( his own mind. 

The focus can quickly diminish !rom the prize to the heat of the 

race. Donne can focus upon both--upon the race and the truth 

won . And Montaigne, Auerbach believes, illustrates a tendency 

that was to become far more wideepread later: a.lthough Montaigne 

doubtless believed that the truth existed somewhere beyond man, 

a.nd that man' a mind could enc om pass it, he still preferred to turn 

inward and depict the progreBS o{ his own thought. Whereas Donnel s 

sermons were acts o! thought linking himself and his congregation, 

Montaigne wa.s more peripherally interested in speaking for all 

of mankind through his own voice. In Montaigne the balance 

between inner se1£ and transcendent truth is there, but shaky. 

Later pyrrhonists, realizing the difiiculty of knowing truth (rom 

the senses and expressing it in writing, could turn to fideism; 1 

1Fo-r a more complete discussion o! this aspect of the la.ter 
Seventeenth Century, see Louis Bredvold, The Intellectual Milieu 
of John Dryden: Studies in Some Aspects of Seventeenth-Century 
Thought (Ann Arbor, 1934, 1956). 
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others would focus upon the mind itse.1£ a.nd refuse to express the 

supra-natural. 
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\Vhere does Burton fit into these cu.rrent.s and cross currents 

of change duri.ng his century? He reiteratee his choicil!I a.-s a. member 

o! the party of Seneca- - that 11 super\ntendent of wit, Learning, judg

ment, learned to a marvel, the best of Greek and Latin writers in 

Plutarch 1 s opinion: that renowned corrector of vice 1 as Fabius 

terms him, and painful omniecious philosopher, that wrote so 

excellently and admirably well . .. . 111 To Scnecan 11 0aw.s" of 

jumbling things up, accumula.tion of much, la.ck o{ rnethod, lack 

of form - he pleado guilty. But obviously not all who went by the 

name Senecan had identical stylesj not all held the sa..me views 

about man and his knowledge of the world. 

What l would like to show in this last hall of the essay is 

my contention that Burton blends both old and new, that he was 

both ancient and modern, probably without realizing it. To do 

this 1 will be forced to worl< from some generalizations that can 

unquestionably be d!oproved by a greal many particular cases . 

But, I think, these generalizations will hold true £or the majority- 

or at least what contemporary literary scholarship has identified 

1Burton, p . 27, 
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a.s the majority . The technique. I shall adopt is to show how tradi

tional theory and his pra.ctice a.re blended , What l ha.ve decided to 

consider as the major theories setting fo:rt.h Burton's tra.ditiona.-J 

conceptions of the world and man1 s knowledge and exp'I'ession oi it 

are these: first , the world i& unified and language helps bind In.an 
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to it. Second, in the Christian myth of the descent !rom and the 

a.scent to Eden we ha.ve an explanation of why ma.n ' s mind limits him 

but how those limits can be conquered. Third, the act a.nd art of 

orde r ing a sentence are metaphors for the cosmic order in which 

man participates. 

To show h.ow these principles have implicationlil for Bu:rton 1 s 

style I h.ave chose.n some t-raits which occur most o£ten in Burton 1 s 

style and thus are keys to our seeing what he is about. One can see 

immediately that certain schemes, certain tropes will be left out. 

There i.s precedent for this exclusion. W. K. Wimsatt ha.s: ana.lyzed 

the style of Samuel Joh.nson not by attempting to cover everything but, 

rather, characteristic devices: parallelism, antithesis, a.nd 

" philosophic" diction. Jonas Barish has argued that in seeing 

Lyly's use of one £igure--antithesis--not as ornament but a.a a 

structural principle we can see a more profound artist that we 

earlier imagined. Leo Spitzeri in fa.ct, believes that it is U'orn the 



unique, the unusual departure from normal language that style

study grows. 1 
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I have chosen, the:refore 1 to deal with the following devices: 

fir at, the structure of the l!!ientences, both loose and curt, and 

how they movej in addition, the ki.nds of sentences (here classi

fied according to rhetorical effect--questions, exclamations, and 

the like) . Figures of sound and thought which give inner form to 

the sentence will be examined for what they contribute to Burton1 s 

style . Here the etudy will concentrate upon juxtaposition. catalogs 

{congeries, or heaping, or accumulation). antithe5is and contra.st1 

repetition, parentheses, Latin tags, and kinds of rhythmic units. 

A final aspect. of his sentence style ha.e to do with 11 invention11 , 

the control exercised by certain kinds of argument, such as 

ana.logy and exemplum. 

The question -ren-1ains: how to put the two--view and practice.

together? Fir stJ let me make clear that I do not want to fall into 

the trap of causation that I believe Leonard Goldstein and Wylie 

Sypher fall into. 2 To assume that Burton uses many instances of 

lsee W. K. Wimsa.tt, The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson~ 
Jonas A. Ba..rish, " The Prose Style of John Lyly"; Sioter Claire 
Eileen Craddock, Style Theories as Found in Stylistic Studies of 
Romance Scholars (1900-1950) (Washington, D. C., 195Z). 

2.Leonard Qoldst~in, 11 Science and Literary Style in Robe.rt 
Burton's rcento out of Divers Writers, 111 The Journal 0£ theRutgers 
University Library, XXI (1957). 55-68; Wylie Sypher, Four Stages 

of Renais eance Style, 



congeries because he accepts the myth o{ gone Eden would be 

sheer foolishness. What ultimately causes a write-r to prefer 
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the cu:rsus, let us say, to clotted rhythms depends upon too many 

other ca.uses: the. occasion, the audience, the subject, and so on. 

But the relationship 1 would like to pursue is not cause-and-effect 

so much as re.0.ection . A man• s own preference for certain forms 

of thought should have something to do with his own ideas and the 

general climate of opinion and linguistic habit that he is in sympathy 

with , We need not say that specific tropes and figures are caused 

by a certain philosophic system, Antithesis could suffice nicely 

to express certain key conceptions o( both the medieval world 

picture aa well as Newton's universe o! balancing fo.rces a Not the 

one figure but a combination is very likely an answer. A general 

collocation of stylistic traits can reflect and express a ma.n's 

view of the world . And that is wha.t I would like to show with 

Burton . 

If a world vi.ew reflecte a psychological dc.sire- - what C . S . 

Lewis calls 11 a taste in universes 111 -then certainly we can see the 

first principle that we will investigate embodied in Burton's style 

and aim. That priinary conception is that language binds ma.n to 

the world within and outoide him. The fact that Burton would seek 

1c s L wis The Discarded Image: An Introduction to 
Medieval• a.r:d Renai:sance Literature (Cambridge, England, 1964), 
p . 222 . 
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to cu.re his melancholy readers is testimony to his belie£ that he 

can work such a cu.re in language. A.rtful language can bind man to 

things and, more importantly, to others so as to form a. community • 

.Burton1 s language would not attempt the same kind of communal 

binding that the ceremonial, incantatory language of the liturgy 

would aim for; nonetheless, man can speak, each to each . Finally, 

as we have seen before, language can lead man to the understanding 

and apprehension of universals. 

Apart !rom his stated purpose, what implications would this 

conception have for his choice and use of patteTns of language? 

First, it could control his invention, the kinds of arguments he 

seeks out. One of the most common is the argmnent by ana.logyj 

in which he sets two disparate circumstances toge ther and ca.uses 

us to reach the conclusion he would have us reach. Such a techni que 

helps give structure to the section Of Fortune in the first partition. 

Addressing the unhappy reader. he advises hil'n to consider kings 

a.nd princes: 11 Look into their estate, you shall find them to be 

most encUlllbered with cares •. . Scylla-like, they have brave titles, 

but terrible fits . 111 The reader thus concludes that since the 

highest of all are not happy, neither should he expect it. Ln the 



same pa5sage, t.he exemplum-analogy technique works not only 

to make a negative point but to lead the way to positive action: 
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Demosthenes, preferring to be a prisoner ove:r a judge, exempli

fies the life of sweet content that all ehould strive for . In this 

sentence he does not d:ra.w the conclu5iOns himself; :rather, he lets 

the reader do so . Burton presents the analogies, the readet' applies 

them. 

This device of making his reader see the right way through an 

analogy appears in several forms. DemostheneB is here a topos of a. 

wise ancient. Merely invoking hi.a name b·dngs past wisdom into 

the passage . This a.lso allows him to make concrete the abstract 

notions . In the same para.g-ra.ph he deals with the contemptus mundi 

theme by this eUecti.ve simile: 11 Thei.r wealth is bri.ttle, like chi1d-a,.1s 

rattles . 11 Again couns~ling disdain for the foolish seekers of fortune, 

he metaphorizes 11 the middle sort o! men11 as 11 sa many asses to beat' 

burdens. 11 

But this conti.nua.l citing of correspondences le certainly not 

limited to Burton or his times; he ma.y have thought the Un.ks in the 

correspondences more firntly cemented than we do. but this does 

not make the practice unique. Let us then look a.t the forms 0£ 

the sentences be dev lops by this kind of a.rgume.nt. 
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One va-riety we might call 11mimetic. 11 "For commonly they 

th.at, like S isyphus, roll this .restless ston?of a.m.bition, are in a. 

perpetual agony, still perplexed, always falling back, silently & 

sa.dly 1 (Lucretius) doubtful, timorous 1 suspicious, loth to offend 

in word or deed, still cogging and colloguing1 embracing., capping, 

cringtng, applauding , .O.attering, .fleering. visiting, waiting at men s 

doors, with all ai£ability, counterfeit honesty, and humiltty. 111 

Here the comparison with Sisyphus sets forth both subject and form 

for the sentence: The sisyphean tasks of the ambitious engaged in 

their climb to the heights are reflected in the copiom catalog of 

actions that Burton rolls through the sentence . There is no sense 

0£ building to a climax in this sentence- -not merely becau se il is 

not Ciceronian but because the disorder mirrors the futilit.y of the 

ambitious . The basic 11 kernel" is simple: !!:!!I,1 the subject, is 

followed by a wealth of verbs. But although th,oy are together, 

tho se verbs, are , perplexed, falling 1 suggest di.fierent kinds o! 

conditione a.nd actions--whose force groW5 partly fro1J1 their being 

p laced i n one list.. Th.is listing enforces the sameness of the 

degrading a ctions ~ .must subject themselves to . But within 

this depress ing list of necessary hw:niliations Burton allows £or 

1Burton, p. 2.43, 
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variety: the ugly~ o! "cogging and colloguing•• is one aapect, th 

elegance of the euphuistic homoiotelcuton "with all affability, 

counterfeit hone sty , and humility" show• up the hypocrioy o! lho ■e 

it describes . 

Another kind of sentence developed by a pattern of analogy 

ia one which might seem more simple than the pr vi.ou.s. Such a 

sentence i.s 11 As he could find no tree in the wood to hang him•elf. 

I can shew no state of life to give content~"l A reader•• !irat 

reaction to this sentence is to pa.as it over ae an idea. with a11y 

equations : 11 his 11 suicidal hunt {or a tree is set against "my11 

failure to show a. life. of content . A second glance a.t the ■entence 

shows that the analogy causes us to pull up short, to s:ee the witty 

mind thinking within this apparenUy modest two-p4rt sentence. 

The ina.bility of both sea.re hers remains, but wlth an unobv1oue 

slant: the humor of the man who does not really want ta hang 

himself introduces a humorous disclaiming o( Democtttu.a Junior • 

aim to show his reader the way. Actually, he ■hows the way--but 

we must find the direction, carrying out the analogy to i t ■ comptr -

tion, which he does not. The goal a the two men seek-- -th" tree and 

the contentful slate o/ !lie- -are different. Or are they? Burt<-.n, 

1Burton, p. Z41. 
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an orthodox Christi.an, here provides a comparison which is witty 

and serious: la dolce vita might too often ba found in the confines 

of the sel va. oscura. 
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Burton 1 s continual analogies and correspondences are ma.de 

possible because they are traditional metaphors which also reflected 

scientific truth . Love among the dolphins, which he trea.ta so wittily, 

could explain certain hum.an experiences. ln this respect the reader 

in the Twentieth Century cannot completely recapture the effecl that 

such a.r gumcnts could have upon one of Burton1 s contemporaries . 

The common reader today would also fail to respond to the persua

sive power of such proof. One variety of proof by analogy to which 

we would especially fail to r e.spond is the sort cited from books, 

11auctours, 11 from, for example, the topoi. of Demosthenes and 

S~syphue already cited. Here, too, we must attempt to realize1 

if we cannot recapturet the earlier £aith in authority. One 0£ those 

habits of the Medieval-Renaissance time that hae been discarded, 

c. S. Lewis writes 1 is acceptance ol proof £rom older texta . 

Serious thinkers believed things because they had .read about them 

in books , I Books in print as well as tha.t universal and public manu

script of nature could furnish acceptable proof. 

=-- ~- - --
i - _._._J· 
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Burton's use of analogies and juxtapoBitions is not simplt!, 

however . Depending upon the pu-l"pose, he can fot'm such statements 

to accomplish several effects. We can savor the ironic. combina

tions, the depictions of chaos. We can smile ironically with Bu:rton 

at the proud little giants and their audience: " If he be a. bi g man, 

then is be a Sampson, another Hercules~ if he pronounc e a speech, 

another Tully or Demosthenes. 111 We can enjoy the 11 accu:racy11 

of an axgument drawn from scientific lore: 11 It {applause) make a 

them fat and lean, a.s frost doth conies. 11 ln sun11 on nearly e very 

page of Burton we can see hie dl'ive to explainJ to mak.t! us see by 

citing parallels, proofs, si.Inilarities, with mat.erial drawn from 

nature, from books., from common experiences. The flavor may 

bo quaint or frightening, but the impulse is always thre: to touch 

our senses and minds, to make us know. 

One reason for the overpowering aenae of physical :r e ality in 

the Anatomy may spri.ng £rom Bu.rton 1 s conception of the state of 

the minds of his audience. Ac.cepting the myth of the fal1 of man. 

Burton would explain man 1 s lapses from intelligenc e as the result 

of Ada.rn 1 s sin (the ultimate ca.use 0£ melancholy, he makes clea..t) 

and, consequently, as something he must reckon and grapple with 

in attempting to correct man•s mind, Man can still lea.rnj dati;l 

Burton, p . 257 
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can be absorbed through the. sense5 and passed through the common 

sense, memory, a.nd understanding; but the way to the understanding 

is perilous . 

One of the first ways in whlch Bu:rton, like any good rhetor, 

tries to bring back man into the fold is to get his attention, to make 

him a.ware thal his state is genuinely sinful. One of the most obvious 

syntactic devices for mirroring this state is the catalog--congerie!J 

or heaping . Continually calling attention to that jumble shop of the 

world are the great numbers of these lists which yoke together ideas, 

actions, tbings, in a glass for the times: 111 Tis an ordinary thing with 

llB to account honest. devout, orthodox, divine, religious, plain-dealing 

men 1 idiots, asses, that cannot or will not lie and dissemble, shift, 

0atter, cut the coa.t according to their cloth, make good ba.rga.ins~ 

supplant, th.ri.ve, fawn upon their patron, practice the usual arts of 

climbing, duly observe laws, manner, customs, praise openly, 

defend through thick and thin, give in to opinions, doubt nothi11g, 

believe everything, stand everything, blame nothing~ and do all the 

other things which bring promotion and security •... 11 Here not 

Just the heaps but also the structure of the sentence enforce lhe 

picture of foolishness. lf we pass over the words idiots and~• 

we fail to get the point: that It is the plain dealers, the good men, 

who wi.11 not do what~ do, practice. the a.rt5 or climbing, seek 
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promotion and security. The heaping of had actions almost exhausts 

the topic; the 11 squinting' 1 placement of~ and~ showe a.t. once 

the unfortunate reception of good men and gives an initial judgment 

upon the parts o( the sentence that follow. The irony works still 

another way: not only do we account the honest men idiots if they 

do not dissemble; we could also read the ambiguous structure o{ the 

sentence as sa.ying that we account the dissemblers b._onest men. By 

a combination of catalog and ambiguous syntax, he presents the 

chaotic fallen world. 

Burton \1Ses several dU:fere.nt types of structure within the 

catalog. The most comm.on is the simple list. When the occae.ion 

dernands1 he can link together collections of other figures, One list 

especially effective in presenting his conception is composed o! anti

theses: 11 He that was a mariner today, was an apothecary tomorrow; 

a smith one while, a philosopher another 1 in these games of 

Pleasure; a king now with his crown, robes, sceptre, attendants, 

by and by drove a loaded ass before him like a carter, &.. 111 Here 

the antitheses -make precise the present disorder by contrasting 

paet honor and glory against present degradation. And even within 

the strict form of the antithesis, setting one thing so neatly against 

another, is Burton able to work still another effect. Still more 

change& 0£ fickle fortune's wheel are implied in the first member 

1 Burton, p. 4Z. 
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quoted : the mariner~ an apothecary tomorrow . These antitheses 

are no t neat discriminations between two alternatives, either one. o! 

w h\ch ma.y be acce ptable: nor are they points of balance between two 

o pposing forces . In.stead . Burton 1 s use of contrast is quite clear: 

past j oy has turned to present pain. And one of th~ se worlds should 

be over come. 

Another way of imitating man •e present fallen state is by 

r hythm--not merely within the G-t!.ntence but within predominant 

patt erns contr olling entire pa.ragraphs. Perh aps the moet obvious 

e xample of this occurs on the fi r et page of the fir st partition, which 

Burton begins with an exalted paea.n ln honor of 11 Ma.n 1 the most 

excellent a n d noble creature of the World . 11 In the [lrst paragraph 

sound patterns and careful attention to syllables c ontinue to a c hieve 

such s pacious rhythms and haunting sounds. as 11 far surpassing all 

the re s t, not in body only. but in -1>oul11 a.nd 11 that immortal and 

incor poreal substance 1 with all the faculties and powe.r s belonging 

unto it. 11 Ait er the spacious t-rea..tment of man 1 e potentiality, the 

sense and rhythm are varied in the next paragraph when h e deals 

with man's p resent reality . The syntax becomes more clogged with 

disrupt ive exclamation Et ( 11 0 pltiful change! 11 } and paren theses so tba.t 

the sentence, too , falls into th!!. vortex with :man, who is now refe-r r e d 

to by the ugly sounds and clotted monosyllables 11 a fox, a. dogJ a hog, 

what no t ? 11 

_ _ 111 __ ,~_11 
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And often the progress of the. ideas and of the sentences them

selves can be characterizl!d by abrupt curtness, mirroring the 

subjiect . ln a passage on man1s miseries in the Erst pa.xti.tion, 1i1Sting 

the creatures who are 11 at deadly feud with men11 he includes 11 Lions 1 

wolves, bears, &c . some with hoo{s 1 horns, tusks, teeth, nail&. 

How ma.ny noxious se-r-penttic and venomous creatures • • • How m.any 

pernicious fishes, plants, gums, fruits, seeds 1 fiowe.rs &. could l 

reckon up on a sudden • . . . Some make mention of a thousand 

several poisons: but these a:re but trifles in respect . The grea.test 

enemy to man is man, who by the Devi.1 1 s instigation is still :ready to 

do mischief, his own executioner, a woli, a Devil to himseli and 

others. 11 1 Here I ani referTing to abruptness in two senses: first, 

by some instances ofdi.sorderly syntax: 11 His own executione:r 11 ie in 

very l oose appoaition with the veTbs following, although the idea iB 

clear . More importantly, the ideas are developed in a c:urt fashion . 

He foils our expectation. At first we expect to hear of enemies 

outsri.de; without a tran5itional pb.raeet he leaps to the climax. Man 

is. his own greatest enemy. 

Although :man brought his !allen state upon himeelf 1 he still has 

gliinmerings of the divine withln him. Through the right use of re.ason 

1Burton, p. 117, 
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he can regain the ga.rde.n. This concern for his readers, this seeing 

hi.r.nseU as a guide along the way, is primary among Bu.rton 1 s aims 

in the Ana.tOin-y. He mue t help man escape from his thralldom . 

Commitment to the Senecan style is part of this purpose in helping 

his audience (ind thei.r way out of the maze . Let us now look at 

characteristic patterns within the sentence, kinds of sentencea~ 

and larger units comp.ri.sed of several sentences by which Burton 

fusee tec hnique and aim. 

Within the Anatomy one of the mo st obvious trails: is his 

repetition . He will use a simile several time Si ph"I"a.ses and 

information reappear . ln e.ome ways this may look like poor planning. 

but Burton requeete sympathy at the !irst by his revealing that he 

had no am.anucnsee to help him lick the book into shape . .But thee 

repetitions se:rve a purpose~ I do not believe that repeti.tions cf key 

phrases assume. in this book almost a life 0£ their own as similar 

motifs might do in a shorter poem Ot' play, like the motifs ol the. 

naked babe a.nd the cloak of manliness in Macbeth , for instance. 

For one rea,an1 the book is too long: it cannot be grasped in on ... 

sitting. It is tha.t. very length that gives us. part of the reason for 

the repetitions, there.fore : since it cannot be read at once but picked 

up and :read :Crom time to time 1 these :repetitions do not detract 

!rem the book as a. whole but rather strike familiar chords so that 

.. -~-- -. -___ i.Jl 
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we will remember other rela.ted parts of the book, A more 

unporta.nt function is this: Burton sees himself as a teacher• 

one who will tea.ch the audience by whatever way he can. Since 

he i.s aware that most of us require several repetitions b,ofore we 

ever lea.rn anything well, he does not fear to .repeat, repeat, 

repeat. 

It is not the repeated motifs that are our major concern 

here so much as the device o( repetition, or accumulation. within 

the sentence . Here the important difference is not wholly the 

syntactical !orm into which th@ ideas are cast but the purpose to 

which they a-re put . The eimplest., least "artful" form is to 
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relay information, as when he lists causes and cures, diets and 

medicines: 11 Hys sop, Orlga.n 1 Pennyroyal, Thyme, Mustard • . . 

Pellitory_, Pepper, Ginger 1 &. c . 11 He appltes the baroque princ.plt! 

of exhaustion in his treatment. of such mattersj surely there is nc.. 

other remedy for 11 griping of the guts, u no other purge he has left 

unlisted . Yet often we notice a curious point: the lists of one 

authority can cancel another out. Galen may abhor bugloss, Hercdes 

de Saxoni.a awear by i.t . Often, too, the same meat and d ink may b 

both cause and cure . How is the reader to take these contradict!.ons? 

Very likely the way Burton intends them , First, he cannot be so 

ncli"Ve as not to 8 e t-hat his advice contradic ts itself largel) beca.uat 
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his relied-upon authorities do. He must then have included contra

dictory in.formation for a purpoae: to cover the topic ex.hauative.ly 1 

to report that all authorities have &aid . Tha.t all points do not square, 

it seems to me, !ulfills several aims, somewhat contradictory them-

se l ves: first, humor; second, .realism {one man's meat. is another 

man's poison); and third, instruction. He doei; not prescribe tor 

every reader but gives him the information to allow him to make up 

his mind . 

As for other examples of accumulation, we usually do not se4!!!: 

contradicti.on but expansion cf as many possibilities as the topic can 

suggest to him in this hunger for completeness. When hi!! works out 

a. metaphor, for instance, he both breaks up and links together the 

patte-ns he has started . In speaking of the hypocritical pro(essors 

he says, 11 For my part~ let them pretend what zeal they will, c:oun~r• 

feit religion, blear the world's eyes, bombast lh~mselves, and sluH 

out their greatness with Church spoils, .shine like 1:10 many Peacock~r 

In this we can justify the metaphors as all suggesting the idea of 

!alseneiss, of the difference between inside and out.side, but. they do 

not interact upon each other in the extremely tight way that the. parts 

of the compass image. in Donne 1 s 11 Valedictlon11 do, for example . 

1Burton, p. 271. 



Counterfeit and spoils might eeem to 'l'elate, but not re.a.Uy: the 

Church spoils a.re not false. With bornbas.t and stuff out their 

greatness we begin to get a Drydenia.n image of a huge bulk full 
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of nothing and signifying nothi.ng--but then he switches to the vanity 

of Peacocks . This switch is more apparent than real, however. 

Ending upon this visual emblem of pride, we reach the rnost se:r1ous 

sin of an . And this crcatu:re 1 too, stu£fs out iL.t1, greatness with a 

beautiful expanse of fragile feathers . The blea.red eyes and the eye

like markings on the Peacock are related somewhat; it 18 true that 

the Peacock1 s eyes cannot dim the sight of otherQ, but1 unseeing, 

they .show a related value of moral blindness. Burton "breaks up11 

me.taphors a.nd then ties them together again in new wayei. 

The broken sentence is characteristic of Burt.on in general in 

o ther ways, too . He achieves his chara.cteri.stlc jaggedness of 

structure withln the sentence by a number of devices which L would 

like now to i.nvestigate. One device that we have considered before 

is the parenthesis, which he uses to break up the sentence for 

seve.ral purposes. Here is on~: "Mistake me not (I .s-ay a.gain) 0 

you o{ Patrician blood ••.. 111 He interrupts the formal language of 

the diatribe to inject a simple personal statement. However1 the 

1Burton, P. 275. 



breaking accomplishes several things: it rem.indsthe audience 

of the simple goodness of the vir bonus speaking and sets h im 

against the proud patricians; and it allies us, to whom the. curtain 
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has been drawn ba.ck, with the angry good ma.n sp~ak-ing. lt is then 

not so .much a breaking as a.n expansion of the scenes to include an 

awareness of all the possible speakers and rl!:aders of the pas-sage; 

the apparent audience the patricians as well as the real audience 

~, whom the speaker draws in with an 11 aside11 which is an expan

sive gesture a.s we eee him addressing the great ooc::e more. 1 

Another parenthetic pattern which breaks apart the main 

idea. of the etre.am of the sentence can be seen in this example: 

"lf they [ the pa.tcriciano again] read a book al any time (if they have 

any leieure from hunting. d:rinking, dicing. drabbing} 1tis an 

.EngliEh Chronicle, Sir Huon of Bordeaux, Amadis de Gaul, &. c .•• 11 

On the point of verve a.nd flair, it. is difficult to tell which is the 

more irnpo-rtant pal't--and perhaps that is part of Burton's purpose: 

to show that the d"icing and drabbing reported in t:he sardonic paren

theses outweigh the palric.1-a.ns' concern with intellectual matters 

with even the escape literatu-re they pick up when they~ read. 

As we saw before, these breaks can o!ten provide a contrapu.ntal 

1 Walker Gibson, "Authors, Speakers, Readers, and Mock 
Rea.de'I' .s, 11 in Form and Thought in Prose, ed. Wilfr ed Stone a.nd 

Robert Hoopes (New York, 1960), PP• 70-76, 
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backg.round for the. main cour5e of the paragraph. We must watch 

against carrying the musical metaphor too far I however: the paren

theses are frequent, but they a:r~ not regular. And although they 

temporarily dierupt the flow of th~ s.e.ntence, that d1.sruption is 

often as important, if not more .so, than the sentence it is inter

rupting: it can expand the. scene, it ca.n bring the real reader and thA 

real speak.er together . 

Other interrupters. we can say in bri.e£, contribute to the sense 

of gu sto, hu.mor, or indignation in the Anatomy. We are carried 

along wi.th sudden expletives like 11 By Jupiter\ 11 and with Democritus 

Junior 1s donning still other masks a.B he identifies with h!.s cu.rrenl 

subject. For inetance, after mentioning 11 St. Ambrose his brothe:r 1s 

death" he leaps:, without benefit of preparation or quotation marks, 

into this set-piece, 11 Can lever recall thee without tears? 0 bitte..t 

daye I O nights of woe 111 

At tiines the Latin phrases function as interrupte:rs in the 

sentence: •• ••. but the Emperor still, Cralis ami.titiam ma.gn1 fa.ciens. 

beca.uee he was a. great Prince ... 111 Reading the translations1 we 

do not begin to get the effect that Burton1s audience did--the f1t 

audience, au.rely, who could savor the quotation itseli as well as 

!Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, ed. A. R. Shilleto 

(London, 1893),lll, 2?7 , 

~--~ - --- _ __ . _ \ 



its aptness for Burton's placement of it in his work--in the 

Bame way that one reads c.ertain lines of Eliot's Waste Land 

and savors the joining o! two worlds. 

To assess Burton• s use of Latin quotations would require 

another book~ devoting thie study to his style in English, I will 

leave that task to another. His use e o! Latin do seem to !all into 

certain patterns, however. First, he uees terms as a modern 

writer of scientific texts would - -to avoid poi:,;si.ble ambiguity over 

terms by citing the generic Larin, He Ulies this technique most 

frequently in the scientific digression~ upon the anatomy or upon 

the workings of the mind. At tunes he will use Latin quotations t.o 

enforce a.n English sentence: 11 The Boetia.ns in Greece we-re. dull 

and heavy, Crassi Boeoti, by reason a{ a Eaggy air in which they 

lived, .Boeoteum in c.raseo jurane5 a.ere na.tum, (HORACE). 111 

ln such a sentence he parallels a.nd amplifies his statement with 

proof from the a.uthoTities~ Latin is the capstone . The great bulk 
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of the Latin he quotes dir e cUy is comprised of snatches o{ quotations:, 

with nuance s mea.ning!ul to Burton and his fi t audienc.e but unfortun

ately missed by the all-too-common reader loday lacking Burton• s 

1Burton, Shilleto, ed., 11, 70 . 



c lassical training~ Still. we have the sense that his ideas a.re 

given extension in space and time by the quotations he seems to 

relish. so much . Often a. single quotation, pe-rhaps because it is 

familiar bu t, more like ly, because it i.s BO well chosen, will 

participate in the general sense 0£ the passage, will even be an 

"objective cor relative. " Such a quotation appears at the last part 

of the Oigre s sion of the Air. where I a.!ter t.ra.veling throughout 
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the cosmos , he 1 the 11 melancholy spaniel, 11 must 11 come down and 

£ollow11 ; "my game is sprung . There is nothing new under the sun .11 

With this quotation from Ecclesiastes he is able to capture a mood 

o! beautiful mel ancholy and world-weariness partly because of what 

he says and pa.rtly because of the mood evoked by the simple mention 

of the Preacher . And Burton's placement 0£ the quotation helps us 

see not only his emotional range but his philosophica.l ra.nge, also . 

He allie5 hirnseU with the ancients, for the world is wearing on; after 

this "modern11 breath-ta.king trip through the cosmoe he concludes 

that man r eally should Leave 5uch speculation to God. And he is 

able to show that exploration is sti ll rather !utile: when one has 

seen all, he will conclude with the Preacher that there is nothing 

new undeT the sun . 

Other wa.ys that we can see Burton's attempt to speak to his 

audience through stylistic devices a.re in the kinds 0£ statements 
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he chooses. One of these, which interrupts the sentence in order 

to break tb.xough to the. reader, is the question, He does not always 

use the most obvious varieties. After his disquisition upon the 

diseases of young women he rous~l!I himseli with a. sll!:ries: 11.But 

where am I? Into what subject ha.ve 1 rushed? What have I to do 

with Nune,. Maids, Virgins, Widows? 111 Herc! the effect is comic 

as the crusty old bachelor shakes himself out o! a subject he should 

not be discus sing in the fir st place . The effect upon the audience is 

complex. We laugh with him a.a. we see him waking. like Christopher 

Sly, from a place he does not belong~ But the very questioning o! 

himself which he exhibits for thl! audience. ca.uses us to answer--

especially after his remarkably complete t-reatment of the matter-

that ill-equipped by prafessiO"n he may be, but knawi..ng a.s a man he 

i.s . 

At other times the question simply reinforces material he has 

just covet"ed--a common tea.Ching device--or it asks, without 

answering, for a conclusion he would want the rea.der to reach on 

his own. An example 0£ the latter is, 11 Who sees not a great 

di!ference between Surrey, Sussex, a.nd Romney Marsh, the Wolds 

in Lincolnshire, and the Fens? 112 The conclusion he does not 

nud co state . 

I 
z8u.rton, p. 356. 

Bu:rlon, p . 431 



Another kind of statement in which his energy finds its beat 

outlet is the exclamation, frequently from Latin1 like those quoted. 

The Be outpourings appear in all parts of the book; they vary from 

very short sparks-~10 piti!ul change!" And 'bivine Opticks !1~-to 

extended exclamations such a.a the following, where Democritus 

Junior is the stage manager: " Happi ness to bride and grooml God 

give them joy together! Hymen, lead the wedding home 1 Hymen 

Hymenaeus, come!•• 1 These concentrations of emotion l ink the 

speaker and the audience together. 

Burton i.s also able to sway us to his point of view, flattering 

us that we not only think but feel about things in the same way, by 

including these sentences that do not reach a conclusion logi cally 

but spill out emotional reactions to what must be stiH-evident 

humors or horrors. We cannot help being swept up by Burton' s 

emotion over the. wasted Hves in the Popi.sh nonasteries- - 11 th y ar 
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so .furiously inclined, urgently ca:r-ried, and sometimes precipitated, 

even irresistibly led, to the prejudice of their souls' health, and gocd 

estate of body and mind! " 2--even if we sympathize with the life of 

a religious. 

1Burton, p . 819. 

2 Burton, p . 357, 



Just as in everyday conversation, the most common kind of 

sentence that Eurton uses is the dec:la.t'ative statement1 a group of 

words which sets forth a se.rtes of condi.tions, which imply a con

clusion or which :reach a concluaion within the confines of. the 

sentence itsel!.. It i.s this 11 mind-thin.king11 sentence that Ls on~ of 

the 1najor principles of Burton 1 e and his fellow Senecana 1 stylee. 

Let us consider some o! the most characteristic • 

Although a glance at the Anatomy would seem to prove the 

usual contention that he uee s the. loose Senecan period almost 

exclusively• such a conclusion would not be completely correct. 

He ca.n be as curt a& Bacon when he wants, as in this sentence: 

11 1 resolve, if you like: not my writing, go -read somt:thing else, 
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t do not much esteem they censure 1 take thy course, 'tis not ae 

thou wilt 1 no:r as I wiJl •... 111 It must be admitted that the cu:rtnese 

depends from the subject a.nd attitude as much as the syntax and 

the context. This passage appear& in a.nearly part of the Anatomy 

where he is :replying with thal surly Dutch Host mentioned earlieT: 

11 If you do not like this, get you to another Inn. 11 G:ra.nted that the 

to·ne is curt, the structure is, too. All the members are short. 

They are connected by no mark of punctuation stronger or more 

1Burton, p. 2Z 
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flexible than the comma. The first pa.rt doe15 have a. logical 

relati.ons:bip given by the g, but the..! resolve is an arbi tra.ry intro

duction. In the second sentence the connl!!:ctions are loose; we 

must ma.ke the connections--and the jumps--beca\l&e there. a.re 

certainly no pointers like rather or and yet to help us along. And 

he!'e again the relations are arbitrary . Instead of reasoning with 

that suppoi!~d disapprovtng audience, he implies that the only way 

out, if the tvrn are not o{ like minds, is .for the other man to leave. 

The shifting kinds o{ verbs cause us to pull up short and reach 

ea.ch differently. Some verbs (I resolve, I do not much esteem) 

apply to,!. Other verbs (go rea.d, take thy coul'se) dire.ct~; 

a.nether ( 1tis not as thou wilt:) eets forth a general condition. Despite 

the careful 11 roughening11 of the syntax, Burton makes a subtle 

alliterative tag a.s be works with the gap between the speaker and 

reader. 

The pair ~ and~ seems to separate the two 

ironicaUy by de scribing their wishes in almost identical words . 

However, it also forces them back together again. We see the 

two as somewhat Hk.e--minde<l when the speaker agreea that th book 

is not what he would have wished it, either. 

This kind of curtneas Ls in some ways quite antithetic to 

his aim to speak to all, although obscurity might fulfill another 
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chief aim--to make the l'eader a,.,n active participant. That aim 

seems hardly met in such an obscure sentc.nce as this one, however: 

"That the belly is hard, wind is a cause. and of that leaping in many 

parts. 111 The information is hardly worth the struggle to reach it. 

I have included this specimen of obscurity, however., because it 

epitomizes the operation of a curt period. Later we will see some 

of the loose periods which are formed upon a similar basis but 

which are fa.r more succes &ful 

This sentence moves by jerks and starts. It begin$ clearly 

e nough with a noun clause which ma.kes sense a.nd which we assume 

will be the subject or object of the ensuing period. In the next 

member we have abruptly injected both verb and a. new subject, ~

Even if we were to turn the inverted sentence around and read it 

11 Wind ia a cause that the belly is hard. 11 we would still not have 

a statement that we 1 at leastJ would consider normal. Causes are 

usually followed by conditions or qualities, such as hardness or 

discomfort, not the kind of structure that the. noun clause takes. 

But we would not even make that change because or the tagged-on 

"and of that leaping in many parts," Here wind is pulled two ways-

not only as the cause of the hardness of the belly. but also the 

1Burton, p. 361. 
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cause or that leaping in many parts . Sometimes a noun can 

provide the fulcrum to balance two ideas . But such sentence$ 

are smooth when the ayntax cooperates . Here, because the first 

and last members are different, and because the and of that leaping 

implies a parallelism that is not there, the middle clause is pulled 

apart. We can understand the meaning, but only after recasting the 

ideas . And we have not reached anything genuinely~ in the 

process . Obscurity here is baaed upon irregularities we see 

elsewhere in Burton--reliance upon the quick connections provided 

by the comrn:a, quick shifts in form, ambiguity--but the kind of 

action to which it subjects the. mind is not the: kind of creative 

endeavor he accomplishes elsewhere . 

Burton can write ef!ecti\9/ and ineffectively in the curt 

style, but more characteristic of him are sentences ln the loose 

styh! . Several kinds , the spiral, the list1 a broken Beries of 

antitheses, and two kinds of ana1ogics,have been presented. 

Burton's mind worked through still other shapes: 11 A poor 

sheep- stealer is hanged for stealing of victuals, compelled per

adventure by necessity of that intolerable. cold, hunger, & thirst, 

to save himseli from starving: but a great man in oUice ma.y 

securely rob whole provinces, undo thousands, pill and poll, 

oppress at his pleasu-re, Oea, grind, tyran.t1.ize, enrich himsel! 



by the spoils of the Common a, be uncontrollable in his actions 1 

and, after all. be recompensed with turgent title.s, honoured for 

hi.s good se?'vice. a.nd no man dare to find Ia.ult, or mutter a.t tt . 111 
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This kind of sentence operates by contrast as he sets one thing agail'l:it 

anot:ber . It is not n~ere simple contra.st; in&tead, we might identify 

the pa..ttern as one of dispa:rity: parallels between the two thieves 

a.re s t:ressed to i.ntensi!y the. di!ference 1 one hanged and another 

:rewarded. The verbs begin to point the difference. The poor man 

is the victim of other forces: compeHed by cold and hunger 1 hanged 

by unnamed agents. On thl!: other hand, the great man, secure in 

his ways, actively performa a variety o( actions--pilling, polling, 

oppressing, grinding--until he is a.ct~d upon. For his catalogued 

ain:S he is made. the recipient of benign forces i he is recompensed 

and honored~ 

Although this sentence may seem to sprawl, the clauses 

follow a. clear o-rder . In this .sentenc@ Burton does not rest 

satisfied with merely presenting the disparity~ He delivers a 

judgment in the last two clauses-- 11 and no man dee to find fa.ult, 

or mutter at uu- - which again shows dhparity betv.•een wha.t ~hould 

be done, and what is . 

1Bur ton, p . 50 • 
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In a sentence previously considered, we have seen as part of 

that sentence a pattern which often serves Burton as the form for a.n 

entire sentence. That pattorn was tho Uiad "with all affability, 

counterfeit honesty, and humility. 11 Yet thig. triad does not sound 

like those we meet in Lyly, or even i.n Sir Thomas Browne. There 

is something wrong with the rhythm: wa need another oyllable or two 

between ~ and humility. It ends too hastily. For that reason. 

just as the Baroque architects enjoyed breaking the pediment at the 

top and favored the h'roken pediment form, we can see .Baroque prose 

stylists breaking the order of the triad. \Ve can imagine why: the 

climactic triad assumes a regular pattern of steps from low to high, 

from small to large. And when the pattern is broken the brcakings 

call attention to themselves so that we notice what the writer is 

saying more than if we were swayed by the rhythm. Such a break 

is more than a rebellious 11 roughening up" o! the period; it testifies 

to the writer• s concern !or ideas more than for words . 

One sentence 01'. Burton's that exemplifies fairly regular 

triadic development is 11 ••• Budaeus, in an Epistle of his to Lupsetus, 

will have civil law to be the tower of wisdomi another honours physi.ck, 

the quintessence of nature ; a third tumbles them both down. a.nd sets 

up the flag of his own peculiar science • .,l !£ we were to regard 

1Burton, p. 95 , 



climax as computed simply upon length of the individual members.J 

then we would have to say that this one is !airly regular- -although 

the second member is a trifle shorter than tht1 fi.rst. If we were 

to compute climactic order upon intensity I we would have to say 

that turnbling is stronger than having or honoring, sett.i.ng up a 

flag more vivi.d than the quintessence or a tower. But even sot 

normal triads in climactic order ar~ of the same ki!'l.dj de.gree is 

based upon the presence of some similar thing in all, measured 

by either gua.nti.ty or quality. Here there is a common element-

each man's candidate £or queen of the sciences--but the third 

exists only by th.rowing away, not adding to, the first and the 

second. 

Most of the time .Burton does not rest-rict himseH to three's , 

Although 11 that happy number th.:ree" is an order of climax that 

seems almost inevitable, it is ver1,· rare that Bu.rton will work out 

a series of triads within triads $uch as the one he constructs i.n 

this sentence: " Though 111any again are in that other extreme, too 

profuse, suspicious, and jealous of their health, too apt to take 

Physick on every small occasion, to aggravate every slender 

l 
pa$sion, imperfection, impediment •••. 11 If these triads were 

1 Buxton, p. 392 
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diagramm~d. they would extend outward in a pyramid. The flrst 

looks like the third memb r. The first of the three contains its 

own parallel tri.ad--profuse, suspicious, and jealous; the last 

contains triple nouns, passion, imper!ectioa. and impediment. 

Another cross-1Jattern is begun in the second of the series (the 

only one. not containing itis own amaller triad). but it reach.es only 

to diadic proportions: to take 1 s paralleled with to aggravate, This 

elaborate geometry is rare. 

It is the broken pattern that is more comm.on. Slill one 
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more "shape" characteristic of Burton' s sentences is one con .. 

lai.ning a.n overweight subject or ve-rb ... -asymmetrical, as in 11 Wby 

melancholy men are. witty, which Aristotle hath long since main

tained in his Problems, and why all learned men, famous Philoso

phers, and Law--givers, have sti ll been melancholy, is a problem 

much controverted. 111 The " kernel11 here follows the ordinary 

pattern of subject-verb-subjective cmnplement. But the compound 

subject occupies the most space and deserves the most a.ttention 

in the sentence. The two halves of the noun clause subjects a:re 

both~ clauses, but they are var ied, the first by an adjective 

clause rather loosely joined on (~ re£ers to the entire idea 



rather than more 11 correctly 11 to one antecedent) and the second by 

containing a. triple subject. Once the subjects are out, the point 

o{ the sentence has been made. That these are problems is 

apparent--and already sta.ted; that they are much controvei:ted is 

implied by the mention of Arlstotlehs discussion . In shore, the 

second hal! of the kernel is comprised of mere counters. Perhaps 

this is pa:rt of Burton's plan:. the neutral words allow time for the 

first part to sink in, 
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Another form of asymmetry lnvolves placing the most important 

idea of a sentence within a subordinate part of the sentence, 0£ 

cou r se, by now we are coming to realize that such a practice is 

full 0£ common sense, that the textbook advice to save one's important 

ideas for the main clauses and reserve subsidiary material for 

modifying phrases and clauses simply goes counter to ou.r writing 

and blunts the ironic or witty effects that can be gained from 

Wlexpected placement. 1 At any rate, let us see how Burton turns 

hie structure around in thia sentence from the Digression of Air: 

"We build in bottoms for warmth: and that site of M\tylene In the 

Island of Lesbos, in the. Aegean Sea, (which Vitruvius so much 

discommends, magnificently built with fair houses, but unadvisedly 

1sec James Sledd, "Coordination (Faulty) and Subordination 
(Upside-Down) 11 in Modern Essays on Writing and Style, ed. Paul 
C. Wermuth (New York, 1964). pp. 64-72. 
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sited1 becaus@ it lay along to the: South, a.11.d when the South wind 

blew. the people were all sick~) would ma.ke an e.JC;cellent site ln 

our Northern climes. 111 The important idea. in this sentence is 

the one contained in the place uGually re.5erved for afterthoughts, 

t.he parenthesis. The 11 aflerthought" is nearly as long as the main 

cla.u.Sei it exists mainly to reflect ha.ck upon it--in fa.ct, to show 

the irony that that bad site upon the Aegean would be de ei.rable in 

the North . 

Another pattern ebowin.g a. ki.nd of tentative symmetry within 

the aentenee is the sentence which accumulates force as it goes 

along . Such a one is this; 11 0f those diverse gilt5 which our Apostile 

Paul saith, God hath bestowed on man, this 0£ Physt.ck is not the 

least, but moat necee ea.ry, and especially conducing to th gocd of 

mankind. 112 1t begins by axousi.ng our expectation; it continues 

with that unnamed. mysterious quantity given divine sanction. lt 

rl!iache:s the center with the word Physick, prolonged still farther 

with the introductory devi.ce this of. At this point we have :reached 

the subject and therefore a kind of balance . The idea continues 

over the. obstacles of alternatives--it is not least, but most 

necessary--a.nd reaches a peak upon the noble ph:ra.ec good of 

1Burton, p . 435 . 

2 Burton, p. 389 . 
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~- The term physick is not only part of the eubject; it is 

also a device for propelling the sentence on: it gathe.rs up the previo.m 

forces by answering them a.nd provide I!! the way for a till another kind 

of fulfillment of its own. 

This kind of sentence implies a degree of external control 

that we do not see in the type that is among the most common in the 

Anatomy. The form of the sentence we could call eprawling--or 

sprouting; the general progress o! the ideas ia not at a.11 sure and 

direct. Instead, this kind of sentence i.s a. mimetic representation 

o.£ the Senecan conception o! the mind thinking: we the. readers 

experience the dead ends, the. opened vistas, the shuttling back and 

forth - - in l!llhort, the. reaeoning through (or muddling through, 

depending upon one 1 & point of view) as he explores many possibili

ties . What Burton is thinking through here is the problem of the 

relationship of the patient with his physician. To cover the issue, 

BuYton writes, 11 To this of confidence we may add perseverence, 

obedience, and constancy, not to change his Physician, or dislike 

h.im upon every toy; {or he that so doth (saith Janus Damaecen), or 

consults with many, falls into many errors; or that useth many 

medicines . 1,1 The link with the sentence that went before is the 
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idea of confidence that a patient owes his physician; Burton's 

association in this sentence ca.Jne !rom a tale Paracelsus told about 

Hippocrates: that he was a good physician because all trusted him . 

Bur ton takes off from that and adds his own triad: he makes constarcy 

definite with the concrete example 11not to change his Physician. 11 The 

shil from the abstract noun to the exampl e, appearing in a parallel 

list, is signaled by a break in form to an infinitive phrase . This 

idea branches out into a further expansion of the idea of changing 

doctors--he qualifies the idea with the advice not even to dislike 

hirn for a. trivial reason. These ideas then cause him to show the 

consequences of such unconstant behavior. And here. typically, the 

proof of the text is provided by an authority; the consequences involve 

a fall in to error. Burton chooses not to end his sentence with the 

strong wo-rd ~ · His mind leads him into adding the final clause. 

Hert! one suspects that the thinking is less e:lea.r solution than search , 

He sets up a circwnsta..nce in which that is a.n'lbiguou5 . Is it that 

taking ma.ny medicines is roughly equivalent to falling into error? 

Or does the that really belong in a zeugrnatic relationship with the 

he that a.t the first o! the second pa.rt? This is more likely the 

case, because then the sentence would imply that the hypochondriacs 

are at fault once more . With the ambiguous construction, however, 

he is able to suggest several possibilities in very few wo:rds . But 

·a-- - 111 ~ _1.~_1-~ 
I 
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from the strong break o! the sem:i.colon b!!fore the £inal rnembe.r • 

.from the fact that the climax already seems to have be.en reached, 

the other eynla.ctical pulls--the parallel constructions he doth

consults-falls- - seem overweighted4 But that \ISi the price that a. 

11 mind-thinki.ng11 sentence must oft.en pa.y: the gent!ral drHt is. {ai:rly 

c.lea.r, but the precise points ma.y be misunderstood. 

Although :luch a. plan .may lead to anti-clima.;x and even 

obscurity. o!ten the kind of sentences Bu;rton prepares to lead his 

audience th.rough end with a very clear resolution, These. a.re the 

ones we suspect he h.a.s 11 sta.ge-managcd11 more carefully than the 

preceding so that we th\nk we are working through a. problem with 

him, whereas the an.swe:r wa.s there a.11 the time, How these 

sentences were originally composed we have no way ol knowing; 

whether he himself went through the train of thought and thert 

reproduced it just as it came to him. or whether he managed to orOOr 

just the right oet of poss;bi!lties so lhat the readers reached the 

a.nswcr that he did, we do not know. But in this sentence we. eeem 

to be arriving at the. answer together: 11 Yes .. but you infer that 

such men have a just cause to £ear, a true object of fear, so have 

melancholy men an inward cause., a perpetual fume and darknee s, 

causing fear, grief, !iusplcion1 whtch they carry with the mi an 

object which cannot be removed, but sticks as close, and i5 as 
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inseparable, as a shadow to a body, and who can expel or over-

run his shadow? Remove heat of tht! liver, a cold stomach, weak 

spleen: remove thosl! a.dust humours and vapours a.xi.sing from them, 

black blood from the heart, a.11 outward perturbations; take away the 

cauee, and the·n bid them not grieve nor fear, or be heavy. dully, 

lumpii!ih; o therwise couns@l can do little good; you may as well bid 

bi:m that is slck of an ague not to be adry, or him that is wou.nded 

not to £eel pain. 111 

This is an example of a. kind of speaking voice that is very 

typical of Burton in the Anatomy, Here be ie, not a crusty De.mocri lus 

noT is he donning another ma.ek ternpora.rily to speak a8 someone 

else , Rather, he is here speaking directly to us the audience, 

responding with a •1Yee 1 u attribu.ting ideas to us a& though we were 

in actual conversation. With this sense of talking together we also 

experience Burton1 s aim of reasoning together. The sentence 

follows the track of 11 our11 :rni.nd as we attempt to work a problem 

through to its conclueion. The technique& are obvious-- - shuttling 

from one thing to another with a quick _!2~ asking a question which 

answers itself in the asking; repetitions of such words as~ 

which both send us out again and peg us in to the previous idea. 

l 
Bur ton, p . 3 59. 
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Finally, the resolution is reached through a. kind of analogy drawn 

from common wisdom, 11 mother wit, 11 in the practical advie.e of the 

apophthegm 11 You may as well bid him that is sick o( an ague not to 

be adry • •• 11 Typical here, too, are the kinds of resolutions and 

quick jumps that we get £ram certain stylistic devices. The arbitrary 

pattern provided by the colon and the semicolon implies that these a.re 

the best ways out of the dilemma; the quick syntacti.c shifts from veTbs 

to nouns, from one kind of statement to another keep all in constant 

motion until we reach the point o{ final answer. 



CHAPTER Vl 

THE ORDER OF THE WHOLE 

For too l ong a tirr,e Burton1 s Anatomy was condescendingly 

considered an unplanned lump, In the April 1880 issue of the 

Cornhill Magazine, an anonyi:nou5 essayist called it a 11 patchwork 

stuck together with scissors and pa.ste, a queer amorphous mass, 

in spite of its ostensi.ble p1an. 111 Thie view was the legacy o{ the 

romanticizing revival of interest in Burton after Keats had dis

covered the writer whom he called"that iantastic great old man. 11 

Fortunately, this view is c hanging, No detailed analyses of the 

plan of the book appear in any of the. current scholarly and critical 

work, sparse as it is . But two books in particular counteract the 

older 11 roma.ntic11 tradition. One 1 William Mueller 1 s The Anatomy 

of Robert Burtoc 1 a England 1 does little more than af!irrn a belief 

in its fundamentally ration.al plan; anothe.r, Lawrence Babb's 

Sanity in Bedlam, de.scribes the orga.nization of the first partition 

but concerns itsel! chiefly with a mere listing of the contents. He 

omits Crom consideration lal"ge section of the book; he names some 

1William R . Mueller, The Anatomy of Robert Bu:rton1 s 
England (Berkeley and Los Angele•, 1952), p. 6 . 
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digressions but does not show how they fit in. 

It is imperative tha.t a study of style describe the important 

bases upon which the author builds hi.a work. The larger (orm of 

the work can affect his style: the ways a writet" chooses eo express 

himself dep~nd not only upon his own idiosyncrasies . The style of 

a conscious artist is also formed upon the subjects he deals with 

and the places he chooses to deal with them. Burton's beginning 

statements tn "Democritus Junior to the Reader " , crotchety and 

abrupt, attract OUl' attention, ma.ke us smile, and prepare us for 

the satire which ia to follow . But such a style is only part of the 

Anatomy; the crustiness only tndirectly prepares us !or the 

con1passion we !ind in the last .sentences: of the book, the moving 

melancholy of Burton1 s own awa.reness that despite hi s e!!ort&t 

ma.n 1 a madness will l'age forever, 

Examining the three large pa.rtltions of the Anatomy wUl 

help us understand the larger pattern~t 11 rhythm.s 11 , th.at order 

the book. In the Anatomy prop~r, these a.re devoted to cause, 

curet and 1 'practical11 ei!ects. The third section is itself organized 

around patterns of cause and cure, but here the theme of man's 

active use of reason helps pla.ce it where it is , Since, as Burton 

.finally defines it, melancholy becomes almost a metaphor for the 

condition of fallen man, the last part then gives indirect adviu 



and answers to the question, 11 What must a man do? Although 

Burton is both coy and condescending in even talking about love, 
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he makes it quite clear that he means love a.is not just gathcrlng 

rosebuds but as a force linking man to the divine. For that reason. 

the introductory section of Partition lll makes possible the ironic 

patte:rn of the last part of the book. When he reaches the discussion 

of religious melancholy, he is able to suggest the heights to which 

man can reach--the love and apprehension of God--but at the ea.me 

time to show that this eame paragon of animals paradoxically sinks 

lowest when he falls to various forms of religious melancholy. In 

this aspect of man's complex natu:re he reveals both his highest 

and lowest potentialities. Upon this paradox the book ends-expanding 

upward by descending downward, 

Before allowing us to look into the Anatomy, Burton provides 

several introductions, doors we should open before moving around 

within the confines of the book itself. The first is the obligatory 

dedication to Lord George Berkeley. The second, tho Frontispiece 

to the Argument, presents the first of a series of microcosms 

through which we move into the book. In this Burton makes use of 

the emblem--a visual representation of complex ideas--to fix 

within the reader• s mind the subjects and aims of the entire book. 1 

1Mueller, "Robert Burton's Frontispiece, 11 Publications 
of the Modern Language Association, LXIV (1949), 1074-1088. 
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It is remarkable that he can suggest and point forwa.rd to 

so many things by meane o! visual symbols on this one page . 1n the 

center colwnn at the top, for instance, is a picture of the man whose 

mask he adopts, Democritus Senior. He is depicted sitting just 

above a formal garden with his quill pen held to one side as be rests 

his head on bis le£t hand, thinking before taking up writing again in 

a book .resting on his knee . The sign of Saturn in the sky above and 

the several animals at Democritus' foot suggest several complex 

themes and attitudes developed more fully in the book: the musing1 

saturnine anatomist smiles pensively at those racing in the garden 

below. Humor as well as thoughtfulness will characterize the ironic 

Democritus Junior who ls also above the world but better able to speak 

truly to it, to help the frenzied ones regain another garden. 

Directly below this picture is the full titl.e ; in the lower 

third of t.his center column is a. picture of Burton with fitting 

symbols- -an open book, a quadrant, a family crest. The outer 

columns suggest the pattern of the book; a.t the top of each are 

symbolic landscapes of solitude and jealousy; along the side are 

depictions of the chief types of melancholics to which he devotes 

space: the lover, the hypoc hond.ri.ac, the superstitious, and the 

madman. At the bottom of each column are pictures of chief 

physical cures, borage and hellebore, which are recommended by 

the physician. 



B t1..rton expl ains the Frcnlispiecc with an Argw_nent in ten 

pa-r t s , w r i t ten in rather pedesLrian couplets . He n,akes a plect 

for s ee lng the Anatomy as n o'I'der ed wh ol e in the introduc tor y 

couple t, "Te n d is tinct Squares here f.ileen apartJ Are join d i n one 
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by Cutter' s art} 1 He th en devotes a s ta.nz.a to each, telling ue th 

signifi cance of the emblems he uses . About half oft.he squares he 

is correct; w e can see Inamorata's lute, Hypochondr\acus 1 pots a nd 

glasses. But in othe r s there are disc r epancies. ~ is not 

totally naked, unl ess: Burton was using the word in the sense of 

w e aring underclothes . We cannot see the fighting cocks and roaring 

bulls in the land scape of jealousy. Possibly because he had already 

filled the ava il able spac e with a quite provocative heron and a 

grace ful sw an 1 the engraver had no space fer the ot.h r prescribed 

emblems. A s for the picture of solitude. the wo0d is so dark it ~8 

hard to tell w hether the bats, owls, and conies are hidden there. 

T h ey sho uld h ave been; as emblems they embody major themes of 

th e boo k i they help us see Burton 1s technique . In thi5 the rt:rst part 

o f his book th e a uthor aims for communication, and hero he utilizes 

the s e nso r y visual symbol as the means by which he aims for the 

r e ader 1 s understanding . F urthermo r e, they ue public symbols. 

a m ode o.f quick communication between himself and his aud ience . 

0£ course we. do not respond to the kingfisher or the swan or the 
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cosmological signs in the way that his readers, full of lore from 

the bestiaries and the popular tradition, did; but we see bow he 

intends us to ta.ke them when he explains m the Argument, 11Symbols 

are these, I say no more, /Conceive the rest by that1 s afore. 11 And 

he remains not satisfied with just the visual symbols; he explains 

them, if sometimes cryptically, in the Argument. 

The third introducloTy device, the Latin poem 11 0emocritus 

Junior to His Book," exemplifies what Curtiua has identified a.s 

the 11book11 topos. 1 This charge tot.he personi1ied book ill also an 

indirect charge to the reader telling him how and what to expect. 

The themes of usefulness and dlight predominate: 11 Gain sense from 

precept, laughter from ou.r whim . 11 Although the tone is lighL, the 

heuristic pur·pose is unmi&ta.ka ble., and those who formerly dismissed 

the Anatomy as 11 an enormous labyrinthine joke" or 0 a snatching at 

a pick- me-up which shall be an alterative I.or lotophagous wamblings112 

have simply not read this . Afler the text is addressed, t-he eubject 

i& dichotomized in the next introductory poem, " The Author 1 s 

Abstract of Melancholy. 11 He sums up the dual nature of melancholy 

and the texture of experience in the fallen world when. describing 

1Curtius, pp. 302-347, 

2Mueller, Anatomy, p. 7. 
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the many kinds of activities that suit his melancholy moods, musing by 

running hooks, moaning in an irksome den, he concludes wi.th the 

alternating refrains at I.he end of each stanz.a. of. this "dialogue, 11 

11 Naught so sweet as Me1ancboly11 and 11 Nau.ght eo sad as Melancholy . 11 

This device of providing alternatives and dualities ls to achieve 

greater expansion in the rest of the book, as ln the dual masks of 

Democ-ritu& and Heraclitus. And it certainly points to his continual 

awareness that. things a.re not what they e.eem, that experience is 

built upon irony, that truth can best be expressed in a paradox:. 

lt is with 11 Democritus Junior to the Reader" that we reach 

the b:roadest and most elaboTa.te of all the gateways into the book. 

This section, which occupi~s almost a tenth of' the entire book, 

is a key to what follow a. Here we see the maek of Democritus 

Junior mosL clearly as .Burton shows by direct means and indirect 

how we are to take the speaking voice he assumes--crusty, satiric1 

yet learned and compassionate. This guiding purpose he uses to 

organiz.e the section according to a perceivable. and logical plan. 

The hundred pages or so of 11 Democritus Junior to the 

Reader 11 show a continual pattern of opening outward. He !irst 

speaks of himself as a man: then he presents a panoramic view 

al other men and, finally, 0£ the kingdoms of men--revealing 

them all as melancholy, mad, all in need of cure. 1n the last few 



pages of the book he recapitulates this final aim of cure . In the. 

first few pages he establishes a feeling of trust in the author . 

After startling the reader with. his initial crotchetiness, he then 

explains: he. is modeling himseli upon Democritus. that " little, 

wear-i.sh old man, 11 who ia also a topos of wisdom. Once he dons 

the mask, he is able to move about with greater freedom and 
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respect: he ca.n talk about himseli as a member 0£ Christ Church 

College; he can talk about hie style; he can answ~r p06sible objections 

to his"~ out of Divers writersri by saying that it is still his own; 

and, finally, he can set forth his role as physician and theologian. 

Once he has presented this copious amount of material and thus 

the man before our eyes, Burton mounts Minerva's tower to Look 

beyond himself. In the second part, he begins a lengthy disquisition 

to prove his the sis that the world is mad. And after reading the 

pages devoted to the butch~ry of war--where Burton can even quote 

the numbers of dead in many battles--or the sections. damning 

religion, or the iniquities and foul practices of doctors and lawyers, 

or the generaJ topsy-turvy state 0£ society in general, the reader 

must only agree that the world is mad, that~ may be Moria.. 

We might think that the enormous catalog would be enough. 

But no; in a passage in which logic is used wittily to enforce some

thing that certainly seems well enough proved upon our pulses, 
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Burton demonstrates beyond doubt tha.t not .irom eimple experience 

alone but from logic, folly is the condition of all. We suspect a 

tongue in cheek when we see the eimpli.city 0£ his major premises-

that men think too well of themselves, that all transgressors are 

fools, that men are carried away by their passiona--but we cannot 

deny them. At any rate, we must agree with the conclusionJ which 

Burton prepares for in this fashion: "Proceed now from the parts 

to the whole or from the whole to the parts, a.n.d you shall find no 

other issue, the parts shall be sufficiently dilated in this following 

Preface. The whole must needs follow by a~ or lnduCtion. 

Every multitude is mad, precipitate, and -rash, without judgment-, 

and a roaring rout. 11 1 This overdose of logicality ma.y be a parody 

of the logician ( he is going to extraordinary lengths to recapitulate 

the obvious ) but its humor enforces the Tightness o! the conclusion: 

all men are ma.da 

Not just man alone but men in groups are mad. In the next 

section Burton expands the scene to kingdoms, first showing that 

many things in the polis are diseased and thus contribute to the 

melancholy o{ each inhabitant. To remedy this he describes his 

own 11 paper kingdoma II By including his utopia within the Anatomy 

1eurton, p. 64. 
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.Burton is not just capitalizing on the taste for euch commonwealths 

in his time; this apparent digression is no aping of S1r Thomas More 

and no mere byway. In.stead, it provides in miniature a pattern he 

is to develop in far greatel' detail in the book: cause and cure . 

Furthermore, he shows from the beginning that man1 s ills a-re not 

his alone, that they are aha.red and indeed caused by forces without. 

His suggestions for religious, sanitary, legal, and (prophetically, 

for a man of his tim..e) economic changes provide positive remedies 

for the many negative symptoms he describes later . Acutely aware 

of the bonds of community, he is also awa:t'e that planning and care 

can cure . 

Having had a vision a£ the possible, we leave the utopia . 

The scene of "Democritus Junior to the Reader" now contracts as 

we circle downward to Democritus Junior himself once more . The 

last pa:rt seems to follow several contradictory directions a.nd to 

mix a curious variety o.£ tones. In the last part he rea.!£irms his 

belief that the book is a search £or wisdom. His vituperations against 

the seekers for vain knowledge ue proof of this JUling Intention. 

And he restates the a im he hinted at ln "Democritus Junior to His 

Book O and exemplified in the utopia: he seeks to "reform what is 

amiss''; be wants ''to do good. '' ' 'Democritus to Sanity! 11 Burton 

soon breaks the tone. of humble admiration £or wisdom and noble 



intent, however; Democritus cannot dispense too much treacle. 

Lashing out at a few fools, he shows one way to discern wisdom: 

"one ma.y epeak in jest. P:.r. yet speak t-ruth . n 

He shifts tone again. Taking off the rnaak of Democritus 

with its sa:rdonic smile, he admits that he shares in all man's 

fooliehness; he can sympathize and identify more closely with the 

readet' because he has 11 a.natomized [ hiiij own Iolly . 11 This tone, 
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too. he breaks as he wakes up from his 11 dream vision." Disclaiming 

the book and its intentions as a 11 raving fit," he promises a ' 1more 

sober discourse in my following treatise . " Yet this discounting is 

still dead serious: "Let none take these to himself, they're fables 

2:!! (PLAUTUS) I 'll deny all (my last refuge), recant all, renounce 

all I have: said ••• 11 The laughing philosopher can seem to throw 

away those things that a:re the most important. Much the same 

tone appears in the final introduction, 11 To the Mischievi.ously Idle 

Reader . n In the guise 0£ gruffness, threatening to pulverize the 

-reader who will not take him or his woTk seriously, he still reveals 

hi.s sober i.ntent. This passage closes with the Latin poem in which, 

by invoking both Heraclitus and Democritus, he shows tho complex 

vision of detachment and engagement, laughter and tears which ls 

his in the re st of the work. 
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In the first partition we sec a meticulous plan but a great 

deal of freedom Within that plan. The major categories within 

which he orders hie ideas are clear and logical; the digressions 

provide freedom to roam about. The general patterns of organization 

we might define as circling inward and looking downward. Of the 

four sections compriaing this partition, the first exemplifies this 

pattern clearly. Before Burton focuse.e upon melancholy in particular, 

be must place it in a larger context. The flr 5t member he therefore 

devotes to a general discussion oi the condition o! fallen man . He 

covers this topic with a fairly complete use. of the traditional topics 

of invention: de!i.nition, classification, cause and e!fect, and example . 

He thus gives us a wide - ranging view of sinful, sick man. 

But before he de ale more particularly with his chosen province, 

melancholy, which is but one specie& of disease, he adds what he 

calls a " Digression of Anatomy," an encyclopedic treatment of the 

paxts of the body and the mind . A digre89ion he calls it, but it Is 

still a necessary task. Here he introduces psychological and 

anatomical terminology to be used in the re st of the book; here he 

makes unmistakably clear his belief that the body and the mind cannot 

really be considered apart. rn the third member of this section he 

then reaches hie stated subject, melancholy. Again the rhetorical 

places give h\m a means of investigation: be defines, he differentiates, 

he divides . 



Once he has ehown us exactly what it ts that be i.s talking 

about , Burton ie then ready to move to the next large division of 

Partition I: the section de.voted to cause. A general pattern of 

dichotolllies provides an under - structure for this part. He breaks 
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the subject down into dual parts--general and particular, super

natural and na.tural--rea.ching almost to in!ini.ty, as Ramus counseled. 

Once wo know the causes, we are able to know the symptoms. The 

pattern of di.chotpmies gives Burton a. basic pattern here. In the 

last1 shortest section of the four he l ooks outward; he l ists the 

prognostics . Here the div-Lsion is not dual but t:riple. First he 

covers those te.nding to good, then those tending to evil. And as a. 

kind of peroration he includes some after-thoughts and fore-thoughts 

he had no space for previously: the 11 grievousness of this a.hove all 

other diseases, 11 the greater seriousness of mental over physical 

disease, and the question of aelf-destruc::tion by a melancholy man. 

It would not be necessary or particularly fruitful to -reproduce 

here the dilierent ways he goes about developing each topic. The 

synopses at the first o! each partition provide a clear guide for 

that. But, dazded by the meanderings and overwhelming amounts 

of information within each of the subsections, we o!ten forget one 

reason for the synopses. That reason is this: a look at the 

Anatomy as a whole will show a de!inite sense that the ideas ate 

em- ■- -- •-7 
l 



progressing. For example, in the second pa.rti.tlon. dealing 

with cure, we eee repeated the patLern of circling downwa..rd 

from general causes to particular ones , But in the passage on 

general cu.:r@s we meet a new kind of pa.tternJ from negative to 

positive. Fi-rst Burton dismisses the unlawful cures--those 

from the devil, wi.tchee, irnages, and so on--before h~ treats 
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at great length the lawful ones: from God, from the saints, and 

from nature (which includes the physici.a.n 1 the patient, and physic). 

This last subdivision occupies a great proportion of space; it i.s 

u.nder tho rubric o{ physic that he include5 those lengthy and 

often contradictory liet:si of dietary, pharmaceutical, and 11 chirurgical11 

cures . Much of this information he rept!:ats in the second half of 

the section on cures, the particular cures for the three particular 

kinds . The repetition can be justified, however; the sick man need 

consult only one section a.nd he will find the kind of in!ormation 

he require e . 

In the third partition, which be devotes to love and love 

melancholy, the ruling patterns are not those of circling downward 

or of contrasted negative-positive. Here, once he has delivered 

an initial paean in honor of love I Burton uses the traditional 

tripartite division o! kinds of souls to help him form the section. 

He take• care o! natural and sensible love rather quickly, though 

-:--~-- ■ __ j _=_1{ 



a simple mention o! the sympathy between the vine a.nd the elm 

shows the encompassing powers o{ love as a force pervading the 

cosmos. Rational love claims the greatest amount of space. 

Although he divides the varieties of this sort into several other 

categories, the three dominant sections here deal with heroical 

melancholy (meaning not love among the heroes but love chiefly 

erotic1); jealousy, or love after marriage; and love of God, which 

can be pe"J;"verted into religious melancholy. 

Where, then, does the Anatomy finally end? After the 

series of introductions which show us the subject and the complex 

wa.y6 we are to take the book.its author, and even ourselves, we 

meet three large bodies of mate.rial devoted to cause and cure. 
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It is the last third that has so long been considered an afterthous;ht; 

hardly anyone talks about it without a patronizing tone; it is just 

more of Bu.rton1s ramblings. The passage on heroical melancholy, 

in particula.r, is dismissed as a huge chunk of Burtonian exuberance 

in which the Oxford bachelor lets hi& repressed mind rove a.nd his 

wishes be fulfilled. That may be so, but the reasons why Burton 

wrote eo long of love in all iU phases need not be equated with the 

placement of that material at the end of the book. The theme o( 

lsee John Livingston Lowes, " The Loveres Mala.dye of 
Hereos," Modern Philology, X! (1914). 491-546. 
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knowledge i.n its jokingly serious and ha..r shly comic manifestations 

helps us see tha.t the ending h not just a series of exuberant after

thoughts by a man who did not know when to draw his book to a close. 

It is rather a fitting ending to the: !orce.e he had set in motion earlier. 

ln the important prefacl! to the third partition, B1,1rton dons 

the .robes o{ a lau.ghing philosopher once again to justify in comic 

tel'me the inclusion 0£ this section: 11 After a.n harsh and unpleasing 

discourse of Melancholy which hath hitherto molested your patience, 

,& tried the author, give him leave with Godefridus the lawyer and 

Lawrentius to recreate himself in this kind after his laboriouB 

studies. 111 A cmnic ending he promises, but that ts one of his 

surest joke1:1: some of the ha:rahest vituperation, the most angry 

pages appear at the last when he write& o! religious: melancholy ~ 

As a teacher he includes the tri vi.a on love because 11 most 0£ oux 

students love such pleasant subjects. 11 The pas 11ages on heroic al 

melancholy are great fun, ripping along with gusto and charm. 

11 But mine eat'nest intent is as much to profit as to please. 11 he 

warns us in the preface, 11 and these my wrltlngs, I hope, shall 

take like gilded pilh, which are so composed aa well to tempt 

the appetite and deceive the palate, as to help and medicinally 
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wot'k upon the whole body; my lines shall not only rec:rea.te but 

recreate the mlnd. 11 The first third is as a gilded pill which 

attra.cts ua into the la.st two, darker sections. Beneath that gilding 

the pill ie bitter: the la.st pa.rt is not funny at all. 

How, then_, h love the fiLting end for the book? And 

how do heroical love, jealousy, and religious superstitions fit 

together to form a unified whole? To answer that, let us look, 

broadly and briefly, at Burton• s major subject within the Anatomy. 

Fallen, diseased man, 11 tbou thyself, 11 ia his m.ain concern. And 

Burton, teacher and stage manager, exhibits man not as a lone 

statue but constantly moving, whirling dizzily in bis frenetic 

activity . The most important paaslon which sets man in motion 

is Love. Love a.nd hatred are 11 the !irat and mo.st common passions, 

from which a.11 the rest arise, and are attendant. 111 Not only other 

passions but paealonate acti vity arise from these causes. Love, in 

particular. encompasses more than lustful desire . As Burton 

dilates upon his subject, he makes clea.r that it is an appetite 

1Burton, p. 617. 
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( 11 by which we de~ire some good to be present"), a. 11 delectation 

of the heart for something which we seek to win11 , in swn, a force 

binding together both mind and body leading us to know and to act. 

Further more, the metaphor of the two kinds of love I the two 

Venuses, "one from God, the other f.rom the Devil11 , helps image 

man 1 B dua.l nature ao well ae account for the fore.es that pull him 

in two diiferent directions. Love is a force binding the parts oI 
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the cosmos together. What we identify as gravi.tation or magnetlsm 

he calla love: 11 How comes a loa.dstone to draw iron ta i.t? jet, 

ch.aff? the ground to covet showers, but for Love? 111 

For these reasons Burton's last partition ls i.ronic. The 

love thal ties lover to lover or ma.n to wife is cba:rming. if laden 

with pa.in; but the "lave which re~ches but to dust11 is a. pale copy 

a£ the highest: idea of love. He allies himseU with the Neo-Plantonists 

when he quotes Leone Ebreo 1 "Cognitive Love, as Leo calls it, 

Rational Love, Intellectual Love .... By this Love (saith Ger eon) 

we purchase Heaven, and buy the Kingdom of God. 11 2. When this 

1Burton, p. 6Z2 , 

2 Burton, p . 6ZZ, 



love is deformed, as it is twisted by religious melancholy. then 

man 1 s eickness i.s a.t ite worst. At the conclusion the Anatomy 

goes in two directions at once . The lowest ebb is described, but 

it can point toward the highest. Supersti.tion is horrible becauae 
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it perverts man 1 s highest powers; but at the .same. t'ime, the lowest 

ebb can imply the highest reaches. Here Burton 1 s book cal.le most 

strongly £or a. fit audience: seeing the depths, man should want to 

turn toward the heights. By now Burton .should have trained us 

all well enough to do so. 

Within each of the three major partitions certain la:rge 

" rhythms" control hi..s minute attention to smaller uni.ts of or ganiza

tion and set forth his major concerns of cause, cure,and man in 

action. Within the larger .scheme, however, are embedded several 

digressions. prose units that could be coosidered separate essays. 

The usual view of these se,t .. pieces i.s that they are a.ga.in ine-tances 

of Burton1 s exuberance as he ranges about, carrying an lnterest 

to the point of exh.austion. There i.s much to be said for th.is view; 

certainly there seems to be no particular reason for the Digression 

upon E.xotic k Simples in Pa.rtition ll when there ie none on games or 

sports, And perha.pe this very freedom is an e-fiect he wished to 

give: the Senecan principle of following truth as it comes to shape 

within the mind should not be restricted to the confines of the 



sentence a.lone. And certainly, given Burton's penchant for 

authority, the fact that the digression was a recognized rhetorical 

!arm of development, giving to a work the desired quality of 

copiousness, is not least ainong the reasons for inclusion. But 

there are others, I think, that allow us to see a conscious artist 

at work. 

The digTessions are not spaced evenly through the book, 

He identifies not one of his sections in the. third partition as a 

digression, perhaps because so rnuch of that third partition is 

digressive in the first place. In Partition ll he includes three. 

The first is on Exotick Slmples and the next on Compounds; the 
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third is the famous Digri!SSion of Air~ The first two we can regard 

as either special interests or as areas needing particular develop

ment. With the Digression of Air and the four in the first partition-

the Digressions 0£ Anatomy, on the Nature of Spirits and Devils 1 

of the Force of the Imagination, and of the Misery of Scholars-

Burton constructs bis most successful essays. .But in looking 

at the context in which he embeds &ome of them, we might wonder 

whether they are indeed digressions. Certainly, judged from the 

surroundings, the Digression of Air is one. The relationt>hip of 

Burton' s trip through the cosmos to the curative powers of good a.ir 

is tenuous. The Digression of Anatomy is another matter: 
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following his descr iption o! the na.tUl."e. of ma.n as diseased and 

preceding his analysis of different kinds of melancholy, this 

description almost demands to be the.re . In describing man's body 

and mind and the way they a.re put together, he introduces terminology 

h._e will use later; he informs us fully about his subject. Later 

references to the me.seriack veina, to the dicta.men rationiB require 

no further explanation after this complete analysis. .Burton was 

writing to an intelligent audience, but an audience of laymen . . 

Another question remains: assuming that some fit less 

well than others, do they etill fit in? The answer here is positive: 

he pastes none in without some pTetense of relation to the others . 

T he Digression of the Air is perhaps lees easily associated with 

the discussion of health measures, but the Digression of Spirits 

carries on with a topic he has previously begun, supernatural 

causes of melancholy, and that on the misery o! scholars iB 

certainly a valid exten11i on of the category into which he ine:ierts 

it, love of learning. It even introduces another kind of melancholy. 

One reason for the naming might .slmply be that Burton, aware that 

these set-pieces were rt!:lated to the surroundings but aware, a.s 

well, that the development was disproportionate compared to his 

treatment o£ other categories, decided to call them by another 

name to sh.ow the reader that be .reali.:t.ed the essays might be 

disuni!ying. 
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Considering their participation in concerns of the Anatomy 

as a whole, we can certainly see that they provide a thematic 

accompaniment to Burton's aim of discussing and tra.nsmitting 

knowledgt!'I . 1t would not be im.posing an l!Xtraneous pa.ttel'n upon 

them to say that each a.mplilies certain aspects of this theme and 

aim. The Digression of Anatomy reveals what Burton thought about 

bow man lea.rn5~ the descriptions of man's physic.al and mental 

powers and the process of faculty psychology help us understand 

h is conceptions about how words act upon the mind. Learning is 

not a simpl e matte-r, however; in the Digression upon the Force of 

th e Imagination he points out the ways in which man 1 s mind can delude 

itself and be deluded~ in the Digression on Spirits he shows how 

external forces can lead the mind astray. But at least knowledge 

of the t!:nemies, both internal and external. can empower man to 

resist them the better. The Digression on the Misery of Scholars 

lets us eee still another .!acet of the many-sided problem. Here hi!> 

gives us a long rollcall of hind:rances--unfeeling patrons, lack of 

appreciation, physical ills, hypocritical colleagues --which fa.Cl! 

any man entering the world of the scholar . 1'To say truth, 11 he says, 

-- - - -

• tis the common fortune of most scholars 
to be servile and poor, to complain piti
fully, and lay open their wants to their 
respectless Patrons, as Cardan doth., as 
Xylander1 and many others; a.nd1 which 
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is ~oo common in those Dedicatory 
Eputles1 for hope of gain, to lie, 
flatter, and with hyperbolical elogiums 
and commendations to magni!y and extol 
an illiterate unworthy idiot for his 
excellent virtues, whom they should 
rather, as Machiavel observes, vilify 
and rail at downright (or his most 
notorious villainies and vices, So 
they prostitute themselves, as fiddlers 
or mercenary tradesmen, to serve 
great men1 ! turns for a small reward. 
They are like Indians, they have stol"e 
of gold, but know not the worth of it. 1 

But he counters this grim picture with the last and longest 

digression in the book, the Digt'es sion of Air, It is not my place 

here to describe Burton1 s wealth of knowledge about geography, 

nor to discuss his own delusions or common-sense analyses o! the 

theories of cosmology available to him. 2 But in showing ue his 

views on knowledge. this is a key digression. Firat, bis joyous 

excitement is infectious as, like a " long-winged Hawk, 11 he circles 

around the world,tiipping down t.o look a.t. Tenerilfe 1 stopping for a 

moment to puzzle over the possibility oI people on other stars. 

At the sa.me time, even a£ter the pages and pages o{ soaring prose, 

1Burton, p. 265. 

21n " Robert Burton and the New Cosmology", Modern 
Language Oua.rterly, XIll (1952). 13-48, Robert M. Browne analyses 
Burton's use of the theories available to him. Both he and Babb 
(in Sanity in Bedlam) point out his wide knowledge and the_ sane logic 
of his partial adoption and dismissal of current cosmolog1.cal theory 
as well as his errors. 
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this digression becomes almost an exemplu.m demonstrating the 

Christian humanist theory of vain knowledge. It end:s as follows: 

l 

But hoo ! I a.rn now gone quite out of 
sight, I am almost giddy with roving 
about: l could ha.ve ra.nged farther yet, 
but 1 am an infant, and not able to dive 
into these profundities, or sound thes~ 
depths, not able to understand, much less 
to discuss. I leave the contemplation of 
the.se things to i.t:ronger wits, th.at have 
better ability, and happier leasu_-re, to wade 
into such Philosophical mysteries: for 
put case I were as able as willing, yet 
what can one rna.n do? I will conclude with 
Scaliger: We are by no means men, .... 
rather fractions of men; th.rough the agency 
of it all it is possible to accomplish some
thing, though nothing very great: from a 
single peris:on--absolutely nothing. -- Besides, 
(as Nazianzen has i.t) God desireth us to be 
inconspicuous; and with Seneca (on Comets): 
How much should we marvel at those rare 
spectacles of the world, not to be set in 
bounds by !ixed laws. not yet to be under ... 
stood? Many races there a.re that a.re 
familiar with the face of the sky: the time 
hastencth when that which is. now hid shall, 
by the diligence of longer ages, be brought 
forth to the light of the dayi one age suificeth 
not, --the futureJ &.c. -•-When God sees his 
tLme, he will reveal these mysteries to 
mortal men, and shew that to some few at 
la.st, which he hath concealed so long .... 
God in his providence, to check ow: presump
tuous inquisi.t1on, wraps up all things in 
uncertainty, bars us from long antiquity, 
and bounds ou.r .se1rch within the compass 
of some few age1> . 

Burton, p . 430, 
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l agree with Mut!ller that the.s.e three styles appe;ar in 

Burton, but I disagree with the basis oi his ca.tegories . Instead, 
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I would look at Burton i.n more traditional terms, from the thxee 

levels sanctioned by the rhetorical tradition a.nd part of tht!! language 

of literary criticism, suc.h as it was. oi Burton•s time, The high 

style. or the grand style, is the first of these. Resie:rved for 

nobl i!i subjects, it generally denotes a heightening of language a.nd 

idea to fit the subject. More elabora.re t.:-op~s and figure.a withln 

the sentence contribute to the art.i..!ic.e, a11 does purer a.nd more 

noble diction. The homoioteleuton, the La.tin polyayliable, eha.ra.cter

iz.es the resonance of this voice. The grand style tends toward th~ 

Ciceroni.an in its premed'i.ated grande.1,,1r. Although this is not. the 

predominant style of Burton, he is capable. of it. He can u5e it 

as an a.side, as when he adopt.a a mask temporarily to sing of arm11 

and the man . Ln a conaola.tory passage in the section on Remedies 

agai.nst Discontents he embeds this quotation: 11 For know this:, in 

conclusion 1 it is not as m~n, but as God will. The Lord maketh 

poor, and ma.keth rich 1 bringeth low, and exalteth, he lifteth 

the poor .from ~he dust, and raiseth the begger from the dunghill, 

to set them amongst Princes, and make them inherit the seat of 

of glory , 11 1 He did not write this, of course, but the choice of a. 

1Burton, p, 517. 



quotation from the Bible exemplifying simplicity and .sublimity 

shows an ability typical of the man with many masks: Consoling 
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the man a£ little fortune Ln a style that ts otherwise wholly con

versational, in this parenthesis he shifts to the voi.ce of a preacher. 

Cumbe-re.d with care, man might forget his Christian fate: in thiB 

section the style reminds him. 

The first extended appearance 0£ the high styli!! is in the 

first paragraph of Partition l. Here, singing of mants original 

and potential excellency- -a passage whosl!. gr andne.e s will be 

quickly broken in the next paragrcph, where he will show what man 

has become--diction enforces the splendor. Words like Viceroy, 

marvels, righte.ousnees, immortal, and other similar terms with 

rhythmic and connotative grandneBs characterize the paBsage; no 

word breaks this t-one. Punctuation sustains the sweeping rhythm 

as semicolons prolong the list of rna.n 1 .e glorles, The entire par a

graph i.s one sweep; we hold all tdea.s i.n suspense until we reach 

the end. 

Except for occasional .sentences, like the one cite d above, 

Burton does not use the gra.nd style in the rest of Partition l and 

II. The subjects (causes and cu.real and the surrounding terrain 

(dietary restrictions and varieties of exercise} do not demand .such 

treatment. The aecond ex.tended pae.5,age in th~ high 5tyle appears 
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at the first of Partition lll, devoted to Love, Llke the prece.ding, 

it, too, exist.a to show man his potentiality; but it also t!Xisu to 

be broken when Burton demonstra.tes. how this force ha.is been per ... 

verted . In th.is imitation of I Corinthians 13 Burton does not require 

the use of reverbera.ting polysyllables; instead, slrnpllc1ty of 

diction creates the sense of grandness. He't'e is a typical sentence: 

1 'As the Sun in the Firmament, (I say) so is Love in the: world; and 

for this cause 'tis Love without an addition, Love pre-eminent, 

Love or God and Love of men. 111 Quoted out of context, thi.s 

sentence lose• much of its heightening. Even so, Lhe smoothness 

of rhythm displays what Burton io capable of when the subject a.nd 

the placement demand it. Here the theme of man 1 11 use of reason 

helps control the ar1'angement: at the first man must be shown what 

he {ell from. Burton recapitulat•• the myth of the !all from Eden 

in his style, Once he has covered the problems of cause and cure, 

be can then in Partition lll exhibit by a style that mimes its subject 

what man 1.n a..ction can accomplish. By the force of rational love 

he can reach infinite truth and goodness, 

But these pas.sages Burton reserves for special places. 

He moves most freely in the middle registerJ the conversational 

~ -
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11 mind -thinkiog11 style . Mueller allows for thia traditional level 

under the term II scienti.fic11 i to me it seems that accounts !or 

only half the middle t'angei. Within this level he can be smooth 

and effectively lnfol'mative, as, certainly, many of the sentences 

in the Digreeeion 0£ Anatomy are . But in the more typical style 

2n 

of Burton the raconteur, he frisks about from one idea to another, 

not always caring whether he covers a topic with absolute clarity . 

Even Within some of the scientific pas sage a we see glimmer B of 

wit; but more often, the sense of a man engaging ua in delightful 

conversation is the rule. Here the conversational devices appear-

the parentheses, the sudden breaks, the mimicking, the slang. 

Of course, if we were to use Mue ller •a term in the older sense, 

the conversational style is scientific, although Mueller does not 

use the term in this sense . Even at his chattiest Burton is 

attempting to make us know. whether it be frivolous love-tales 

or proper purges. Behind that smile lies a serious lntent; between 

those gaps there a.re connections to be made, causing us to pa.I"ti

cipate, to reach ideas on our own. 

And Burton is master of the third level, also. A book as 

lively a 6 the Anatomy h: hard to divide Lnto pasaages which exem

plify the three levels exclusively; Burton h so full of language 

that h e will oft en break a converaa1ion to sound like a tragedy 
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queen or growl away at the Papists. Often the three levels co-

exist 10 the same paragraph, if not sentence. But there are certain 

passages where he uses the low level a.lone. Sc:.urri.lous terms a.nd 

imagery1 broken and jagged syntax characterize this level. Para

doxically, the intensity of the emotion might ally this with some 

aspects of the grand .style. One difference lies in lbe .subject: the 

grand style aims for the mind and nobler emotions, the low style 

for the solar plexus. He does not intend to mesmerize or ritualize 

when h~ vituperates against the 11 fat fustilugs 11 or the chi.tty-faced 

bawd. And ln hi.& invective against the Theologasters we can sense 

an admirable purpose in exposing tht !rauda, but the glee with which 

he does that exposing is somewhat less than noble. The street fights 

require the weapons of the atreet, and when Burton lumps together 

jargon, slang, and insult we havl! a supe.rb example of the scurrilous, 

low style: lawyers, for example, are " gowned vultures, who live 

by violence and bloodshed1 thieves and seminaries of discord; 

worse than any pollen, on the highway side, gold-hawks, gold-borers, 

money-fishers, temple thieve&, market-jingle.rs, horrible wretches, 

l!llave-tTaders,., a company of irreligiouli Harpies, ecra.ping, gnptng 

Ca.tc:hpoles. 11
1 Burton shares with the earlier Elizabethans a 

mastery of abuse. 

1Burton, p, 69. 



Burton spok~ through many voices, for one reason, beca.uMc 

he shared the conceptions of the traditional body o! rhetorical th ,ory. 

He accepted not only the three levels of style; sLill others helped from 

his own style. For instance, he agreed with the notion that art in 

language re s ts upon p r ecepts derived Irorn nature, that artful language 

could communicate tdea.s directly from mind to mind through words 1 

and that language could ex.press and c onvey ideas about re.a.Ii.Ly in _.a 

simplest and most complex forms from mind to mind. Knowledge 

could be embodied u\ language. For that reason man1 s hi ghest duties-• 

seeking to know God and to act well--could be accomplished, partly al 

least, by the study of language. For Burton and those in hi& trad1 ti.on 

this study had been codified m the study of rhetoric. Initiation into 

this discipline involved awareness of the powerti possessed by words, 

by images and tropes, and by the form of the sentence. And knowledge 

oI rhetorical tools meant that the practitioner was ac tively St:r:klng 

the truth kept in the ancient stor housrs o! wisdom, his for thP. 

seeking . 

In addition to s!a.ting c.hte£ assumptions o{ rhetorical theo-y, 

Burton could be almost an exemplum of traditional rhetorical 

practices. Virtually all the schemes of sound and thought occur 

w1 •.htn his srnt(,nr:, p n h1s ad0ption of the mask of Democri. us 

Junio't h ui;;ri~ l"lf' irh ill n- a.dit;onal techniques of gaining ethos 



and pathos. He also employs traditional devi.c~s of organlzing 

his ideas into larger units by way of the rhetorical topics of 

invention, 

The fi.rst of the devices most commonly used to develop 

a topic is 11 inarti£icial argurnent!!i, 11 or what we call testimony. 

This is certainly one of the most common ways Burtoo fills up 

his book {he enlists tbousa.nda of such a.rguments} but it is not 

simply to bolster his own ideas. Rather, he sees himself as a 

transmitter of past learning and wisdom summed up in the testi-
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mony given by men of former ti.mt,&:. And since the past was closer 

to the Golden Age and hence wiser than the present, to Burton this 

function alone would be reason enough for compiling his cento. 

In a.ddition, Burton felt tbal the past could speak to present timee:, 

with greater relevance than we believe today, Because. 0£ the 

conception that time had been -redeemed in the birth of Ch.rist, 

that which followed was considered to be chiefly repetition of 

pa.st patterns: time is cyclic, Unlike the moderns who accepted 

the idea. of progress, to the ancient the course 0£ history was 

not at all a continually expanding spiral but more a completed 

circle. For these reasons Burton continually cites the ancients 

not to pad out hi s work but co enforce the truth of the in!ormatlon 

he is advancing, Attention should be paid to the wise men of old. 



When 11 Valeacus de Tatanta, Aelia.n Montaltus, Felix Platerua, 

(and) Guiane:rius, put Jealousy fur a cause of Melancholy, 11 it must 

be so. 
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Other forrns of II ina:rtHicial' 1 arguments or testimony include 

reference back to general e::Kperience (we have all been there, so 

it rnust be, true.) and to the wrH.er 1s own expe·rience. Two kinds 

can support each otherj Burton did not accept his mother 1 s rt!medy 

of a spider lapped in silk until he read that Dioscorides t.l! sti.fied 

to its efficacy. Another variety ie the gnome, or apophthegm--the 

11 mother wit11 of hUD1an beings which sums. up truth in a short phrase. 

After a dozen examples showing how like tend6 to fall in love with 

like 1 he conclude Bl with 11 Bird.s of a feather flock together. 11 This 

kind of truth Burton will often inject in a longer eentence as a. 

temporary version o( truth which he can argue f:romj sometime.s 

the gnome will provide tht! re solution to a problem he= hae puzzled 

over for a long tiine. This sort o( :resolution does not mean tha.t 

Burton is giving up the fight for the answer; rather, it implies that 

h~ can find within common experience a solution to a vexing concern. 

And sometimes the 11 mother wit11 can simply enforce what he has 

just been arguing; in the following sentence he goes from concrete 

examples to a uconcrete 11 image which is a.n embodiment of abstract 

truth: " Plato commends the bea.uty of Socrates; yet who wa6 more 

--~-. - -- -·a-- -- ■ __ 1_ 1 
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grim of countenance, stern and ghastly to look upon? So a.re 

and have been many gre.a.t Philosophers, aa Gregory Nazianzen 

observes, deforrned most pa.rl in that which ie to be seen with the 

eyes, but most elegant in that which is not to be seen , Often under 

a th.readba.re coat lies an excell nt understanding. 111 

The oth r topics of invention--de!inition, division, subject 

and adjuncts1 contraries and contradictories, similarity and dis• 

eimilarlty, comparison, cause a..nd effect, notation and conjugates-

Burton uses throughout the Anatomy. They are natural ways in 

which to cast ideas; their codification in the earlier rhetoric books 

is to be expected. Tbe dillercnce between our view and theirs is 

that earlier rhetoricians thought that the topics of invention could 

help a writer reach the truthi the. technique was sanctioned by the 

ancients 4 We .see them more a.s merely helpful devices. 

A passage introducing Jealousy shows the way in which 

BUiton works in to hil5 subject by way of th~ traditional topics: 

Val scus de Tara.nta. Aelian Montaltus, 
Felix Platerus, Guianerius put Jealousy 
fo: a ca.use of Meliilncholy, other a for a 
Symptom, because Melancholy persons. 
among these pasi,ions and perturbations 
o f the mind, a.re most obnoxious to it. 
But me thinks !or the latitude it ha.th, and 
that prerogative above other ordinary 

Burton, p. 630, 



Symptonis, it ought to be treated of 
as a Species apart, being of so great 
and eminent a note~ so furious a pa.ssion. 
and almost of a.s great extent as Love itself;, 
as Benedetto Va.rchi holds, No Love with
out a mixture of Jealousy; who 1s not been 
jealous. loves not. For these cause111 I 
will dilate 1 and treat of it by its:elf, a.s a 
bastard - branch, or kind of L ovt!. - Melancholy, 
which, aB Heroical LoV"e goeth commonly 
before marriage, doth U5ually follow, tor
ture, a.nd crucify in like sort, de.serves 
therefore to be rectified alike, requires 
as much are and industry, in .setting out 
the severa..1 causes of it, prognosti.c:ks and 
cures . Which I have more willingly done, 
that he that is or hath been jealous, may 
see his error in a glass; he that is not, 
may learn to detest, avoid it himself, 
and disposaeBs others that are any wise 
aiiected with it. 

Jealousy ie described and de£ined 
to be a certain suspicion which t he Lover 
hath of the party he chiefly loveth, leot 
he or 5he Bhould be enamored of another: 
or any eager de:i,ire to enjoy some beauty 
alone, to have it proper to himself only: 
a fear or doubtJ lest any foreigner should 
pa.rticipa.te or share with hiin in his love . 
Or (as Scaliger adds) a fear of losing 
her favour, whom he so earnestly affectB , 
Ca.rdan calls it, a. zeal !or love, and a 
kind of envy le st any man should beguile us. 
Ludovicus Vives defines it in the very same 
words, of little differing in sen5e . 1 

The passage pursues its course smoothly; when we see the 

number o! topics o! invention Burton employs to develop his ideas 

1Burton, p . 821. 
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we ca.n begin to sense still more the richness of his prose as he 

uli.lizes rhetori.ca.J devices . He i.nlroduces the subject with one 

of the lnartificial a.rgu.rnents: the testimony of the w iae men of 
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old brings out. the subject . A reference to common experience 

fix.es the matter: we all know tha.t melancholy men are most: 

11 obnoxious11 to the power of jealousy . Narrowing the focus, Burton 

answel's objections when he argues from. his own ~xpel"ience. Al

though we might think his own individualism daring~ he does not 

deparL from the common fund of knowledge; he believes i.t should 

b~ treated by itself. But ~ven h~re Burton u not arguing completely 

alone 1 fo,; Benedetto Varchi provides a kind of back-stop for his 

own positi.on . 

Justified in his own stand, he c-an then conlinue hi.e, Course

with the assistance of the topics of sLmilruity and dissimilarity, 

cause and effect, The final ef.fE..ct he hopes to a.ccompll5h 1.s 

heur istic: learning what jealousy is 1 man can then a.void it and 

d1ssuadt" others from its perils. Onc e the subJect Ls justified, 

h ca.n backtrack somewhal. A de initi,on--here by c:onttary 

example--leads into further definition from authority. Scalige.r, 

Carda.n, and Vives all .said something pertinent about the subject 

and r.h y agreed on nearly all -points. Following the second para

graph Burton breaks th~ .subject down still further: he divides 
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tho subjt!let i.nto its many .forms . Thi$ topic of d ivision wi1J 

provide him a nieans of ordering the- r e.st cf this section; this. topic, 

with ca.use and efiect, can bl!! said to control not jusl i.ndividu~l 

sentences: or paragraphs but the book as a whole. 

The topic a.ppea.ri.ng in this pa!lsage can be considered a 

set of tools Whi.ch the writ@.r and .!:ipeaker has at his command, to 

be brought out when needed. Certainly the lhetoric ma.nualB ha v~ 

the appearance of a too- easy system1 one which could lend itself 

to empty treatment 0£ m.a.ny subjects. ln the wrong band:, the 

manuals could, and doubtlesl!'J did, enc:oura.ge formal development 

a.t the expense of content and of genuine unity. But well us:ed, as 

they are in Burtan, thesl! .fo?"tns o! development can be 5een as 

11{orrns of thought0 and ~ven a.~ metaphors for the plan o{ his book 

as a. whole. 

The device of i.na:rtifici.al arguments, or testimony, could 

seem, from a superficial vi.ewi a mere collection of wha.l everyone 

else had la say about the: aubjec t 1 as padding. But one of Burton's 

emper would not consider thal de vice a shallow one. InsteadJ the 

proof from the past wa..s to be honored above cur.rent argumll!nl 

becaus it ca.me from a. time cloaer to the golden one. And to 

Burton, attempting to rea.aon hi$. audience into a. stat" of health 

b)~ every means poslilible, the technique might convince someone 
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who might not believe. him~ if Galen said so. then a.L least one 

reader could accept it as true. 5urton saw his book as a preserver 

of pa.st tradition, and thia device assists in its becoming so. 

The topic of contra.st helps to give structure to the entire 

book. ln large, the patterns of sickness and health, cause and 

cu r e, provide the theme& which are seen in smaJJ in this passage 

when he contrasts kinds a.nd view of jealousy. To Bee contrast at 

its most encompassing, we mu&L remember Burton's conception 

of the shap~ o{ the world --with nature: part of, but set against, 

super - nature, with good actively opposed by evil, and sickness 

against a clearly defin@d health. When the geography- -or cosmo

gra.phy- - of belief is more neatly mapped out, contrasts can be made 

more surely. And, despite. his profound awareness of the dilliculty 

of discerning one from another in this realmJ Burton knew that within 

a.nother, goodness and truth prevailed . 

Even in the small-Beale discussion of the ca1,1ses and effects 

of jealousy is a miniature treatment of another pattern which helpa 

to conLrol the book. Understanding more about th. operation of the 

physical universe toda.y, we a.re far less sure of stating actual causes 

and effectsi too many i.nfl.uences might be responsible for a phenomenon. 

Bu.rton is in some ways more nai"e than we when he lists such over-

whelming kinds of cause5 of melancholy; at the same time, presenti ng 
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such a variety of causes forces us to diagnose our own problems 

more actively1 to .seek causes other than those we had lmpetuou.sly 

decided upon. And he does not always credit hie authoritiee with 

the final answer. It ts on the baeis of effect that Burton intends his 

book to be most efiica.cious; it te ■ tifies to his own beliele in the 

traditional powers of language that he thought that through i.ndividua.L 

words and the shape of hie sentences he could effect a change in 

his reader .!ram sickne.s s to health. This topic of invention is not 

juet an empty form; Burton ainis to cover causes and to create 

eUec ts. This book ii not just to be tasted; it should nouriah the 

reader into physical and mental health. 

Burton, then, worked from the: closed, fixed rhetorical 

tradition. Not only does he give c redence within hla book to the 

chiel principles we can call traditional; he also follows through 

with traditional forms, The fact that he does not call attention 

to bis own practice (there is no E, K. in the margin praising his 

epanalepses) shows that he was accustomed to an encompassing 

view toward rhetoric that we, not he. would ca.11 outdated. But 

in Burton'& lifetime views were being transformed. It is incon-

ceivable. that he could not be aware of eome of them. But the 

changes Jay not only in the metaphors men used to na.me the 

universe•-and Burton was certainly aware of the new ideas of 

'Bl- ■ ~~•~7 
I 
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Copetnicus, Galileo, a.nd Tycho .Brahe. To reflect their .shifting 

opinions of the world outside, men began to review their conceptions: 

o! the world wi.thin, the world that could be expressed ln the words. 

The extent to which Burton accepted theee changes and the influ

ences they had upon his &tyle are important. 

As the new maps and discoveries resulted in men1 s seeing 

the coomoo a.a larger than they had thought and guided by different 

controls. the world of language was lessening in space and power. 

Radical shifts in men1 e views of language came about as they began 

to assess more carefully what words could do. Modern scholars 

have identified two of the most crucial shifts as the rejection of 

universals and a consequent lessening power of words and, second, 

a replacement in techniques of investigation of disputation by exper i

ment . 

The first change Ian Watt considers as the most impo-rtant. 

for literary style: the modern period beginning at the last part of 

the Seventeenth Century was a time 11 wbose general intellectual 

orientation was most decisively separated from its classical and 

medieval herita.ge and by its rejection--or at least its attempted 

rejection--of universals. 11 1 As the medieval model began to break 

11an \Vatt 1 The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, 
Richardson, and Fielding (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1959). p. 12. 
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up, a rnodel which provided that an almost mystical tie bound words 

to the things: they signified,the conception of the power of language 

diminished. Metaphysical conceits, wittily linking natural and 

.s.uperna.tu.ral, were trimmed away and forsaken. A newer skeptic ism 

called for a sparer vocabulary in prose and verse. Watt shows how 

the concomitant, the newer outlook toward the weakened power of 

wars, was held: "Modern realism found itself faced w i th the semanti 

problem. Words did not all stand for real objects , or did not stand 

for them in the same way, and philosophy was therefore faced with 

th e problem o! discovering their rationale. Locke's chapte:rs at the 

end of the third Book of the Essay Concerning Human Understanding 

are probably the most impoTtant evidence of this trend in the seve n

teenth century . 01 

To imaginative literature - -Frye's ''fiction° --some o{ the 

.strictures need not apply. But to the works that lie in the s ha.dow

land between pure mimeti c fict ion and scientific formula. , the shifts 

were highly important . The second change, the.nt what Howell 

identifies as the demand for "experiment rather than disputation 

as the chief instrument in the quest for the truth, 11 2 has much 

1watt, p, 28 . 

2Howell , p, 346. 



relevance to the non-fiction treatise. A clichtf of late Seventeenth

Century style is Glanville's conscious trim.ming away of metaphor 

in h is scienti!ic writing. And this shift ie certainly related to the 

first. Words are regarded aa weaker in power because disputation 

according to ancient rhetorical mode3 no longer resulted in finding 

true conclusions. Too many times had simple experiment& shown 

that argument by the accepted rules proved only old error; i.t did 
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not square with the actual facts of velocity, the shapes of the sta.rs, 

and the circulation of the blood that the scientists were investigating. 

For that. reason, language was seen as a handmai.denj well- sterilized 

words could best be used to report experimental findings--if they 

were .sufficiently t.rimmed of metaphoric suggestiveness, 

Like Ba.con, often imaged as Janus, Burton is one who lives 

in both divided and distinguished worlds of ancient and moderns 

though he was doubtless not aware that the chasm sepa.rating them 

wa.s so deep. The statements he makes about the power of wo-rd.s, 

for example, could place him with either . Wbt!n he says, "l respect 

matter, not word5, 11 he seems almost to be speaking i.n the voic.e 

of Sprat, who pleaded (or a 11 close, naked, natural way of speaking. " 

Yet this statement was made by a man who did not forsake the older 

ways to rebel for the new. As discussed earli.erJ Bu.rton•s respe:ct 

for matter involves a respect for all levels of the world he thought 



man could live in, natural and superna.tural . It is true that he 

eschews Ciceronia.n harmony a.nd emptiness, but because he still 

believes tha.t., if words were used properlyt according to Seneca' s 

dictates, they could still embody many levels of matter. 

A similar Janus-like image cha.racterizea hiB conceptions 

about the power of sentence. He w:rites in the Senecan 11 mind

thlnking11 or 11 free-thinking 11 forms which were to provide some 
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of the bases for later scientific prose~ Like the virtuoso Si r Thomas 

Browne he lets his mind leap and riiLmble as it will . Like the 

libertine Montaigne he seems to find truth chiefly within his own, 

particular, self. But these poatures are not new. The Senecan 

amble was a. recognized form long before Galileo set himself 

against the old truths . And for Burton the freedom la there, but 

within a circumscribed limit. The impulsive !reshnesa of his 

private notions is intended to be shared with others; if he has 

found something true, then others partaking o! the traditional 

bond o! community can £ind it so, too . And he ie not enough of 

an experimenter to reach any conclusion genuinely revolutionary. 

He reached the old conclu5ions-. Here the Digression of Air 

provides proo£. He soars away both literally and metaphorically , 

but he returns to the t.ra.ditiona.L position: Tycho and Copernicus 

are only men, after all, and their theories do show l!!lomc discrepancies 



and illogicalities . Only in God1 s good time can we ever hope to 

ha.ve all the answers . 

As one who tJa.w his role ae a transmitter of knowledge 
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from the past to the present, and who did so with gTea.t copiousness 

and gusto, Burton uses an interesting image to define bis role . A 

dwarf standing on the shoulders of a giant, he ea.ye, can see farther 

than the giant alone . This choice is intereating be.cause the moderns 

later in the centu.ry chose it to prove their pa..ra.doxical belie! that 

they were more ancient than the ancients . The direction they 

faced is the distinguishing !ea.ture: the mod4!!!1rn111 f&cing !orward, 

Burton backward toward what he considered the eource of knowledge. 

He even faced backward in the choice o! the inlage, which came 

or iginally from Bernard of Chartres . For Burton thi$ figure points 

out that he ca.n choose ffom old and new, c:.an exemplify them both . 

The important di££e.rence is that the. truth he reaches is generally 

the old t.ruth ... -reached, however, by some new channels. 

Burton' s ability to walk in the newer way& as well as the 

old ha.s troubled one contempora..ry .student o! Burton. Much up.set 

with Burton1 s inconsistency, Leonard Goldstein has attri.buLed what 

he considers chief characteristics of his style, "confusion" and 

"peculia.rity 1 11 to his mixing of ancient and modern ways. First, 

Goldstein finds the " manifestations of the scientific method11 when 
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Burton uses the methods of the newer science: Goldstein regards 

the copiou11 examples as the equivalent o! the scientht' s data. The 

second influence he calla 11 intuition. , , devoid of the inner compuls1.on 

towards coherence and conceptual precision. 1•1 It seems to m e 

that in damning Burton for being what lte is, Goldstei n has failed 

to see that some a! the bases of his atyle- -the ca.ta.logs, the general 

copiousnees - -belong as much to the older tradition aa to the new; 

tltat the lack of coherence i ■ often only playfully so: beltind the book 

is a clearly logical structure, Most unfair a't'e the cr\t.-ici ama of 

11 quai.ntness . 11 It is a species of provincialism to sl!:e men of other 

times as II quaint" ; in doing so we impose upon them our own standard s 

o! consistency, which a.re not necessarily consistent themselv~s. 

Burton's mind worked upon the material ■ at hand; thil.t be £ailed 

to see all the implications of the new science is not as seriouei a 

condemnation as Goldstein thi nks. Doubtless we will be proved 

gargoyles one da.y. 

We should therefore examine Burton from interna.l~ not 

exte-rnal standards of conshtency. And internally, his style 

exempli!i.cs what we might chara.cterize as order in the midst of 

apparent disorder. The wealth of words jumbled together results 

1Goldstein, p. 68 . 



not in confusion; there is always a point to the juxtaposition o! 

slang with gra.ndiose terme 1 of Latin with Anglo-Sax.on. That 
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point Could be related to one. o! ma.ny purposes in the Anatomy- .. 

satire, irony. sympathy. And although some of the catalogs 

common to Burton appear to be just struck off, closer examination 

reveals careful attention to sound and rhythmic effects . In the 

ca.talog including "breviaries , bulls, and hallowed beans" examined 

earlier, for instance, the satiric effects are too obvioue to cause 

us to disrniaa Burton as an unconscious artist . Wi thin the myriad of 

sentence type1 in the Anatomy, sentences whlch seem to dart this 

wa.y and that, there can be !ound recurring types, forms which 

show Burton's fundamental clarity of vision and sense o( direction 

in hia ideas. The quick b:re.aks a.re there for a purpol!ile: to draw 

in the audience, to sound out other aspeChi or the topic, to show 

hia own deep involvement in the material. And in s.eeming to 

express only his own personality, the $enleaces of Democritus 

Junior leiid the audience through a variety of experiences to arrive 

at the conclusions he would have them reach. Constantly making 

adjustments to the parentheses and broken l!ilynta.x, answering the 

rhetorical questions he tosses out, smiling ironically at the fools 

he exhibits by understatement, the readers engage actively in 

experiencing the book. And they come to appreciate the learning 

and wisdom, the gusto and deep sympathy within his lifetime work, 

The Anatomy of Melancholy. 
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